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Abstract 
 
 
This thesis explores the functions of laughter in Japanese communication. In 
orientation it contrasts markedly with previous studies and is the first study to 
have been based on such a large volume of data. 
In this paper I have focused on laughter as it serves to maintain a co-operative 
relationship between the participants in a conversation. I find that in the 
process of communication, people necessarily have to lay themselves open to 
others, and in doing so they become conscious of the barrier surrounding and 
protecting their field, i.e. their ‘inner world’. I hypothesise that in Japanese at 
least it is consciousness of this barrier that causes the occurrence of laughter 
in discourse. In other words, people laugh as part of the process of opening up 
to others, and also to show their intention to be co-operative. By laughing, 
people are either confirming that they belong to the same in-group, or they are 
pretending to belong to the same in-group in order to show co-operation.  
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In my model, laughter is classified:  
A: Joyful laughter for identifying with the in-group 
B: Balancing laughter for easing tension 
C: Laughter as a cover-up.  
A is also divided into 3 subcategories, B into 3, and C into 2 according to the 
subject of the utterance and the direction of movement into the protective 
barrier.  
Two types of statistical analysis were applied to the data in order to the test 
the validity of the classification.  
Keywords: interpersonal communication; laughter; field; barrier; 
co-operation; joy; balancing; cover-up gender 
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Transcription Symbols 
 
Some symbols were used to describe the utterance. Some symbols relating to 
the examples cited in this paper are explained below: 
1. For the transcription of Japanese, the kunrei system of Romanization is 
used in Italic. 
2. “Laughter” is indicated in <>  
3. The glottal stop, indicated with a small hiragana tu is romanised as “’” 
4. The extended pronunciation of word-final vowels is described by double 
vowels as in “dee“, and in this paper, the correct pronunciation appears in 
parentheses, as in: “dee (de)” 
5. “↑” indicates rising intonation.  
6. “★ ” indicates the beginning of the overlapping utterance in the first 
speaker. “→” and “←” indicate the beginning and ending of overlapping in 
the second speaker. 
7. Chiming-in by the listener in the middle of an utterance was inserted into 
transcription of the speaker’s utterance with an accompanying explanation, 
e.g. <un (yes) (other person’s code name)>. Chiming-in at the end of 
utterance, however, was considered as one utterance unit.  
8. Chiming-in laughter was inserted into transcription of the speaker’s 
utterance in Dataset 2 in the same way as other chiming-in factors. In 
dataset 1 it took one cell.  
9. ＃＃＃  indicates the utterance could not be transcribed due to poor 
recording quality. 
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1.  Introduction 
 
 
Laughter is a very common phenomenon in the daily social life of human 
beings. How many times do we laugh in one day? It is possible to have a day 
without crying, but not a day without laughing. With laughter we can 
communicate in a variety of different ways, for instance make friends, balance 
our emotions, or veil our true intentions or inner thoughts. 
 
1.1 The organization of this thesis 
Chapter 1 illustrates the kinds of laughter we deal with and sketches the role 
of laughter in Japanese culture. Chapter 2 investigates major themes in this 
field in terms of philosophy, sociology, discourse studies and ethology. Based 
on this literature review we uncover the fact that, even though laughter plays 
such an important role in our daily lives, no integrated study focused on this 
kind of laughter has yet been made. 
The first half of this thesis (Chapters 3, 4, 5 and 6) is devoted to an 
investigation of the statistical analysis of laughter. Chapter 3 explains the 
  1.Introduction 
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process of the three datasets used in this research. The first two datasets are 
transcriptions of natural discourse in the workplace and the last one is a 
classroom discourse. Chapter 4 explains the difference between the first two 
datasets. Based on these large datasets, we investigate the sociological aspects 
of laughter statistically in Chapter 5. This is the first study to have been based 
on such a large volume of data. The sociological aspects considered 
concentrate on the three dimensions: “Gender”, “Genre of speech” and “Social 
settings”. We also cross-analyse “Gender” with “Genre of speech”. Chapter 6 
focuses on laughter in discourse analysis. In this chapter, we introduce several 
new concepts of laughter in discourse such as ‘Speaker’s laugher’, ‘Listener’s 
laughter’, and ‘Plural laughter’ in terms of the one who laughs, ‘Initial 
laughter’, ‘Medial laughter’ and ‘Final Laughter’ in terms of position of 
laughter in utterance, ‘Isolated laughter’ and ‘Mutual laughter’ in terms of 
interaction by laughter. The analysis of Chapter 7 leads to the necessity of 
classification of laughter: Type A laughter (Joyful laughter for identifying the 
In-Group), Type B laughter (Balancing laughter for easing tension), and Type 
C laughter (laughter as cover up). To unfold these classifications, we 
introduce the new idea of one’s ‘field’ and the ‘barrier’ of the field and 
hypothesize that in Japanese at least it is consciousness of this barrier that 
causes the occurrence of laughter. Based on the classification in Chapter 7, 
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empirical analysis of three type of laughter is applied to Dataset 1. The result 
proves that Type A laughter and Type B laughter distribute differently 
statistically. Chapter 8 is also devoted to the statistical study of laughter based 
on the classification. In this chapter we use Dataset 3 (classroom discourse) 
and clarify the use of laughter in terms of the difference between the 
experienced teacher and the trainee teachers. This demonstrates that the 
classification can also apply to discourse analysis. Chapter 10 confirms the 
findings of this thesis and suggestions for future application of this study. 
 
1.2 The type of laughter dealt with in this study 
It is surprising that although hundreds of books and articles have dealt with 
laughter, by far the majority of these have been concerned with humorous 
laughter such as jokes. The study of non-humorous laughter has been largely 
neglected. In this thesis, we propose to focus on non-humorous laughter. 
Laughter is a human activity that occurs regardless of age, race, language and 
culture. For example, a two or three year old child has the ability to laugh, as 
have people from completely different cultures who can laugh together even if 
they don’t speak the same language. 
Laughter could be placed somewhere on the spectrum between non-verbal 
communication and verbal communication, i.e. non-verbal communication 
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with vibration of the vocal cords. It is particularly useful in intercultural 
communication, since one can laugh without knowing the other party’s 
language. On the other hand, it has the potential to cause misunderstanding, 
due to the fact that it is extremely culture- and context- oriented. Without 
studying the cultural and contextual aspects of laughing, it is impossible to 
gain an understanding of its real meaning.  
However, the answer to the question: “why do people laugh?” is varied and 
complex. Even if the question is instead: “what is thought to be funny?” the 
complexity remains. If non-humorous laughter is included in the equation, an 
explanation for the phenomenon of laughter becomes even more complicated. 
This thesis will be concerned with only non-humorous laughter mainly, since 
this is the type of laughter used most often in our daily lives, and one that has 
received little attention from scholars thus far.  
 
1.3 Non-humorous laughter 
 
In the past there have been many philosophical and psychological studies of 
laughter, especially regarding its causes e.g. the ‘Superiority Theory’ of Plato, 
Aristotle and Hobbes, the ‘Incongruity Theory’ of Kant and Schopenhauer, 
and the ‘Relief Theory’ of Freud. These three theories focus on different 
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aspects of laughter. However, the specific topic common to all three has 
generally concerned (1) the nature of humour and joking that causes laughter, 
or (2) the factors that provoke laughter. In such studies, the question: “Why do 
people laugh?” has been assumed to equate with “Why is something thought to 
be funny?” 
Indeed, these questions overlook the fact that people often laugh even in 
situations where there is nothing that could be considered funny. ‘Meaningless 
laughter’ of this kind appears to be particularly prevalent in Japanese 
communication. 
 
Example 1: (D11) 
14H2:＜笑い＞あ、どうも、★どうもなんか、いろいろ。  
<Warai> A, ★doomo nanka, iroiro. 
<Laughter> Oh, thanks, ★ thanks a lot. 
 
14G: →＜笑いながら＞どうも、ありがとうございました。←  
<Warainagara> doomo, arigatoo gozaimasita. 
<With laughter> Thank you very much. 
 
                                         
1 “D1” indicates “Dataset 1”, which is explained in chapter 3. 
2 The number and the alphabet indicate the informant’s number. 
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In example 1, it is difficult to ascertain what is being laughed at. Similarly, it 
is difficult to comprehend why people laugh when they apologise, saying 
“gomen nasai, gomen nasai (I am sorry, I am sorry)”. Here we can see that the 
speaker’s intention is to manipulate the conversation in order to show 
co-operation with the addressee. Below are some more examples of 
non-humorous laughter.  
 
Example 2: (D1) 
11A: あ、こんないっぱい入ってるー。ふー、ひょー、★ほっほー。  
A, konna ippai haitteru. Huu, hyoo, ★hohhoo  
There are so many doughnuts here. Wow! 
 
11F: →これはねー←、なんだっけ。→ 
Kore wa nee← , nan da kke. 
This is … what do you call it again… 
 
11E: なんとか★ハニー。 
Nan to ka★hanii. 
Something honey 
 
11A: →わっ、←すごーいー★、すごーい！  
→Wa’, ← sugooi, ★ sugooi.  
This is great.     
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11H: →うん。←  
→Un.←  
Yeah 
 
11A: すごい、なんだっけそれ。すごいおいしいやつ。あっ、７つも入ってる。  
Sugoi, nan da kke sore. Sugoi oisii yatu. A’ , nanatu mo haitteru. 
Great! What do you call those again, those really nice ones? Wow! There are 7 of 
them! 
 
11H: すごーい。  
Sugooi. 
Great! 
 
11H: どーしよ。＜笑い＞  
Doo siyo. <warai> 
What should I do <laughter>  
 
11H: あっ、すごーい。やっぱ、X さんより趣味はいいな。  
A’, sugooi. Yappa, X-san yori syumi wa ii na.  
A-ha! Just as I thought, she has better taste than Ms. X. 
 
11G: ね。  
Ne. 
Yeah I reckon so. 
 
Multiple speakers: ＜笑い 複数＞  
<Wara fukusuui>  
<Plural laugher> 
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Example 3(D1) 
16E: →わ、ずーい、←うそ。  
→Wa, zuui (=zurui), ←uso. 
You’re kidding. No way!! 
 
16B: でしょ↑ 
Desyo↑   
I know!   
 
16E: ずるーい、★ずるーいずるーい。 
Zuruui (=zurui), ★zuruui zuruui. 
Unfair, unfair, unfair! 
 
16B: →ずるいでしょ。←＜笑い＞ 
→Zurui desyo. ←<warai> 
→Yeah I’m only kidding. ←<laughter> 
16?: ＜笑い＞  
<Warai> 
<Laughter> 
 
16E: ずるーい、そんなのー。  
Zuruui, sonna noo. 
You’re such a cheat.  
 
16?: ＜笑い＞  
<Warai> 
<Laughter> 
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6E: しらない、ちょっと待って。 
Siranai, tyotto matte. 
I don’t know though, hang on a minute .   
 
16B: ＜笑いながら＞それでね、★聞いて聞いて。  
<Warainagara> Sore de ne, ★kiite, kiite. 
(With laughter) There’s more. Listen! Listen!  
 
16E: →そんな。←   
→Sonna. ←  
→That…←  
 
16B: ＜笑いながら＞それで、１２月１５んちまでに、旅行すると、さらにボーナ
スマイル５０００。 
<Warainagara> Sore de, zyuunigatu zyuugonti made ni ryokoo suru to, sara ni 
boonasu mairu gosen. 
<With laughter> And if you travel before December 15th, you can get 5000 bonus 
miles points. 
 
16E: えーっ、★ずるーい。  
Ee’ , ★ zuruui. 
What?! No way! 
 
Again, the speakers in the examples above are neither making jokes nor 
ridiculing each other. The mood is a shared enjoyment of intimacy, but 
nothing is particularly funny or humorous. The example below shows a high 
school teacher telling a student to speak more clearly.  
  1.Introduction 
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Example 4 (D1)  
09A:はっきり、はっきり思っていることを言う。＜笑い＞ 
Hakkiri hakkiri omotte iru koto o iu. <warai> 
Say clearly, (so I can understand,) what you want to say. <laughter> 
 
The example below shows a conversation between a salesperson and a 
customer negotiating over the price of a plant. In this case even the intimate 
atmosphere that appeared in the previous example does not exist.  
 
Example 5 (D1) 
11B: ちっとたかいでしょ。  
Titto takai desyo. 
It’s a bit expensive, don’t you think? 
 
11A: たーかーいですよ。＜笑い＞  
Taakaai [=takai] desu yo. <warai> 
Yeah, very expensive. <laughter> 
 
This type of laugher also tends to appear in business meetings and 
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conferences.  
 
Example 6 (D1) 
09A:じゃあ、この、点滅ってゆうふうにこー、＜笑いながら＞ファジーな表現が
いいんじゃないですか。 
Zyaa, kono, tenmetu tteyuu huu ni koo, <warainagara> fazii na hyoogen ga ii n 
zya nai desu ka. 
In that case, this <with laughter> fuzzy expression ”on or off” is fine, don’t you 
think? 
 
The conversations above convey an atmosphere that is not humorous, but 
neither is it serious or sad. In this thesis, we propose to offer an analysis of 
laughter in non-humorous contexts, since this is the kind of laughter we found 
most often in our data, except for two examples of puns. We would also like to 
place more emphasis on the function of laughter rather than factors that 
provoke laughter. Everyday speech contains many instances of this type of 
non-humorous laughter, and it is this aspect of our data (consisting of more 
than twenty thousand natural utterances from everyday speech) that we wish 
to investigate. 
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1.4 Smile and laughter 
 
Ethologists have disagreed over the difference between laughter and smiling. 
Darwin, for instance, considered the smile to be the first stage of laughter, and 
laughter as the full development of a smile. He expressed the difficulty of 
distinguishing between a smile and a laugh as follows: 
 
Excessive laughter, graduates into moderate laughter. In this latter 
case the muscles round the eyes are much less contracted, and there 
is little or no frowning. Between a gentle laugh and a broad smile 
there is hardly any difference, excepting that in smiling no 
reiterated sound is uttered, though a single rather strong expiration, 
or slight noise - a rudiment of a laugh - may often be heard at 
commencement of smile. (Ibid. p.208) 
 
Apte (1985, 246-247) discusses the cultural aspects of the difference: 
 
Part of the problem in distinguishing between smiling and laughter 
is that there are numerous varieties of both, so that it is difficult to 
separate them from purely anatomical and physiological 
perspectives. Researchers who believe that the two expressions are 
qualitatively separate use functional and attitudinal criteria to make 
such a distinction. If any intermediate stages between smiling and 
laughter need to be recognized, only sociocultural factors can help 
identify them. As a result, the recognition of any intermediate 
stages will vary cross-culturally (Ibid. 246).  
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He also discusses the use of the words “smile” and “laughter”. 
 
Human beings label expressions of happiness and responses to 
humor in numerous ways. Such labelling is unconsciously affected 
by many cultural and contextual factors, chief among which may be 
the existing linguistic categories in a culture. It is not clear, for 
instance, to what degree the debate among English-speaking 
scholars about the differences between smiling and laughter can be 
attributed to the two well-established words themselves (Ibid. 
246-247).  
 
Ekman (1992.156-158) does discriminate between laughter and smiling, but 
instead nominates four different types of smile according to their social 
function: the ‘qualifier smile’, the ‘compliance smile’, the ‘coordination 
smile’ and the ‘listener response smile’.  
 
1.5 Japanese laughter 
 
In order to illustrate Japanese laughter we first explain the meaning of the 
Japanese word: warai. Secondly we portray the actions accompanying 
laughter. We also examine the description of laughter in a Japanese novel to 
exemplify the broad range of roles laughter plays in Japanese society.  
  1.Introduction 
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1.5.1 The Use of the Japanese word: Warai  
 
In Japanese, “warai” corresponds to the English words “smile” and “laughter”. 
The Japanese differentiate between “smile” and “laughter” using “hohoemi” 
or “bisyoo” for “smile” and “warai” for “laughter”. This means that the word 
“warai” includes both “smile” and “laughter” in its semantic domain. If one 
were to describe a vocal “warai”, one would either have to quote its sounds 
such as “ha, ha, ha” “he, he, he” and so on, or use an onomatopoeic word such 
as “kerakera” (‘frivolous laughter’), or “kusukusu” (‘tittering laughter’), or 
alternatively use a compound word such as “oowarai” (‘big laugh’). 
“hohoemi” (“smile”) also has alternatives in the form of a diverse range of 
‘mimetic words’ that specify a particular nuance, such as “nikoniko” (“smiling 
happily and warmly”), “niyaniya” (grinning) and so on. There are also 
Chinese-derived compounds such as “kusyoo” (“a wry smile”).  
Onomatopoeic words describing a particular kind of laughter are associated 
with a specific role or state of mind. For instance, “ho, ho, ho” indicates 
female laughter, “hi, hi, hi” indicates a male smile with an added nuance of 
vulgarity. Mimetic words for laughter and smile such as “nikoniko” and 
“niyaniya” are also associated with specific roles or a particular state of mind. 
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In Gitaigo・Giongo Bunruiyoohojiten (A Thesaurus of Japanese Mimesis and 
Onomatopoeia: Usage by Categories) (1990. 123-128), Chang. quotes 26 
onomatopoeias for laughing and smiling as follows: 
 
uhuhu said of an involuntary, subdued laugh/chuckle  
karakara to laugh heartily 
kukut same as kukkut, but a somewhat drawn out suppressed laugh, 
while kukkut is more of a short, stifled giggle 
kusukusu to titter, to snicker (said of furtive laughter) 
kukkut to laugh as if stifling the laughter welling up in one’s throat 
(mostly for young girls) 
ketaketa to laugh foolishly (said of noisy and uproarious laughter 
especially by men, often out of place and in poor taste) 
getageta to laugh uncouthly with a lower and flatter tone than ketaketa
kerakera to cackle (said of shrill, frivolous laughter) 
geragera said of unstrained, boisterous laughter; a guffaw 
kerokero to laugh happily as if nothing has happened 
kotokoto a soft, happy laugh 
korokoro said of a young woman’s laugh 
nikot/nikori to flash a smile 
nikoniko to smile happily and warmly 
nitanita to simper, to laugh maliciously (with the nuance of dubious 
joy or pleasure) 
nitat/nitari a brief smile of scheming or thinking oneself lucky at heart 
nit a smug smile of self-satisfaction 
nikkori said of a smile stronger than niko’ /nikori 
niyat/niyari a grin of delight (said of a single smile that unconsciously 
appears at the moment one thinks all has gone well); to laugh 
up one’s sleeve 
niyaniya to grin (showing the teeth); to simper (with a nuance of being 
vulgar, repugnant) 
ninmari to smile a satisfied smile 
hahat to chortle (said of the sound of a merry laugh and for men 
only. Hohhot for women) 
put a sudden burst of laughter 
huhut to laugh under one’s breath 
hehet a haughty or mean-spirited laugh; to laugh servilely 
herahera a dubious laugh (said of a laugh when one is embarrassed or 
when one wants to deceive others) 
  1.Introduction 
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In addition, there exists the word “Aisoowarai” in Japanese, which translates 
as “ingratiating smile” or “society laugh”. 
 
1.5.2 Actions accompanying laughter 
 
The way Japanese women laugh is also characteristic. They cover their mouths 
with their hands, when laughing. Although there have been various 
interpretations of this behaviour, Kudō. (1999) claims the covering of the 
mouth is a kind of a “self-touch”. By carrying out “a self-touch”, a smoke 
screen is stretched around.  
Nakano and Kirkup (1985) mention the misunderstandings this behaviour can 
cause in intercultural communication, since the masking of the feelings with 
the hand or through laughter runs counter to western culture that demands that 
one should be frank:  
 
When a Japanese woman wishes to control her laughter; she 
covers her mouth with her hand. Moreover, when either a man or a 
woman fails at something or when scolded or embarrassed, they 
grin. This behaviour is misapprehended by foreigners. The issue 
in this case is not simply the gesture of covering the mouth with 
the hand when it looks likely that the laughter will be ‘explosive’, 
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but rather the symbolic politeness and femininity of such 
behaviour, and the ‘keeping up appearances’ such as an insincere 
smile, association laughter, etc. At this time, to hide the reason 
and to hide laughter itself breaks the rule of English-speaking 
people's frankness. Moreover, with a grin, laughter does not tend 
to face reality squarely. (Nakano and Kirkup. 1985. 20-21. 
translated by Hayakawa) 
  
1 5.3 Laughter in a Japanese novel 
 
In the previous sections, we reviewed a range of approaches towards laughter 
including Japanese “warai”. In this chapter, we briefly observe the variety of 
words which describe “warai” in a Japanese novel: Onna shachoo ni kanpai 
(toast to a female president) by Akagawa. This observation has two main 
aims: to describe the diversity and complexity of Japanese laughter including 
smiling; to clarify the scope of this study within the wider context of Japanese 
laugher.  
Moreover, other reasons for studying the novel are to explore the double 
meanings and ambiguity of laughter. One of the significant features of 
“warai” is its simultaneous aspect. We can add “warai” to utterances 
supra-segmentally. By doing this, we can send two different messages at the 
same time by combing an utterance with laughter. Let us consider the 
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following example. 
 
 
Example 7 
 
A: 「どうせ僕のことなんか頭にないんだろ」すねたような言い方ながら、顔は
笑っていた。  
Doose boku no koto nan ka atama ni nai n daro” Suneta yoo na iikata nagara, kao 
wa waratte ita. 
Anyway, you do not care about me, do you? His sulky turn of phrase was belied by 
the smile on his face. 
 
In this fragment, the speaker is sending a message of complaint in his 
utterance, but by smiling he is also sending a message that he does not really 
mind. 
In addition to the diversity of verbal and non-verbal messages, we need to 
consider the surface and deep meanings in “warai”. For instance, people may 
exchange laughter which seems quite joyful on the surface, but in reality hides 
something else, such as jealousy or antipathy. This is because one of the main 
functions of “warai” is to cover up something, which we explain in Chapter 6.  
In novels, these contradictions are explained by the author. By using a variety 
of words for “warai”, the writer unfolds the story and explains the 
relationship of characters in the story. For example, in this novel, we found 
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phrases such as “kowabatta yoo na egao (stiff smiling face)” or “muri ni 
tukutta egao (artificial smiling face)” and so on, this explains the 
contradiction between the surface appearance and the inside of the minds of 
the characters. 
On top of that, we can distinguish variants of laughter through the written 
descriptions of laughter. As we will explain later in this chapter, we have a 
rich variety of expressions describing laughter such as “sesera+warai 
(ridicule)”, “niga+warai (bitter smile)” in compound verbs, “nikoniko (smile 
happily)”, “niyaniya (grin)” in mimetic adverbs, “geragera (boisterous 
laughter)”, “kusutto (titter) ” in onomatopoeic adverbs and each of them 
conveys not only the descriptive meanings, but also semantic meanings 
between the person who laughs and the person who is the recipient of laugher. 
But from the observation of one’s face or one’s voice, it is often difficult to 
identify the meaning. These differences are made explicit in novels.  
Akagawa, Jirō is a famous and popular Japanese contemporary writer. His 
field is entertaining detective stories based on the daily lives of ordinary 
people. The outline of the novel Onna shachoo ni kanpai (toast to a female 
president) is the story of a young woman appointed to be the president of a 
company, who saves the company from a crisis. It is in two volumes and 600 
pages in the paperback edition. It is common knowledge that Akagawa Jirō’s 
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novels consist of lots of conversations. In Onna shachoo ni kanpai , most of 
the pages are in conversational style.  
In this novel, the total number of “warai” is 130 examples, covering more than 
50 different kinds.  
We divide the description of “warai” into 5 groups by grammatical class. As 
we have seen in 1.3.7, Japanese has a wide range of onomatopoeic and 
mimetic words for “warai”. In addition we have a rich variety of words which 
describe “warai”.   
The categories of “warai” which have been found in the novel are summarized 
below. 
1.representation of the sound of laughter 
hohoho cheerful female laughter 
huhuhu stifled female laughter 
hehehe grinning 
2.noun  
e+gao smiling face 
(smile+face)   
naki+warai smiling through one's tears 
(cry+laugh)   
3.verb  
3-1. single verb  
warau to laugh 
hohoemu to smile 
hukidasu to burst out laughing 
3-2.compound of verb "warau"  
sesera+warau laugh at somebody ；  laugh 
derisively ；  ridicule  
warai+dasu 
(laugh+start) 
start laughing, burst out laughing 
 
oo+warai+suru 
(big+laugh+do) 
have a hearty laugh; roar with 
laughter 
niga+warai+suru 
(bitter+laugh+do) 
smile wryly ；  give a forced laugh 
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hukumi+warai o suru 
(keep something in one’s mouth + 
laugh o.m. + do) 
laugh in one's sleeve；  chuckle；
giggle 
 
 
 
 
3-3. compound of Chinese character "shoo" which means laughter 
bisyoo+suru to smile 
kusyoo+suru smile wryly ；  give a forced laugh 
dan+syoo+suru have a pleasant chat with laughter 
3-4. Mimetic word suggesting "warai" + suffix  
niya+tuku grin；  simper；  smirk 
 
3-5. Idioms with laughing voice or laughing face 
warai+goe o tateru speaking in a laughing voice 
(laugh+voice o.m. raise)   
e +gao o tukuru put on a smiling face 
(smile+face o.m. make)   
e +gao ni naru 
(laugh+face to become) 
“become a laughing face”, break into 
a smile 
3-6.A mimetic word for laughter + verb: suru (do) 
niyaniya suru grin；   simper；   smirk 
4. adjective  
nikoyaka na smiling 
 
5. Onomatopoeic and mimetic adverbs for laughter  
nikoniko to to smile happily and warmly 
nikkori to to flash a smile 
nikot-to to flash a smile 
niyaniya to grin 
niyari to a grin of delight to laugh up one’s 
sleeve 
kusukusu to titter, to snicker  
usut-to to titter, to snicker  
herahera to a dubious laugh  
geragera unstrained, boisterous laughter; a 
guffaw 
hut-to to laugh under one’s breath 
put-to a sudden burst of laughter  
“o.m.” is the abbreviation of “object marker” 
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1.5.5 Scope of  the  present  s tudy 
 
As we have shown in Chapter 1, the Japanese word “warai” includes both 
laughter and smiling. Laughter is sometimes depicted in association with a 
sound such as “hohoho”, “huhuhu”. Otherwise laughter is represented with 
onomatopoeic adverbs such as “geragera (unstrained, boisterous laughter)”, 
“put-to (a sudden burst of laughter)”, while smiling is indicated by the simple 
verbs, “hohoemu” and “bisyoo-suru”, mimetic adverbs such as “nikoniko 
(smile happily and warmly)” or nouns such as “e-gao (smiling face)”. Of the 
130 examples in the novel, 45 are identified as laughter, 27 are smiling and 58 
are unidentified. In other words, they occur in contexts in which they could be 
considered either laughter or smiling. See the example below. 
 
Example 8 
 
A: 「そうそう。見ない、聞かない、言わないのが一番さ」  柳が皮肉っぽく笑っ
て言った。  
Soo, soo. Minai, kikanai, iwanai no ga ichiban sa.” Yanagi ga hinikuppoku 
waratte itta. 
Yes, yes. It is the best not to see, not to hear and not to say anything.” said Yanagi 
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with a sarcastic laugh/smile. 
 
In this example, the speaker could be either smiling, or laughing in one short 
breath.  
Moreover, in the 27 examples which are identified as smiling, the characters 
concerned could equally well be thought of as laughing instead of smiling 
most of the time. The main difference is that audible laughter would place a 
slightly stronger emphasis on the emotion.  
As a result of our investigation of “warai” in novels, we do not make a 
hypothetical distinction between laugher and smiling in this thesis. In other 
words, we include smile in our scope of analysis although the datasets we deal 
with only record vocal “warai”. We believe the results of the statistical 
analysis and classification of laughter in this thesis is also applicable to 
smiling. 
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2.  Literature review 
 
 
In this section we will first refer to the traditional view of laughter from both 
a philosophical and sociological standpoint. We then wish to focus more 
specifically on sociological aspects such as a recent discourse study that 
discussed both humorous laughter and non-humorous laughter in terms of their 
discourse and communicative functions. Thirdly we propose to approach the 
subject from an ethological standpoint, paying particular attention to the 
relationship between laughter and smiling. Lastly we would like to refer to the 
Meiji era literature by writers who perhaps had a deeper insight into Japanese 
laughter than those from Western cultural backgrounds. 
 
2.1 Philosophical view 
 
Philosophical studies of laughter - especially those concerned with its causes - 
have been conducted for a long time. We have seen, for example, the 
‘Superiority Theory’ of Plato, Aristotle and Hobbes, the ‘Incongruity Theory’ 
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of Kant and Schopenhauer, and the ‘Relief Theory’ of Freud. 
The ‘Superiority Theory’ is based on the idea that laughter is caused by a 
feeling of superiority to another person. For example, in Leviathan, Hobbes 
claims that: 
 
Sudden Glory is the passion which maketh those Grimaces called 
Laughter; and is caused either by some sudden act of their own, 
that pleaseth them; or by the apprehension of some deformed thing 
in another, by comparison whereof they suddenly applaud 
themselves. And it is incident most to them, that are conscious of 
the fewest abilities in themselves; who are forced to keep 
themselves in their own favour, by observing the imperfections of 
other men. And therefore much Laughter at the defects of others, is 
a signe of Pusillanimity. For of great minds, one of the proper 
works is to help and free others from scorn; and compare 
themselves only with the most able. (Hobbes, T., 1991. p.43) 
 
This theory focuses on the scornful side of laughter but makes no attempt to 
explain non-humorous laughter.  
Schopenhauer’s ‘Incongruity Theory’ suggested that the cause of laughter is 
the sudden perception of incongruity. In World as Will and Idea, 
Schopenhauer explains the cause of laughter as follows: 
 
The cause of laughter in every case is simply the sudden perception 
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of the incongruity between a concept and the real objects which 
have been thought through it in some relation, and laughter itself is 
just the expression of this incongruity. It often occurs in this way: 
two or more real objects are thought through one concept, and the 
identity of the concept is transferred to the objects; it then becomes 
strikingly apparent from the entire difference of the objects in other 
respects, that the concept was only applicable to them from a 
one-sided point of view. It occurs just as often, however, that the 
incongruity between a single real object and the concept under 
which, from one point of view, it has rightly been subsumed, is 
suddenly felt. Now the more correct the subsumption of such 
objects under a concept may be from one point of view, and the 
greater and more glaring their incongruity with it, from another 
point of view, the greater is the ludicrous effect which is produced 
by this contrast. All laughter then is occasioned by a paradox, and 
therefore by unexpected subsumption, whether this is expressed in 
words or in actions. This, briefly stated, is the true explanation of 
the ludicrous. (Schopenhauer, Arthur. 1896. 76-77)  
 
In The Critique of Judgement, Kant describes laughter as being “of play with 
aesthetic ideas, or even with representations of the understanding” (1952. 
p.198), and takes account of the ‘relieving’ effect of laughter as follows: 
 
In jest the play sets out from thoughts which collectively, so far as 
seeking sensuous expression, engage the activity of the body. In 
this presentation the understanding, missing what it expected, 
suddenly lets go its hold, with the result that the effect of this 
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slackening is felt in the body by the oscillation of the organs. This 
favours the restoration of the equilibrium of the latter, and exerts a 
beneficial influence upon the health. (Ibid. p.199) 
 
The cause of laughter is then attributed to a “sudden reduction from a strained 
expectation to nothing”: 
 
Something absurd (something in which, therefore, the 
understanding can of itself find no delight) must be present in 
whatever is to raise a hearty convulsive laugh. Laughter is an 
affection arising from a strained expectation being suddenly 
reduced to nothing. This very reduction, at which certainly 
understanding cannot rejoice, is still indirectly a source of very 
lively enjoyment for a moment, its cause must consequently lie in 
the influence of the representation upon the body, and the 
reciprocal effect of this upon the mind. This, moreover, cannot 
depend upon the representation being objectively an object of 
gratification, (for how can we derive gratification from a 
disappointment?) but must rest solely upon the fact that the 
reduction is a mere play of representations, and, as such, produces 
an equilibrium of the vital force of the body (Ibid. p.199). 
 
In the ‘Relief Theory’, Freud hypothesizes that when somebody laughs, “the 
conditions are present under which a sum of physical energy which has 
hitherto been used for cathexis is allowed free discharge” (Freud 1960, p.181). 
He then differentiates between jokes, comic and humour as follows: 
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The pleasure in jokes has seemed to us to arise from an economy in 
expenditure upon inhibition, the pleasure in the comic from an 
economy in expenditure upon ideation (upon cathexis) and the 
pleasure in humour from an economy in expenditure upon feeling 
(Ibid. p.293). 
 
Again, not all laughter can be explained by this theory, especially 
non-humorous laughter such as the type that occurs between the two intimate 
friends. 
Bergson observes that laughter is “strictly human”, that it is accompanied by 
“the absence of feeling”, and that it “must have a social signification” (1913. 
3-8). He demonstrates this concept by way of this scenario: “a man, running 
along the street, stumbles and falls; the passengers-by burst out laughing” 
(Ibid. p.8). The reason for their laughter is explained as follows: 
 
They would not laugh at him, I imagine, could they suppose that 
the whim had suddenly seized him to sit down on the ground. They 
laugh because his sitting down is involuntary. Consequently, it is 
not his sudden change of attitude that raises a laugh, but rather the 
involuntary element in this change - his clumsiness, in fact. 
Perhaps there was a stone on the road. He should have altered his 
pace or avoided the obstacle. Instead of that, through lack of 
elasticity, though absentmindedness and a kind of physical 
obstinacy, as a result, in fact, of rigidity or of momentum, the 
muscles continued to perform the same movement when the 
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circumstances of the case called for something else. That is the 
reason of the man’s fall, and also of the people’s laughter (Ibid. 
8-9). 
 
He also remarks that “the laughable element” consists of “a certain 
mechanical inelasticity, just where one would expect to find the wide-awake 
adaptability and the living pliableness of a human being”. (Ibid. p.10) 
Bergson emphasizes the social function of laughter as a corrective in the 
following quote:  
 
Laughter is, above all, a corrective. Being intended to humiliate, it 
must make a painful impression on the person against whom it is 
directed. By laughter, society avenges itself for the liberties taken 
with it. It would fail in its object if it bore the stamp of sympathy 
or kindness. (Ibid. p.197) 
 
Again, this theory is not convincing as an explanation of the type of laughter 
between the two intimate friends talking abut doughnuts, or the type seen 
occurring between a salesperson and a customer negotiating a price and so on. 
The above examples do not pay adequate attention to non-humorous laughter, 
their main concern being humorous laughter. 
In the first chapter of Taking Laughter Seriously, Morreall takes 
non-humorous laughter into account as well as humorous laughter, dividing 
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laughter into two categories: non-humorous and humorous as follows: 
Non-humorous laughter situations
Tickling 
Peekaboo (in babies) 
Being tossed and caught (babies) 
Seeing a magic trick 
Regaining safety after being in 
danger 
Solving a puzzle or problem 
Running into an old friend on the 
street 
Discovering that one has won a 
lottery 
Anticipating some enjoyable 
activity 
Feeling embarrassed  
Hysteria 
Breathing nitrous oxide 
  
Humorous laughter situations 
Hearing a joke 
Listening to someone ruin a joke 
Watching a practical joke played 
on someone 
Seeing someone in odd-looking 
clothes 
Seeing adult twins dressed alike 
Seeing someone mimic someone 
else 
Seeing other people experience 
misfortune 
Hearing outlandish boasting or 
“tall tales” 
Hearing clever insult 
Hearing triple rhymes or 
expressive alliteration 
Hearing spoonerisms and puns 
Hearing a child use some adult 
phrase correctly 
Simply feeling in a silly mood 
and laughing at just about 
anything 
 (1983. p.1) 
He examines existing theories and comments that “in each case our basic 
conclusion would be the same - that no version of any of these theories is 
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comprehensive enough to account for all cases of laughter”. He also claims 
that “a comparison of these theories suggests three general features of 
laughter situations that can form the basis of a comprehensive theory”. 
Morreall then specifies these features as 1) “the change of psychological state 
the laughter undergoes”, 2) “the change must be sudden”, and 3) “the 
psychological shift is pleasant”. He then proposes his ‘New Theory’, 
combining these three features together into a formula for characterizing 
laughter situations in general, i.e. that “laughter results from a pleasant 
psychological shift” (Ibid. 38-39). In most of his discussion he applies his 
theory to humorous laughter, but there are also cases where his theory is 
applied to non-humorous laughter. In these cases, he explores the 
self-conscious aspect of laughter caused by embarrassment. He admits that 
embarrassment is representative of “unlikely situations in which to expect 
laughter if our theory is correct that laughter is an expression of pleasure at a 
psychological shift; for though we may grant that there is a psychological shift 
in these cases, it seems clearly an unpleasant rather than a pleasant one. In 
embarrassment we suddenly feel self-conscious and uncomfortable in front of 
others” (Ibid. p.55). He compares laughter from embarrassment to a situation 
where one tries to get a crying person to feel less upset by making him/her 
laugh: 
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If we are successful, as was mentioned, his laughter will induce 
pleasant feelings in him and thus help him to rise above his feeling 
of distress. In embarrassment laughter serves the same function, 
only it is not someone else, but ourself, that gets us to laugh. We 
“break into the loop” by performing the behaviour that is a natural 
expression of pleasant feelings, in order to induce in ourselves 
pleasant feelings. (Ibid. 55-56) 
 
He goes on to point out that laughter from embarrassment serves a 
sociological purpose of providing a coping technique: 
 
In embarrassment, too, there is a social function served by laughter. 
Because it is a natural expression of amusement, we can use 
laughter to appear to others as though we are not upset but actually 
amused by the situation we are in. This use of laughter to feign 
amusement is perhaps more familiar in polite laughter, where we 
force a laugh say at our boss’s joke, so that he will think that we 
enjoy his sense of humor. Since laughter is contagious, moreover, 
by laughing in an embarrassing situation we tend to make others 
laugh. This has the effect of making them relax, and perhaps even 
enjoy the situation; where we have been “caught in the act” it tends 
to defuse their anger and blame, and even where we just want to 
ask a favour, it “softens them up” for our request. (Ibid. p.56)  
 
He also mentions the ‘automatic’ nature of laughter in embarrassing 
situations: 
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We are not saying that an embarrassed person will always, or even 
usually, think about all the effects that his laughter will have, and 
consciously force a laugh in order to achieve them. Like other 
pieces of behaviour that have an effect on our state of mind and on 
other people’s attitudes toward us, laughter in an embarrassing 
situation is learned very early in life, and then not by any rational 
calculation but simply by experience with what kinds of behaviour 
improve uncomfortable situations. By the time we reach adulthood, 
most of us laugh in embarrassing situations quite automatically. 
Indeed some very insecure people who exhibit a great deal of 
nervous laughter in social situations are hardly conscious that they 
are doing so. (Ibid. p.56) 
 
This theory also applies to the occurrence of laughter in situations when 
people give orders or negotiate with others, as in examples 4 and 6. In other 
words, when people laugh in order to soften a request and ask a favour it is an 
unconscious process. Whilst Morreal’s discussion raises a few interesting 
points, it is again mainly concerned with humorous laughter.  
 
2.2 Sociological view 
 
Research conducted by Tani (1987, 49-146; 1989, 285-308; 1997, 85-129), 
Hashimoto (1994, 42-48), and Shimizu (1994, 43-66), treats laughter as an 
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interpersonal matter.  
Tani introduces the concept of ‘double identity’ in an attempt to establish the 
cause of laughter. 
Hashimoto divides laughter into that which serves one’s own purposes and 
that which serves a purpose for others, and investigates the functions of these 
types of laughter in communication. In his study, the former is classified into 
(1) expression of emotion, (2) releasing of tension, and (3) its use as a 
psychological ‘safety valve’. The latter is divided into (1) the offensive 
function, (2) the social function, (3) the defensive function, and (4) the 
discourse control function. The categories in my own classification generally 
overlap with these, except for some discrepancy in (1). Our categories of 
laughter types A and B roughly correspond to (2), C to (3) and (4). 
Shimizu claims that “there is no established theory in the classification of 
laughter. The reason for this is that the studies so far investigate only certain 
types of laughter and do not investigate laughter comprehensively”(Shimizu 
1994. p.44). He then proceeds to divide laughter into three categories: (1) 
laughter due to pleasant feeling, (2) sociable laughter, and (3) laughter for 
releasing tension. For the most part, this thesis focuses on sociable laughter of 
type (2). This is because types (1) and (3) can occur when only one person is 
present, whereas type (2) requires the presence of a second participant. 
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2.3 Studies of discourse 
 
In discourse analysis, studies by Schenkein, (1972, 344-377), Jefferson (1979. 
79-96, 1984a. 191-222, 1984b. 346-369, 1985. 25-34), Brunner (1979. 
728-734), Mizukawa (1993, 79-91) and Maynard, (1993, 152-158), investigate 
the sequential positioning of laughter in discourse.  
Schenkein studied data taken from natural conversation, and analysed the 
meaning of what he calls ‘hehehs’. Non-humorous laughter is considered as 
well as humorous laughter, and the various functions served by laughter are 
observed in everyday speech: “there are, clearly, available formulations that 
persons use to stand as proper glosses reporting some instance of heheh. Such 
formulations as laughing, smirking, ridiculing, being polite, understanding, 
agreeing, judging, displaying nervousness, and so on, can adequately describe 
some particular instance of heheh” (1972. 344-377). He concludes that 
“hehehs are one of the ways persons can go about proffering or displaying 
affiliations with one another in the course of some conversation-in–progress”, 
and points out that “hehehs can accomplish rather complex interactional 
activities”. 
Jefferson’s study (1979, 79-96) of laughter functioning as a type of 
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‘invitation’ overlaps with A1 laughter in our classification. She notes the 
function and positioning of laughter in discourse, concluding that: 
 
Laughter can be managed as a sequence in which the speaker of an 
utterance invites the recipient to laugh and the recipient accepts 
that invitation. One technique for inviting laughter is the placement, 
by speaker, of a laugh just at completion of an utterance, and one 
technique for accepting that invitation is the placement, by 
recipient, of a laugh just after onset of speaker’s laughter. (Ibid. 
p.93) 
 
Jefferson (1984b, 346-369)3 also discusses laughter in discourse relating to 
‘trouble-telling’ as follows: “in the course of an examination of conversations 
in which people talk about their troubles, a recurrent phenomenon was found: 
A trouble-teller produces an utterance and then laughs, and the 
troubles-recipient does not laugh, but produces a recognizably serious 
response.” (Ibid. p.346). This overlaps with laughter type B1 in our 
                                         
3 Brown and Levinson (1987) elucidate politeness by introducing the concept of ‘face’, 
i.e. individuals’ self-esteem, and touch on the relation between laughter and politeness. 
They do not investigate laughter itself, merely citing Jefferson’s work on laughter in 
trouble telling (1984a, b). As they themselves comment, they “have scarcely done 
justice to its depth and subtlety”. They conclude that “all this work conspires to show 
how complex and intricate are the ways in which conversational organization is 
interwoven and informed by the concern with participants’ ‘self-esteem’ and its 
preservation” We admit that politeness and laughter are closely related. However, 
Brown and Levinson’s framework of politeness focuses on the relation between the 
speaker and the addressee and how it functions．They do not treat laughter from the 
viewpoint of the self consciousness which arises from opening oneself up. By 
introducing the idea of self-consciousness, we can explain the mutual relations of 
different kinds of laughter clearly and directly. 
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classification. As examples of ‘trouble-telling’, she quotes cases such as a 
speaker’s cheating partner, and ‘tired’ jokes about a speaker’s name. The 
function of laughter in such cases is explained as follows: 
 
It appears that in troubles-talk, a laughing troubles-teller is doing a 
recognizable sort of job. He is exhibiting that, although there is this 
trouble, it is not getting the better of him; he is managing; he is in 
good spirits and in a position to take the trouble lightly. He is 
exhibiting what we might call ‘troubles resistance’. But this does 
not mean that a recipient is invited to join in the merriment, to also 
find the thing laughable, to affiliate with a prior speaker’s 
exhibited position on it. In troubles-talk, it appears to be a 
recipient’s job to be taking the trouble seriously; to exhibit what 
we might call ‘troubles-receptiveness’. (Ibid. p.351) 
 
This is summarized as follows: 
 
Whereas a trouble-teller can, and perhaps should, laugh in the 
course of a trouble-telling, and thus exhibit that he or she is in 
trouble-resistive, a properly aligned troubles-recipient does not 
treat the teller’s laughter as an occasion to participate in a laughing 
together, but rather proceeds to exhibit trouble-receptiveness. (Ibid. 
p.367) 
 
Jefferson only investigates two aspects of laughter: ‘inviting laughter’ and 
‘laughter of trouble telling’, but does not refer to other aspects in the wide 
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range of laughter. For example in Japanese we sometimes laugh when asking a 
favour or making a request such as in examples 1 and 2 below. 
Example 1 (D1)  
09A asks her colleague not to tell the students to pile up their desks (not to 
move). 
09A:＜笑いながら＞でも間違えて机をさげちゃったりなんかすると大変ですよ。
なぜかとゆうと、月曜日の１時間目、＜笑いながら＞わたしの授業なの。＜
笑い＞さげないように、戻すようにいっといてください。＜笑い＞ 
<Warainagara>Demo matigaete tukue o sagetyattari nan ka suru to taihen desu yo. 
Naze ka to yuu to getuyoobi no ichi-zikan-me<warainagara> watasi no zyugyoo na 
no. <Warai> Sagenai yoo ni, modosu yoo ni ittoite kudasai.  <laughter> 
<With laughter>But if by mistake the students pile up the desks, it would cause me 
problems, because the first class on Monday is <with laughter>mine. <laughter> So 
tell them not to pile them up; tell them to back them back the way they were. 
<laughter> 
 
09A feels her request impinges upon the listener’s field and in order to ease 
the tension she laughs.  
People also laugh when they ask for something as in example 2. 
Example 2 (D1)  
09A instructs her student to speak more clearly. 
09A:はっきり、はっきり思ってることをゆう。＜笑い＞  
Hakkiri hakkiri omotte-iru koto o yuu. <warai> 
Say clearly, (so I can understand,) what you want to say. <laughter> 
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Jefferson does not mention these kinds of laughter and how they are related to 
each other. 
Other writers such as Brunner (1979. 728-734) have also discussed laughter in 
relation to ‘back channelling’ (a show of acknowledgement from the listener 
in the form of short interjections, head nodding etc.). 
Mizukawa (1993. 79-91) holds that the function of laughter is to provide an 
appropriate point in the conversation to change the topic. This could be 
categorised as laughter type C in my classification system. 
Maynard (1993. 152-158) compared the difference in frequency of back 
channelling between American and Japanese natural conversation, using as 
data a number of 3 minute recordings of each (total 120 minutes, 20 pairs of 
each nationality). The total number of instances of back channelling was 871 
in the Japanese conversations and 428 in the American ones. In the Japanese 
conversations there were 614 short interjections (70.49%), head nodding 
occurred 164 times (18.83%), and 93 instances of laughter (10.68%). In the 
American conversations, however, these figures were 215 (50.23%), 150 
(35.05%), and 63 (14.72%) respectively. In Maynard’s analysis, special 
attention was paid to the general functions fulfilled by back channelling in 
discourse, and the fact that there was more back channelling in the Japanese 
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conversations than in the American ones. Also a whole chapter is devoted to 
an analysis of head nodding. However, the use of laughter in back channelling 
is not mentioned. This type of laughter has been classified in our model as 
types A2 and C2. 
These valuable studies focus on some aspects of laughter, but do not 
investigate the wide range of varieties of laughter and how they relate to each 
other. The studies aim not to categorise laughter in terms of its interpersonal 
communicative function, but rather to investigate its causes and other aspects 
of laughter such as its softening effect.  
These studies deal only with selected fragments. They do not investigate a 
large corpus to prove their analysis. In the first half of this thesis, we deal 
with a large corpus of natural records from everyday life, Datasets 1 and 2, as 
the scope of our analysis and statistically analyse the tendency towards 
laughter in relation to social settings and social roles.  
In Chapter 6, we focus on the relevance of the position of laughter in 
conversation analysis. We use the concept of ‘adjacent pairs’ which “consist 
of sequences which properly have the following features: (1) two utterances in 
length, (2) adjacent positioning of the component utterances, (3) different 
speakers producing each utterance.” (Schegloff and Sacks, 1973) 
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2.4 Ethological view 
 
In “The Expression of the Emotion in Man and Animals” (1872), Darwin, C. 
describes the laughter of monkeys as follows: “young chimpanzees make a 
kind of barking noise, when pleased by the return of any one to whom they are 
attached. When this noise, which the keepers call a laugh, is uttered, the lips 
are protruded; but so they are under various other emotions.” (Ibid. p131). He 
then contrasts this with human laughter: 
 
Joy, when intense, leads to various purposeless movements –to dancing about, 
clapping the hands, stamping, &c., and to loud laughter. Laughter seems 
primarily to be the expression of mere joy or happiness. We clearly see this in 
children at play, who are almost incessantly laughing. With young persons 
past childhood, when they are in high sprits, there is always much meaningless 
laughter. （ Ibid.p.196）  
 
A man smiles – and smiling, as we shall see, graduates into 
laughter-at meeting an old friends in the street, as he does at any 
trifling pleasure, such as smelling a sweet perfume. (Ibid. p196) 
 
He also mentions the concealing function served by laughter as follows: 
“laughter is frequently employed in a forced manner to conceal or mask some 
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other state of mind, even anger. We often see persons laughing in order to 
conceal their shame or shyness”. (Ibid. p.212) 
In ethology, the differences between various types of laughter have been 
heavily debated. Lorenz (1963) claims that the difference between smiling and 
laughter is one of intensity. He points out the similarity between the laughter 
of humans and macaque monkeys in that in both cases it is a gesture that 
serves to maintain social bonds4 (Ibid. 152-153). In contrast, Hooff (1972) 
claims in A Comparative Approach to the Phylogeny of Laughter and Smiling 
that  
 
smiling might be typically used in the expression of sympathy, or 
reassurance of appeasement (in accordance with the ‘affinitive’ 
silent bared-teeth display), while laughter typically occurs in the 
free and easy atmosphere of a comradely relationship where jokes 
come sassily and everything is fun (in accordance with the 
‘playful’ relaxed open-mouth display). (Ibid. p.226)  
 
2.5 Laughter in Japanese culture 
 
The Japanese have a long history of joking and humour as an art form, 
                                         
4 Not all laughter maintains social bond. Isolated laughter, for example, is not 
related to social bond like Example 4. 
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exemplified by Rakugo (a comic story told by a professional storyteller) and 
Manzai (a two-man comic act and story). This might seem paradoxical given 
the traditional aversion to laughter in Japanese culture. Ōshima (1979. 
656-683) points out that “historically Japanese people have two different ideas 
about laughing. One is that laughter is not serious and therefore is not good, 
the other is that laugher is very enjoyable and wonderful”. The idea that 
laughing is not serious is reflected in a recent article in the Asahi Shimbun 
newspaper (1998), which describes how a soccer player was criticized for 
smiling when he missed a goal. His smile was considered as a disguise for his 
shame, which for some Japanese would appear to be unacceptable. 
Hearn who was one of the great Western interpreters of Japanese culture, 
focused on the cultural aspects of the Japanese smile and its concealing 
function. In Glimpses of Unfamiliar Japan (first edition 1894, republished 
1976. 656-683), he writes: 
 
 
It is the native custom that whenever a painful or shocking fact must 
be told, the announcement should be made, by the sufferer, with a 
smile. The graver the subject, the more accentuated the smile; and 
when the matter is very unpleasant to the person speaking of it, the 
smile often changes to a low, soft laugh. However bitterly the 
mother who has lost her first-born may have wept at the funeral, it is 
provable that, if in your service, she will tell of her bereavement 
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with a smile; like the Preacher, she holds that there is time to weep 
and a time to laugh. (Ibid. 668-669) 
 
 
This you might honourably think to be an unhappy event; pray do 
not suffer Your Superiority to feel concern about so inferior a matter, 
and pardon the necessity which causes us to outrage politeness by 
speaking about such an affair at all. (Ibid. p.669)  
 
 
He explained the Japanese custom, saying, “It is the native custom that 
whenever a painful or shocking fact must be told, the announcement should be 
made, by the sufferer, with a smile.”, but while this is partly true the example 
of the soccer player mentioned above reveals that the situation is not as simple 
as it first appears. 
Ekman (1992) discusses the Japanese smile in terms of differences in 
emotional ‘display rules’ in different cultures. He writes: 
 
It is display rules, some of which differ from culture to culture, that 
are responsible for the traveller’s impression that facial 
expressions are not universal. I found that when Japanese watched 
emotion-arousing films their expressions were not different than 
those shown by Americans, if the Japanese were alone. When 
another person was present while whey watched the films, a person 
in authority, the Japanese much more than most Americans 
followed display rules that led them to mask any expression of 
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negative emotions with a polite smile. (Ibid. 125-126). 
 
 
The English loanword Japaniizu sumairu (“Japanese smile”) generally has 
negative connotations, and denotes a smile of perplexity and deception used 
by Japanese people when encountering different cultures, especially when 
having to speak English. Although sumairu clearly originates from the English 
“smile”, this expression is sometimes used to indicate laughter. For instance, 
by conducting a ‘Yahoo’ search on the internet for this expression, one can hit 
1240 examples. Most of them are examples of Japanese people encountering 
English-speaking situations with few exceptions, and some refer to laughter 
rather than smiling.  
The Japanese smile intrigued foreigners who visited Japan during the Meiji era. 
In Glimpses of Unfamiliar Japan (1984), Hearn acknowledges the controversy 
surrounding the Japanese smile, and points to its role in etiquette as follows: 
 
 
The foreigners speak with strong contempt of the Japanese smile: 
they suspect it to signify insincerity; indeed, some declare it cannot 
possibly be anything else. Only a few of the more observant have 
recognized it as an enigma worth studying. ...A Japanese can smile 
in the teeth of death, and usually does. But he then smiles for the 
same reason that he smiles at other times. There is neither defiance 
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nor hypocrisy in the smile; nor is it to be confounded with that 
smile of sickly resignation which we are apt to associate with 
weakness of character, it is an elaborate and long-cultivated 
etiquette. It is also a silent language. ...Indeed, many of the 
difficulties between foreign residents and their native servants have 
been due to the smile. (Ibid. 657-659) 
 
Nitobe (1988) explored the difference between Japanese and Western culture 
and also emphasized the role of the Japanese smile and Japanese laughter in 
concealing the emotions. 
In Bushidō (p.108), Nitobe argues that “it is not altogether perverseness of 
oriental minds that the instant our emotions are moved, we try to guard our 
lips in order to hide them. Speech is very often with us, as the Frenchman 
defines it ‘the art of concealing thought’”. He exemplifies Japanese laughter 
as follows: “call upon a Japanese friend in time of deepest affliction and he 
will invariably receive you laughing”. He also stresses the balancing function 
of laughter, claiming that Japanese laughter “veils an effort to regain balance 
of temper when disturbed by any untoward circumstance.”  
Akutagawa (1916) also describes this veiling function of the smile in his novel 
The Handkerchief (Hankechi). In one example, a woman tells her son’s 
professor of her son’s death, with a smile on her face, but grasping her 
handkerchief so tightly in her trembling hands as almost to tear it. He goes on 
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to describe the professor‘s feeling of “having seen something which he ought 
not to have seen”.  
 
2.6 Object ive  of  th is  thes is   
 
The above studies focus on significant aspects of laughter and the 
categorisation of laughter. The ultimate aim of the present thesis is to 
elucidate the role of laughter in mediating, either forgiving or fostering, the 
relationship between the speaker and the listener in a conversation. More 
specifically, we describe the role of laughter as a marker with specific 
significance to the participants in a conversation. Through the investigation of 
our data, we end with an attempt to classify comprehensively the types of 
functions that laughter has in facilitating interpersonal communication. To 
account for this classification, we hypothesise that one’s own field (or “inner 
world”) is surrounded by a protective barrier. We try to explain the 
categorisation of laughter in terms of invisible abstract “fields” and “barriers” 
as we shall see in the following chapters. 
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3. The data  
 
 
The data consists of three sections, which we have called Dataset 1, Dataset 2 
and Dataset 3. The details of each are given below. 
 
3.1 Dataset 1: “Josei no kotoba: shokuba-hen” (Women’s language: In the 
work place) 
 
This dataset was taken from the original data which was later published in 
1997 as “Josei no kotoba: shokuba-hen”.  
 
3.1.1 Procedure for Dataset 1 collection 
 
The dataset for this study is taken from a database compiled from the 
transcription of audio recordings of natural conversation. This data was 
collected by The gendai nihongo kenkyūkai (Modern Japanese language 
research group). The project consisted of 10 researchers. The author was a 
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member of this project team but did not take part in the tape recording.  
The research was done between September and November 1993 in the Tokyo 
region. We secured the co-operation of 19 Japanese working women from 
sectors of employment such as education, editing, office work, public service 
and so on. The conversation takes place only in the workplace, since the aim 
of this project is to collect a natural corpus of women’s conversation in their 
place of work.  
Each researcher asked two or three women aged between 20 and 50 to record 
their conversation onto audiotape. These informants are known as the 
“facilitators”. We tried to have 4 facilitators in each age group. We also tried 
to take the diversity of their jobs into consideration. Getting facilitators in 
companies, especially in big companies, was not so easy. Some of the 
recording conditions were unsatisfactory and some tapes went missing. 
Finally we managed to get 19 facilitators.  
First the subjects recorded for one hour each, in situations where conversation 
was taking place (1) after arriving at the office (hereafter referred to as 
“Morning”) (2) in business meetings (“Meeting”), and (3) at break time 
(“Break”). These situations were selected in order to collect formal 
conversation= (2), informal conversation = (3), and the mixture of them= (2). 
These situations are called “Situation 1” in the database. We also asked each 
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facilitator to fill in the questionnaire shown in table 1. 
Table 1: Questionnaire 
A. Questions about yourself  
 Name: 
 Age: 
 Name of the workplace: 
 Occupation: 
 Occupational category: 
 Position in the organization 
 
Scale of the company (number of employees):            
(number of female employees): 
 Length of service:  
 <a. 1 year b. 2-4 years c. 5-9 years d. 10-19 years e. 20 years> 
B. Questions about the person with whom you conversed 
 Name  
 Sex: a. female b. male 
 Age: a. Exactly            b. Approximately 
 Name of the workplace：  
 Occupation: 
 Occupational category: 
 Position in the company: 
 Relationship between you and the other party in the workplace  
       a. In the same workplace (a. same room b. the rest) 
       b. Customer 
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       c. The rest (write precisely                              ) 
 Position in the company from your status: 
       a. Higher than you (a. much higher   b. a little higher) 
       b. Same status 
       c. Lower than you (a. much lower    b. a little lower) 
       d. Not in the same workplace 
 Senior or junior relationship (which one entered the workplace earlier?) 
       a.      years senior than you 
       b. Colleague 
       c.      years junior than you 
       d. No senior or junior relationship 
 How long have you known each other? 
       a. <1 year   b. 2-4 years c. 5-9 years d. 10-19 years e. 20years> 
 How often do you talk to each other? 
       a. Often   b. Quite often  c. Average  d. Not so often  e. Seldom 
 How intimate are you? 
 a. Very intimate b. Fairly intimate c. Neutral d. A little distant e. Distant  
 
If there is anything to mention about your relationship, please write it. 
 
These conversations were transcribed and a 10 minute segment of each 
situation was taken for the data, taking the coherence of topic into account. 
The ages and occupations of the facilitators, number of minutes of 
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conversation transcribed for each situation, and the number of recorded 
utterances are shown in table 2. 
 
Table 2 : List of facilitators (amounts of record) 
Number of recorded utterances Time (minutes) 
Fa
ci
li
ta
to
r
’
s 
co
de
 
Ag
e 
gr
ou
p 
Oc
cu
pa
ti
on
 
Mo
rn
in
g 
Me
et
in
g 
Br
ea
k 
To
ta
l 
Mo
rn
in
g 
Me
et
in
g 
Br
ea
k 
To
ta
l 
01A 20s 
Company 
employee 
(clerk) 
346 0 0 346 16 - - 16 
02A 20s 
Company 
employee 
(clerk) 
0 0 309 309 - - 12 12 
03A 30s 
Company 
employee 
(editor) 
152 249 192 593 5 13 11 29 
04A 50s 
University 
lecturer 
148 322 263 733 9 12 11 32 
05A 40s 
Company 
president 
156 203 339 698 12 10 10 32 
06A 40s 
Company 
employee 
(editor) 
202 138 227 567 19 9 11 39 
07A 40s 
University 
secretary 
191 54 0 245 12 7 - 19 
08A 50s 
Primary 
school 
teacher 
259 188 218 665 12 7 9 28 
09A 30s 
High school 
teacher 
262 219 279 760 16 8 11 35 
10A 40s 
Public 
servant 
(clerk) 
279 413 372 1064 13 13 12 38 
11A 20s 
Company 
employee 
(salesperson) 
176 87 326 589 15 7 13 35 
12A 50s 
Public 
servant 
(clerk) 
104 102 192 398 9 7 8 24 
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13A 20s 
Company 
employee 
(clerk) 
470 212 340 1022 14 12 11 37 
14A 20s 
Public 
servant in 
university 
(clerk) 
104 151 142 397 11 12 13 36 
15A 30s 
Company 
employee 
(planning) 
218 257 345 820 12 10 11 33 
16A 30s 
Company 
employee 
(editor) 
349 0 416 765 12 - 14 26 
17A 30s 
Company 
employee 
(editor) 
257 68 273 598 9 11 11 31 
18A 40s 
Public 
servant 
(research 
assistant) 
221 0 279 500 15 - 15 30 
19A 40s 
Public 
servant 
(research 
assistant) 
93 0 259 352 10 - 10 20 
Total 3987 2663 4771 11421 221 138 193 552
Percentage 35% 23% 42% 100% 40% 25% 35% 100%
 
All the facilitators are women, but the facilitators are mixing and conversing 
with both sexes at their workplaces. Both sexes therefore participate in the 
data, giving a total of 74 women and 62 men. Their ages, occupations, status 
in the organization, scale of the organization in terms of the number of the 
employees, the number of female employees, and the length of service of the 
speakers are all listed in the appendix. Part of it is shown in table 3 below: 
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Table 3: List of informants (sample) 
Fa
ci
li
ta
to
r'
s 
Co
de
 
Ge
nd
er
 
Ag
e 
gr
ou
p 
Oc
cu
pa
ti
on
 
ty
pe
 
Jo
b 
de
sc
ri
pt
io
n 
Po
si
ti
on
 
in
 t
he
 
co
mp
an
y 
Sc
al
e 
of
 
th
e 
co
mp
an
y 
(n
um
be
r 
of
 
em
pl
oy
ee
s)
 
Nu
mb
er
 o
f 
fe
ma
le
 
em
pl
oy
ee
s 
Le
ng
th
 o
f 
se
rv
ic
e 
01A Female 20s 
Company 
employee 
Planning of 
event 
project 
Staff 15 3 2～4
01B Female 30s 
Company 
employee 
Secretary 
of the 
president, 
office work
? 15 3 ? 
01C Male 30s 
Company 
employee 
Sales ? 15 3 ? 
01D Male 40s 
Company 
employee 
Planning of 
event 
project 
Section 
head 
15 3 ? 
01? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 
02A Female 20s 
Company 
employee 
Office work Staff 2 1 2～4
C Female 20s 
Company 
employee 
? ? 2 1 ? 
03A Female 30s 
Company 
employee  
(publisher)
Editing, 
publishing
? 10 8 ～1
03B Male 40s 
Company 
employee  
(publisher)
Editing, 
publishing
President 10 8 ? 
 
3.1.2 Features of Dataset 1 
 
The database was consists of the transcription of these utterances and the 
questionnaire filled out by each facilitator. It was then saved onto floppy disk 
and published with our papers, including my earlier paper about Laughter in 
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1997, to be used by other students.5 The final objective of our project was to 
provide other researchers with natural discourse data, which can be difficult to 
obtain.  
The records were compiled as the conversations proceeded. The total of the 
recorded utterances is 11,421. However, as mentioned previously, we could 
not get co-operation from big companies and the number of facilitators is 19, 
so this is not a comprehensive dataset of women’s conversation in the work 
place.  
Since database software was used, the synchronism of conversation such as 
chiming in (back-channel) or overlapping was not described sufficiently. 
 
3.1.2.1 The utterance 
 
First the taped conversation was transcribed using the database software “Kiri 
ver.4” to create the data. For transcription purposes it was necessary to divide 
up the conversations so that they would fit inside the table cell of the database 
software.  
                                         
5 When necessary we have used some examples in chapter 7 which are not included on 
the floppy disk but are from the original data.  
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Utterances were first divided according to when there is a change of speaker. 
One coherent speech portion (basically one sentence) was then entered into 
one line (=cell) of the database. This is what is referred to as one record. As a 
result, if one speaker utters three sentences, they are considered as three 
records even though there is no change of speaker. In conversation, however, 
deciding the boundaries of one coherent unit of speech is a difficult matter 
since speakers tend not to complete sentences. Sometimes sentences are 
interrupted or the speaker pauses in the middle of a sentence. In these cases, 
interruptions and pauses were treated as boundaries, and the utterances were 
divided. 
 
3.1.2.2 About laughter 
 
Laughter is described as <warai> (‘laughter’). When the speaker laughs in the 
middle or at the end of an utterance, <warai> is inserted appropriately. When 
the listener laughs in the middle or at the end of the speaker’s utterance, 
<warai> takes one utterance cell. When the speaker laughs during the course 
of speech, this is indicated by <warainagara> (‘with laughter’). The 
simultaneous laughter of multiple participants in conversation including the 
speaker is indicated by <warai-fuku> (plural laughter). 
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3.1.2.3 Attributes 
 
Details or attributes pertaining to each utterance from the questionnaire filled 
in by each speaker were attached to each record as in the sample in table 4. 
The total number of records is 11421, and there are 27 attributes such as 
“place where the tape was recorded”, “date when the tape was recorded” etc. 
attached to each record. The attributes mainly consist of 4 parts: those 
pertaining to the recording situation, the speaker, the addressee and the mutual 
relationship between the participants of the conversation. We only collected 
data concerning the relationship between the facilitator and the other 
participants in the questionnaire. The interrelationships between the other 
participants excluding the facilitator, however, could not be described, and 
have been indicated by “*” in the cell. The attributes concerning 
“inter-personal relationships” numbers 27 to 29 are based on the facilitator’s 
subjective estimation. 
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Table 4: Sample of the Database 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
Re
co
rd
 n
um
be
r 
Ut
te
ra
nc
e 
Nu
mb
er
 o
f 
fa
ci
li
ta
to
r 
Da
te
 o
f 
ta
pe
-r
ec
or
di
ng
 
Si
tu
at
io
n１
# 
Si
tu
at
io
n 
2 
8605 
相変わらす繁盛してる↑、あのカレー屋さん
Aikawarazu hanzyoo siteru ↑, ano kareeya san. 
Is that curry shop still doing good business? 
15 Oct.1993 Break 
Chat 
during 
lunch 
time 
8606 
ううん。 
Uun. 
No 
15 Oct.1993 Break 
Chat 
during 
lunch 
time 
 
 
       
7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 
Pl
ac
e 
Re
la
ti
on
 t
o 
th
e 
pr
ev
io
us
 s
pe
ak
er
 
Sp
ea
ke
r 
Ge
nd
er
 o
f 
sp
ea
ke
r 
Sp
ea
ke
r’
s 
ag
e 
Sp
ea
ke
r’
s 
oc
cu
pa
ti
on
 
Sp
ea
ke
r’
s 
oc
cu
pa
ti
on
al
 
ca
te
go
ry
 
Sp
ea
ke
r'
s 
po
si
ti
on
 i
n 
th
e 
or
ga
ni
za
ti
on
 
indoors first 15A Female 30s 
company 
employee
staff training, 
planning seminar 
? 
indoors different 15D Female 20s 
company 
employee
staff training, 
planning seminar 
? 
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15 16 17 18 19 20 21 
Ge
nd
er
 o
f 
ad
dr
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se
e 
Ad
dr
es
se
e’
s 
ag
e 
Ad
dr
es
se
e’
s 
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cu
pa
ti
on
 
Ad
dr
es
se
e'
s 
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cu
pa
ti
on
al
 
ca
te
go
ry
 
Ad
dr
es
se
e'
s 
po
si
ti
on
 i
n 
th
e 
or
ga
ni
za
ti
on
 
Ad
dr
es
se
e’
s 
ge
nd
er
: 
sa
me
 
or
 d
if
fe
re
nt
 
Ad
dr
es
se
e’
s 
ag
e 
re
la
ti
on
sh
ip
 t
o 
sp
ea
ke
r 
Female 20s 
Company 
employee 
Staff training, 
planning seminar
? Same Junior 
Female 30s 
Company 
employee 
Staff training, 
planning seminar
? Same Senior 
 
 
       
22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 
Oc
cu
pa
ti
on
al
 r
el
at
io
ns
hi
p 
be
tw
ee
n 
sp
ea
ke
r 
an
d 
ad
dr
es
se
e 
1:
 b
el
on
g 
to
 s
am
e 
co
mp
an
y,
 s
up
pl
ie
r,
 
wr
it
er
, 
ed
it
or
 
Oc
cu
pa
ti
on
al
 r
el
at
io
n 
of
 s
pe
ak
er
 a
nd
 a
dd
re
ss
ee
 
2:
 s
am
e 
ro
om
, 
or
 d
if
fe
re
nt
 r
oo
m.
 
Oc
cu
pa
ti
on
al
 s
ta
tu
s 
re
la
ti
on
sh
ip
 
Ti
me
 l
en
gt
h 
of
 t
he
ir
 r
el
at
io
ns
hi
p 
Di
ff
er
en
ce
 i
n 
le
ng
th
 o
f 
se
rv
ic
e 
to
 t
he
 c
om
pa
ny
 
be
tw
ee
n 
sp
ea
ke
r 
an
d 
ad
dr
es
se
e 
Fr
eq
ue
nc
y 
of
 c
on
ta
ct
 
Fr
eq
ue
nc
y 
of
 c
on
ve
rs
at
io
n 
Le
ve
l 
of
 i
nt
im
ac
y 
be
tw
ee
n 
sp
ea
ke
r 
an
d 
ad
dr
es
se
e 
Same 
company 
Same 
room 
Same 2-4 years Same 
Very 
often 
Very 
often 
Very 
intimate 
Same 
company 
Same 
room 
Same 2-4 years Same 
Very 
often 
Very 
often 
Very 
intimate 
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3.2 Dataset 2: “Dansei  no kotoba:  shokuba-hen” (Men’s language: In the 
work place) 
 
This data was taken from the original dataset which was published as “Dansei 
no kotoba: shokuba-hen” (Men’s Language: In the work place). 
 
3.2.1 Procedure of Dataset 2 collection 
 
Dataset 2 is also taken from a database formed from the transcription of audio 
recordings of natural conversation for the Gendai nihongo kenkyûkai (Modern 
Japanese language research group) project. The author was involved in the 
whole project. The procedure of processing this dataset is almost the same as 
for Dataset 1. The difference is that the facilitators were all men, and the time 
when this research was done was between October 1999 and December 2000. 
We secured the co-operation of 21 men. The facilitators' occupational 
descriptions and ages are shown in table 5 below. 
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Table 5: List of facilitators (number of records) 
Number of the record Time (minutes) 
Facilitator’s code Ag
e 
gr
ou
p 
Occupation 
Mo
rn
i
ng
 
Me
et
i
ng
 
Br
ea
k 
To
ta
l 
Mo
rn
i
ng
 
Me
et
i
ng
 
Br
ea
k 
To
ta
l 
01A 40s 
Manager of a 
chemist's 
164 161 166 491 10 10 10 30 
02A 50s 
University 
office worker 
122 129 214 465 10 10 10 30 
03A 30s 
Company employee 
(salesperson) 
139 124 168 431 10 10 10 30 
04A 20s 
Company employee 
(salesperson) 
124 156 206 486 10 10 10 30 
05A 50s 
Company employee 
(technician) 
188 0 160 348 10 - 10 20 
06A 40s 
University 
lecturer 
51 182 259 492 10 10 10 30 
07A 30s 
Company employee 
(salesperson) 
196 167 130 493 10 10 10 30 
08A 40s 
Company employee 
(clerk) 
113 80 167 360 10 10 10 30 
09A 40s 
Technician of 
automobile 
manufacturing 
95 129 267 491 13 17 12 42 
10A 50s 
Company employee 
(technician) 
170 219 228 617 10 10 10 30 
11A 40s 
High school 
teacher 
171 192 252 615 10 10 10 30 
12A 50s 
A company 
executive 
274 89 357 720 22 17 13 52 
13A 20s 
Part-time 
employee of 
research 
institute 
200 259 340 799 22 21 20 63 
14A 30s Hairdresser 229 64 313 606 19 10 18 47 
15A 20s 
Insurance 
company (sales) 
133 175 87 395 19 15 12 46 
16A 40s 
Insurance 
company (sales) 
174 161 346 681 9 10 11 30 
17A 30s 
Company employee 
(guidance by 
telephone) 
88 73 173 334 10 10 11 31 
18A 20s 
University 
office worker 
(librarian) 
114 204 138 456 7 17 8 32 
19A 20s 
University 
office worker 
(librarian) 
148 223 187 558 10 14 11 35 
20A 50s 
High school 
teacher 
130 213 95 438 10 15 10 35 
21A 30s Musician 326 315 182 823 10 10 5 25 
Total 3349 3315 4435 11099 251 246 231 728 
Percentage 30% 30% 40% 100% 34% 34% 32% 100% 
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All the facilitators are men, but the facilitators are mixing and conversing with 
both sexes at their workplaces. Both sexes therefore participate in the data, 
giving a total of 131 men and 61 women. Their ages, occupations, status in the 
organization, scale of the organization in terms of the number of employees, 
the number of male employees, and the length of service of the speakers are 
all listed in the appendix. Part of it is shown in table 6 below: 
 
Table 6: The list of the informants (sample) 
Fa
ci
li
ta
to
r'
s 
co
de
 
Ge
nd
er
 
Ag
e 
gr
ou
p 
Pl
ac
e 
of
 
bi
rt
h 
Pl
ac
e 
wh
er
e 
sp
ea
ke
r 
ha
s 
sp
en
t 
th
e 
mo
st
 t
im
e 
 
Oc
cu
pa
ti
on
 
ty
pe
 
Jo
b 
de
sc
ri
pt
io
n 
Po
si
ti
on
 i
n 
th
e 
co
mp
an
y 
01A Male 40s
Tokyo 
Metropolis 
Tokyo 
Metropolis 
Manager of a 
chemist's 
? (None) 
01B Female 40s
Tokyo 
Metropolis 
Tokyo 
Metropolis 
Superintend of a 
chemist 
? Staff 
01C Male 50s
Ibaraki 
Prefecture 
Ibaraki 
Prefecture 
Sales ? ? 
01D Male 30s
Chiba 
Prefecture 
Chiba 
Prefecture 
Druggist ? (None) 
01E Female 30s ? ? ? Sales ? 
01F Female 30s
Okayama 
Prefecture 
Okayama 
Prefecture 
? Druggist ? 
01G Male 70s
Tokyo 
Metropolis 
Tokyo 
Metropolis 
? ? ? 
01H ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 
01I ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 
01K ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 
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3.2.2 Differences between Dataset 1 and Dataset 2 
 
The database was compiled and put onto CD-ROM this time and published as 
“Dansei no kotoba: shokuba-hen” (Men’s language: In the work place) The 
total number of records is 11099.  
In Dataset 1, if the listener’s inserting laughter (chiming-in laughter) were in 
the middle or at the end of the speaker’s utterance, the utterance was divided 
and the laughter took one cell of its own. In Dataset 2, however, inserting 
laughter was transcribed in the same way as other types of insertion 
(chiming-in), i.e. if the listener inserts laughter in the middle or at the end of 
the utterance, it was inserted into the speaker’s utterance record with an 
accompanying explanation, as in: <warai (laughter) other person’s code 
name>.  
 
3.2.3 Attributes 
 
Attributes from the questionnaire were also attached as shown in table 7. The 
total number of records is 11099. Attributes such as “place where the tape was 
recorded”, “date when the tape was recorded” etc. are attached to each record. 
The attributes mainly consist of 2 parts: those pertaining to the situation 
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recorded, and those concerning the speaker. Details about the addressee and 
about the mutual relationship between the two participants in the conversation 
that were attached in Dataset 1, were omitted in Dataset 2, since the process of 
identifying the addressee was complicated. The relationship between the 
facilitator and the informants was attached instead.  
Table 7: Sample of database 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
Nu
mb
er
 o
f 
re
co
rd
 
Ut
te
ra
nc
e 
Si
tu
at
io
n１
 
Si
tu
at
io
n 
2 
Nu
mb
er
 o
f 
fa
ci
li
ta
to
r 
Pa
rt
ic
ip
an
t’
s 
co
de
 
13 
とりあえず、むこう十時から開けるんです
よね↑ 
Toriaezu, mukoo zyuuzi kara akeru n desu yo 
ne↑  
Anyway, we’re open from 10 o’clock, okay? 
Morning Meeting
Facilitator 
01 
01D 
14 
そう、処方箋ないから。 
Soo, syohoosen nai kara.. 
Right. It’s just that I don’t have a 
prescription... 
Morning Meeting
Facilitator 
01 
01A 
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7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 
Ge
nd
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 o
f 
in
fo
rm
an
t 
Ag
e 
gr
ou
p 
Pl
ac
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Pl
ac
e 
wh
er
e 
sp
ea
ke
r 
ha
s 
sp
en
t 
th
e 
mo
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 t
im
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Oc
cu
pa
ti
on
 t
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e 
Jo
b 
de
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ri
pt
io
n 
Po
si
ti
on
 i
n 
th
e 
or
ga
ni
za
ti
on
 
Si
ze
 o
f 
th
e 
or
ga
ni
za
ti
on
 
(t
ot
al
 n
um
be
r 
of
 e
mp
lo
ye
es
) 
Male 30s 
Chiba 
Pref. 
Chiba 
Pref. 
pharmacist * none * 
Male 40s Tokyo Tokyo pharmacist * none 3 
 
 
 
15 16 17 18 19 20 21 
Si
ze
 o
f 
th
e 
or
ga
ni
za
ti
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(n
um
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r 
of
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e 
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ng
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fa
ci
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to
r 
Di
ff
er
en
ce
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n 
le
ng
th
 o
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e 
to
 t
he
 c
om
pa
ny
 f
ro
m 
th
e 
fa
ci
li
ta
to
r 
Ti
me
 l
en
gt
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of
 t
he
ir
 
re
la
ti
on
sh
ip
 b
et
we
en
 t
he
 
pa
rt
ic
ip
an
ts
 a
nd
 t
he
 
fa
ci
li
ta
to
r 
* * colleague * junior 
15 years 
later 
-1year 
2 
10-20 
years 
* * * * * 
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22 23 24 
Fr
eq
ue
nc
y 
of
 
co
nt
ac
t 
Fr
eq
ue
nc
y 
of
 
co
nv
er
sa
ti
on
 
Le
ve
l 
of
 i
nt
im
ac
y 
be
tw
ee
n 
fa
ci
li
ta
to
r 
an
d 
in
fo
rm
an
t 
frequent frequent same 
* * * 
   
 
 
3.3 Dataset 3: Recordings of classroom teaching 
 
3.3.1 Procedure of Dataset 3 collection 
 
This data was taken from the original dataset which was collected for the 
Grant-in-Aid for Scientific Research from Monbushō (Ministry of education) 
research paper: “Sequential action and utterance in Japanese trainee teachers’ 
classroom recordings: a statistical pattern analysis from a micro viewpoint:” 
The analysis is in Chapter 9. 
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3.3.2 Details of Dataset 3 collection 
 
The data for this study is taken from a database compiled from the 
transcription of video recordings of two types of teachers for the same class 
in the same course. One type is the lessons of T.T. (=trainee teachers), and the 
other is an E.T. (=experienced teacher), who had taught Japanese as a second 
language for more than 10 years. For T.T.s who are in the fourth grade of 
Bunkyō University, these lessons are part of their teacher-training course. 
They teach two or three times in one year. 
The class activities were recorded by two video cameras. One video camera 
was set up in front of the students to capture the students’ reactions. Another 
camera was set up behind the class to record the teacher. In the case of the 
T.T.s’ classes, the data were taken once a week from April 2000 to January 
2001 in the “A” class (the highest level class which I supervised in The 
Foreign Student Department of Bunkyō University). In case of the E.T.’s class, 
the tapes were recorded in January 2002. The reason for this time difference 
was the difficulty in recording the experienced teacher’s class, given that they 
are not used to being recorded.  
At the beginning of the research, we planned to use published video tapes as 
data of experienced teachers’ classroom activities, since obtaining permission 
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to record the lessons of experienced teachers was very difficult. As the 
research proceeded, we realized that the published tapes on offer were not 
useful for analysis, given that these tapes recorded examples of a variety of 
teaching techniques such as “using audio-visual material in class”, “examples 
of using students as teachers in class” etc. However, most of the classroom 
teaching in intermediate and advanced classes does not consist of these 
varieties of teaching, but rather reading or listening comprehension involving 
interaction between the teacher and the students. This type of comprehension 
is the core teaching method in language classes. In these published tapes we 
could only find a few minutes of reading comprehension. This was why the 
recording of the E.T. class took place at the end of the course. As a result, 
most of the classes for both E.T. and T.T. are consisted of comprehension 
exercises. 
All the videotapes were converted to audio tapes and transcribed using the 
same procedure as for “Women’s language: in the work place”. 
For the teacher training classes, 8 trainee teachers took turns and taught 2 or 3 
times. All 23 of these classes were video-taped and transferred to the database, 
which totalled 12 hours 12 minutes 37 seconds.  
For this analysis, the first teaching experiences of 7 T.T.s are used as data. 
Details of the T.T.s are given in the table below:  
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Table 8: List of trainee teachers 
Experience of teaching 
T.T.'s code Gender 
Outside Japan In Japan 
A Female ○  
B Female ○  
C Female ○ ○ 
D Female ○ ○ 
E Female ○  
F Male ○  
G Female   
 
Almost all of the T.T.s have experience teaching beginners’ classes.  
Three experienced teachers’ classes were recorded. The dataset comprises 11 
lessons totalling 12 hours 21 minutes and 47 seconds. However, the number of 
lessons taught by each teacher was different. and often the quality of the 
recordings was unsatisfactory. We therefore decided to use one teacher’s 
lesson as a case study for this analysis.    
The students, who were from the foreign student department in Bunkyō 
University, were divided into three classes depending on their Japanese 
proficiency. In 2001, the recording was taken of the highest level class which 
consists of 19 students. The details are shown in the table below: 
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Table 9 List of students 
Students' Gender Status before joining in the university Nationality
1 Female Japanese teacher Chinese 
2 Female University graduate Chinese 
3 Male Japanese teacher, university graduate Chinese 
4 Female University graduate Chinese 
5 Female University graduate (majoring Japanese) Chinese 
6 Female University graduate Chinese 
7 Female High school graduate Taiwanese
8 Female Japanese teacher Chinese 
9 Female University graduate Chinese 
10 Female Japanese teacher Chinese 
11 Female University graduate Chinese 
12 Male High school graduate Chinese 
13 Female University graduate (majoring in Japanese) Chinese 
14 Female Graduated Japanese language school Chinese 
15 Female Graduated Japanese language school Korean 
16 Female Graduated Japanese language school Chinese 
17 Female Graduated Japanese language school Chinese 
18 Female University graduate Malaysian
19 Female University graduate Chinese 
 
Three of the students had had experience in teaching Japanese, two had 
majored in Japanese at university, and 5 had already studied Japanese in Japan 
for one year. Their age was between 18 and 25. In December 2000, most of 
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them passed Level One of the Japanese Language Proficiency Test and one 
quarter of them scored more than 300 points.  
 
3.3.3 Transcription of the Dataset 3 
 
The sample of the database is shown below: 
Table 10 Sample of database: T.T.1 
Utterance number Speaker Utterance 
69 Teacher 
よん番の答えを言ってください。 
Yonban no kotae o itte kudasai. 
Tell me the answer to number 4. 
70 Student 
わからない。 
Wakaranai. 
I don't know. 
71 Students 
＜笑い＞  
<Warai> 
<Laughter> 
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4. Comparisons of Dataset 1 and Dataset 2 
 
 
As we pointed out in the previous chapter, laughter has not yet received sufficient 
attention from scholars. In these limited studies, the ethnomethodological 
approach by Jefferson (1979), (1985) and in collaboration with Sacks and 
Schelgoff (1987) devoted considerable attention to laughter. However, that 
analysis deals only with selected fragments. In the first half of this thesis, we deal 
with a large corpus of natural records from everyday life, Datasets 1 and 2, as the 
scope of our analysis and statistically analyse the tendency towards laughter in 
relation to social settings and social roles.  
Dataset 1 was recorded by female facilitators in 1993 while Dataset 2 was 
recorded by male facilitators between 1999 and 2000. All of these utterances were 
recorded in natural situations at the work places of the facilitators. The datasets 
involve a variety of settings, age, gender, status and so on.  
Before analysing the laughter, we identify the general tendencies of the two 
datasets in relation to “Gender”, “Situation 1” and “Situation 2” in order to 
ascertain the differences between the two datasets. 
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The data consists of 11421 examples of natural utterances in Dataset 1 and 11084 
in Dataset 2. These utterances and attributes such as laughter, “Gender” and 
“Situation 2 are cross-related in both datasets.   
 
4.1 Outlines of the two datasets 
 
First, before examining laughter, we would like to illustrate the statistical trends 
in the attributes we deal with. 
 
4.1.1 Gender 
 
“Gender” is attached to each attribute cell, depending on the speaker and the 
addressee. The distribution of utterances in each dataset with respect to “Gender” 
is as follows: 
 
Table 1: Utterances and “Gender” (D1) 
 Male speaker Female speaker Total 
Utterance 2361 8856 112174 
Utterance/Total 21.05% 78.95% 100.00% 
                                           
4 The gender of 204 utterances is not identified due to poor recording quality. 
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Graph 1: Utterances and “Gender” (D1) 
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speaker
21.05%
female
speaker
78.95%
male speaker
female speaker
 
 
Table 2: Utterances and “Gender” (D2) 
 Male speaker Female speaker Total 
Utterance 8085 2745 108305 
Utterance/Total 74.65% 25.35% 100.00% 
 
Graph 2: Utterances and “Gender” (D2) 
female
speaker
25.35%
male
speaker
74.65%
male speaker
female speaker
 
The tables and graphs above clearly show that females’ utterances account for 
                                           
5 The gender of 254 utterances is not identified due to poor recording quality. 
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nearly three times as many as those produced by males’ in Dataset 1. In contrast, 
in Dataset 2, males produced nearly three times as many utterances as females. In 
Dataset 1 the total number of female participants was 74 and that of males was 62, 
while in Dataset 2 there were 61 females and 131 males. If we compare this to the 
occurrence of utterances, in each of the datasets, we see that the facilitator’s 
gender is predominant, but this figure does not correspond to the ratio of 
utterances. See the tables and graphs below. 
 
Table 3: Participants and “Gender” (D1) 
  Male speaker Female speaker Total 
Participant 62 74 136 
Utterance/Total 45.59% 54.41% 100.00% 
 
The ratio of male participants to female participants was 45.59% to. 54.41% as in 
table 3, whereas that of utterances was 21.05% vs. 78.95% as in table 1. See the 
graph comparing the ratios of participants and utterances below: 
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Graph 3: Participants and Utterances (D1) 
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Table 4: Participants and “Gender” (D2) 
  Male speaker Female speaker Total 
Participant 131 61 192 
Participant/Total 68.23% 31.77% 100.00% 
 
The ratio of male participants to female participants is 68.23% to 31.77% as in 
table 4, whereas that for utterances was 74.65% to 25.35% as in table 2. See the 
graph below: 
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Graph 4: Participants and Utterances by “Gender” (D2) 
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According to the data above, in Dataset 1, females are more talkative, whereas in 
Dataset 2, males are more talkative.  
In addition, in Dataset 1, the facilitators’ (female) utterances account for 5531 
examples, while in Dataset 2, the facilitators’ (male) utterances account for 4151 
examples, therefore, the facilitators are responsible for 48.43% of utterances in 
Dataset 1 and 37.39% in Dataset 2.   
 
4.1.2 Situation 1 
 
Next we compare the number of utterances in “Situation 1” in Dataset 1 with 
Dataset 2. The ratio of utterances in “Situation 1” in each dataset is as follows:   
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Table 5: Utterances and “Situation 1” (D1) 
 Break Morning Meeting Total 
Utterance 4771 3987 2663 11421 
Utterance/Total 41.77% 34.91% 23.32% 100.00% 
 
Graph 5: Utterances and “Situation 1” (D1) 
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Table 6: Utterances and “Situation 1” (D2) 
 Break Morning Meeting Total 
Utterance 4433 3341 3310 11084 
Utterance/Total 39.99% 30.14% 29.86% 100.00% 
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Graph 6: Utterances and “Situation 1” (D2) 
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The graph below compares the differences between the datasets. 
 
Graph 5+6: The comparison of utterances in “Situation 1” between Dataset 1 
and 2 
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The utterances in “Break” account for about 40 % in each of the datasets. The 
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number of utterances in “Morning” comes second. Finally the number of 
utterances in “Meeting” comes last in each dataset. The occurrence of “Meeting” 
in Dataset 2 is greater than in Dataset 1. These results assume that for female 
facilitators, the best opportunity to make a tape-recording is in the “Break” time 
while male facilitators have a good opportunity to record in “Meeting”.  
If this assumption is correct, is there any difference in the number of utterances 
made by speakers of each gender according to the situation?  
 
4.1.3 Cross analysis of Situation 1 and Gender 
 
In the following we cross-analyse the results above with “Gender”. 
 
Table 7: Utterances in “Situation 1” and “Gender” (D1) 
Situation 1 Female /Total Male /Total 
Break 3848 43.45% 799 33.84% 
Morning 3152 35.59% 771 32.66% 
Meeting 1856 20.96% 791 33.50% 
Total 8856 100.00% 2361 100.00% 
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Graph 7: Utterances in “Situation 1” and “Gender” (D1) 
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Table 8: Utterances in “Situation 1” and “Gender” (D2)  
Situation 1 Female /Total Male /Total 
Break 1170 42.62% 3205 39.64% 
Morning 866 31.55% 2364 29.24% 
Meeting 709 25.83% 2516 31.12% 
Total 2745 100.00% 8085 100.00% 
 
Graph 8: Utterances in “Situation 1” and “Gender” (D2) 
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It is obvious that the percentage of female utterances is higher in “Break” and 
“Morning”, while that of males’ is higher in “Meeting” in both datasets. This does 
not mean that males are more talkative in “Meetings” nor that females are more 
talkative in “Break” and “Morning”. It only means that the ratio of male 
utterances in “Meeting” is relatively higher than that of females’.  
In order to know which gender is more talkative, we compare again the ratio of 
the participants and the utterances in “Situation 1”. The table below shows the 
number and the ratio of participants in each situation in Dataset 1 
 
Table 9-1: Participants in “Situation 1” and “Gender” (D1) 
 Male /Subtotal Female /Subtotal Subtotal /Subtotal 
Break 30 37.50% 50 62.50% 80 100.00% 
Morning 27 39.71% 41 60.29% 68 100.00% 
Meeting 35 50.72% 34 49.28% 69 100.00% 
Total 92 42.40% 125 57.60% 217 100.00% 
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Table 9-2: Participants in “Situation 1” and “Gender” (D1) 
 Male /Subtotal Female /Subtotal Subtotal /Subtotal 
Break 799 17.19% 3848 82.81% 4647 100.00% 
Morning 771 19.65% 3152 80.35% 3923 100.00% 
Meeting 791 29.88% 1856 70.12% 2647 100.00% 
Total 2361 21.05% 8856 78.95% 11217 100.00% 
 
The graph below shows the comparison between the participants and utterances in 
each situation. 
 
Graph 9-1: Participants and utterances in “Break” (D1) 
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Graph 9-2: Participants and utterances in “Morning” (D1) 
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Graph 9-3: Participants and utterances in “Meeting” (D1) 
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As we see from the graphs females are more talkative than males. For example, in 
the ratio of participants in the “Meeting”, that of males is slightly higher than 
females (50.72% vs. 49.28%). In the ratio of utterance, on the contrary, that of 
females’ is twice as much as males (29.88% vs. 70.12%).  
In Dataset 2, the ratio distributes differently. See the table and graphs below. 
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Table 10-1: Participants in “Situation 1” and “Gender” (D2) 
Situation 1 Male /Total Female /Total Subtotal /Total
Break 62 65.26% 33 34.74% 95 100.00%
Morning 75 68.18% 35 31.82% 110 100.00%
Meeting 74 74.00% 26 26.00% 100 100.00%
Total 211 69.18% 94 30.82% 305 100.00%
 
Table 10-2: Utterances in “Situation 1” and “Gender” (D2) 
Situation 1 Male /Total Female /Total Subtotal /Total 
Break 3205 73.26% 1170 26.74% 4375 100.00% 
Morning 2364 73.19% 866 26.81% 3230 100.00% 
Meeting 2516 78.02% 709 21.98% 3225 100.00% 
Total 8085 74.65% 2745 25.35% 10830 100.00% 
 
Graph10-1: Participants and utterances in “Break” (D2) 
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Graph 10-2 Participants and utterances in “Morning” (D2)  
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Graph 10-3 Participants and utterances in “Meeting” (D2) 
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According to the data above, in Dataset 2, males are more talkative. Dataset 2 is 
male-oriented data, since the facilitator are males. From these results, we assume 
that people tend to become more talkative in the company of their own gender. 
However, in the case of “Meeting” in Dataset 1, although the ratio of participants 
is almost the same, females are more talkative. As a conclusion, we imagine that 
this difference is also caused by the gender of the facilitator. The facilitators, who 
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take 48.43% of the utterances in Dataset 1 and 37.39% in Dataset 2, tried to talk a 
lot. In addition, we presume that females become more talkative than males, since 
the difference between the ratio of participants and ratio of the utterances is 
greater in the female-oriented Dataset 1. 
 
4.1.4 Cross analysis of “Situation 2” and Gender 
 
We divided “Situation 1” into various subgroups in“Situation 2”, such as “chat in 
break”, “meeting in department” and so on, since a meeting sometimes turns into 
a chat and vice versa. The subgroups are not consistent since each researcher 
allocated a title depending on the contents of the conversation. To revise the 
inconsistency, depending on the contents, “Situation 2” is divided into 2 
categories; “chat” and “other than chat”. The division was made automatically 
based on the word used in the label. That is, if the word “chat” occurs in the 
attribute such as “chat in a restaurant”, then this is categorised as “Chat”, if the 
word “chat” does not appear, as, for example, “dealing with customers”, then it is 
categorised as “Other”.  
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Table 11: Utterances and “Situation 2” (D1) 
 Chat Other Total 
Utterances 6520 4901 11421 
/Total 57.09% 42.91% 100.00% 
Graph 11: Utterances and “Situation 2” (D1) 
42.91%
57.09% chat
other
 
Table12: Utterances and “Situation 1” (D2) 
 Chat Other Total 
Utterances 5124 5960 11084 
/Total 46.2% 53.8% 100.0% 
Graph 12: Utterances and “Situation 2” (D2) 
53.80%
46.20% chat
other
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From the tables and graphs above, we can clearly discern the differences between 
these two datasets. In Dataset 1, the utterances under “Chat” are more numerous 
than for “Other” (57.01% vs. 42.91%) whereas in Dataset 2, those in “Other” 
outnumber “Chat” (53.80% vs. 46.20%).   
Next the results are cross-correlated with “Gender”.  
 
Table 13: Utterances in “Situation 2” and “Gender” (D1) 
Situation 2 Female /Total Male /Total 
Chat 5156 58.20% 1212 51.30% 
Other 3700 41.80% 1149 48.70% 
Total 8856 100.00% 2361 100.00% 
 
Graph 13: Utterances in “Situation 2” and “Gender” (D1) 
51.30% 48.70%
58.20% 41.80%
0% 50% 100%
male
female
chat
other
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Table 14: Utterances in “Situation 2” and “Gender” (D2) 
Situation 2 Female /Total Male /Total 
Chat 1478 53.80% 3529 43.60% 
Other 1267 46.20% 4556 56.40% 
Total 2745 100.00% 8085 100.00% 
 
Graph 14: Utterances in “Situation 2” and “Gender” (D2) 
43.60% 56.40%
53.80% 46.20%
0% 50% 100%
male
female
chat
other
 
 
According to this correlation exercise, both datasets show that the utterances in 
“Chat” predominate over “Other” in females’ utterances, whereas those in 
“Other” predominant over “Chat” in males’ utterances. 
Again, we would like to investigate which gender is the more talkative, based on 
the participants of each situation. 
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Table 15-1: Participants in “Situation 2” and “Gender” (D1) 
Situation 2 Male /Total Female /Total Subtotal /Total 
Chat 36 38.71% 57 61.29% 93 100.00% 
Other 50 50.00% 50 50.00% 100 100.00% 
Total 86 44.56% 107 55.44% 193 100.00% 
 
Table 15-2: Participants in “Situation 2” and “Gender” (D1) 
 
Graph 15-1: Participants and utterances in “Chat” (D1) 
participant,
38.71%
participant,
61.29%
utterance,
19.03%
utterance,
80.97%
male
female
 
 
 
Situation 2 Male /Total Female /Total Subtotal /Total 
Chat 1212 9.03% 5156 80.97% 6368 100.00% 
Others 1149 23.70% 3700 76.30% 4849 100.00% 
Total 2361 2 .05% 8856 78.95% 11217 100.00% 
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Graph 15-2: Participants and utterances in “Other” (D1) 
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Table 16-1: Participants in “Situation 2” and “Gender” (D2) 
Situation 2 Male /Total Female /Total Subtotal /Total 
Chat 77 65.25% 41 34.75% 118 100.00% 
Other 114 70.37% 48 29.63% 162 100.00% 
Total 191 68.21% 89 31.79% 280 100.00% 
 
Table 16-2: Utterances in “Situation 2” and “Gender” (D2) 
Situation 2 Male /Total Female /Total Subtotal /Total 
Chat 3529 70.48% 1478 29.52% 5007 100.00%
Others 4556 78.24% 1267 21.76% 5823 100.00%
Total 8085 74.65% 2745 25.35% 10830 100.00%
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Graph 16-1: Participants and utterances in “Chat” (D2) 
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Graph 16-2: Participants and utterances in “Other” (D2) 
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Again, in the case of “Situation 2”, in Dataset 1, female participants are more 
talkative and male participants are more talkative in Dataset 2.  
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4.1.5 Summary 
 
The analysis above is summed up as follows: 
 
1. In Dataset 1, females’ utterances account for nearly three times those of males, 
in contrast, in Dataset 2, males’ utterances are nearly three times more 
numerous than those of females. 
2. The utterances in “Break” are most numerous, followed by “Morning”, then 
“Meeting” in numerical order in both datasets. The number of utterances in 
“Meeting” in Dataset 2 is greater than those in the same category in Dataset 1. 
3. The percentage of female utterances is higher in “Break” and “Morning” in 
comparison to those of males, while the percentage of male utterances is higher 
in “Meeting” in comparison to those of females in both datasets. 
4. Both datasets show that females talk more in “Chat” than they do in “Other”, 
whereas males talk more in “Other” than in “Chat”.  
 
4.2 Statistical analysis of laughter comparing Dataset 1 and Dataset 2 
 
Based on the significant features identified in the previous section, we are going 
to examine the statistical features of laughter. 
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4.2.1 Differences between Dataset 1 and Dataset 2 in input style of laughter 
 
The relation between the input style of the speaker and the one who laughs is 
complicated. The person who is in the speaker’s cell is not always the one who 
laughs in Dataset 2 as explained in Chapter 3. To consider the addressee of 
laughter and the one who laughs this relationship is very important and the input 
style can vary according to the data. To clarify these points, in this section we 
explain the input style more precisely. 
 “Laughter” is entered into the utterance cell on the forms in a variety of ways, 
which we call ‘the input style’, as follows: 
 
1. <laughter> as in Example 1 
2. <with laughter> as in Example 2 
3. <plural laughter> as in Example 3  
4. <laughter (speaker’s code)> as in Example 4  
5. <laughter> as in Example 5 
 
See the examples below: 
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Example 1 
 
 
 
Example 2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Utterance Speaker 
え、えー、＜笑い＞あのー、ＵＲＬってゆう拡張子がー｛はい （０
１Ｂ）｝、そのー、要するに、えっ、リンクのー、ファイル名の拡
張子なわけよ。 
e, ee, <warai> anoo, URL tte yuu kakutyoosi gaa {hai (01B)}, sonoo, 
yoosuruni, e, rinku noo, fairu-mei no kakutyoosi na wake yo. 
Yes, yes, <laughter>, well the extension code called URL{ Yes (01B)}, in 
short, it is the extension of a link, er, a file name, you see.  
01A 
utterance speaker
＜笑いながら＞いやいやいや、見なかったことにします。＜笑い＞ 
<Warainagara> iya iya iya, minakatta koto ni simasu.. <laughter> 
<With laughter> No, no, no, I’m saying I have’nt seen it.<laughter> 
01E 
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Example 3 
 
 
Example 4 
 
 
 
 
utterance speaker
だから、ほかのもんが頼めなくなっちゃってー。＜笑い 複数＞ 
Dakara, hoka no mon ga tanomenaku nattyattee. <warai fukusuu> 
Therefore, I could not order other staff.<plural laughter> 
01A 
utterance speaker
そうですけどね、だってそれまで書いてたんだからねー、それまで、な、
何十年も書けたのにさー、＜笑い (名字（０６Ａ）)＞急に風が吹いて
紙が飛ぶってことはありえないんだけどね。＜笑い 複数＞ 
Soo desu kedo ne, datte sore made kaite ita n da kara nee, sore made, na, 
nanzyunen mo kaketa no ni saa, <wawrai (06A)> kyuu ni kaze ga huite kami 
ga tobu tte koto wa arienai n da kedo ne. <warai fukusuu> 
You are right. Well they had been writing until then, they had been able to 
write for several decades. <laughter (06A)>. But it’s not possible that the 
wind suddenly blew the papers into the air. <plural laughter>             
06I 
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Example 5 
 
In 3.1.2.2 “About Laughter” Josei no kotoba shokuba-hen, from which Dataset 1 
was taken, the description of laughter is explained as “When the speaker laughs in 
the middle of or at the end of the utterance, <warai> (‘laughter’) is inserted 
appropriately…. The simultaneous laughter of multiple participants is 
conversation including the speaker is indicated by <warai-fuku> (plural laughter). 
Therefore, Examples 1 and 2 are the laughter of the person who is in the cell of 
‘speaker’. Example 3 is laughter that includes the speaker who is in the speaker’s 
utterance speaker
そうですけどね、だってそれまで書いてたんだからねー、それまで、な、何
十年も書けたのにさー、 
Soo desu kedo ne, datte sore made kaite ita n dakara nee, sore made, na, 
nanzyunen mo kaketa no ni saa, 
You are right. Well they had been writing until then, they had been able to write 
for several decades.  
06I 
＜笑い＞ 
<warai> 
<laughter> 
06A 
急に風が吹いて紙が飛ぶってことはありえないんだけどね。＜笑い 複数＞ 
Kyuu ni kaze ga huite kami ga tobu tte koto wa arienai n da kedo ne. <warai 
fukusuu> 
But it’s not possible that the wind suddenly blew the papers into the air. <plural  
laughter> 
06I 
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cell. 
In short, from the standpoint of the speaker, Examples 1 and 2 are the speaker’s 
laughter and Example 3 is the laughter of the speaker and others. Example 4 is 
laughter produced by the listener, that is, it is not the laughter of the person who 
is in the cell of the speaker in the dataset, but the listener whose code name is 
inserted in the utterance in parenthesis. That is to say, it is laughter like chiming- 
in or providing back-channel feedback to the speaker. In example 4, the one who 
laughs is not 06I in the speaker’s cell, but 06A in parenthesis. 
The former 3 types of laughter were input in the same style in both Datasets 1 and 
2. The fourth type of laughter, i.e., the chiming-in laughter, usually takes one line 
in order to coincide with the speaker’s name with the laugher in Dataset 1 as in 
Example 5. 
Whereas in Dataset 2, this kind of laughter is inserted into the utterance of the 
speaker who is the recipient, as we explained. Consequently, the one who laughs 
and the speaker are not the same. Therefore, in this case, the attributes of the one 
who laughs cannot be sampled automatically. This kind of chiming-in laugher 
accounts for 137 records of the total 730 occurrences of laughter in Dataset 2. We 
cannot ignore the numerous examples of chiming-in laughter. Therefore in each 
examination we carried out 2 kinds of analysis which considered chiming-in 
laugher; one based on the speaker’s cell and another. In the former examination, 
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we automatically sampled “laughter” in the utterance cell and matched the 
attribute of the speaker’s cell. In this analysis, the attribute of the speaker is 
considered. For example, in example 4, the laughter is counted as 06I. In the latter 
case, the laughter is counted separately as 06A’s. 
The second difference between Dataset 1 and Dataset 2 is that the identification 
of any mutual relationship is ignored in Dataset 2. In Dataset 1, the addressee’s 
attributes in regard to the facilitator are entered into the database. Even though 
the input attributes were limited, it was very beneficial for analysing mutual 
relationships in discourse. For example, the addressee of an utterance and the 
addressee’s attributes are predetermined and automatically searchable. In Dataset 
2, the attributes of the addressee were not entered, since it was difficult to 
identify the addressee, especially in the case of meetings in which more than one 
person is participating and inputting the data required enormous work by the 
researchers. The addressee and the attributes should be input one by one. To add 
the addressee and attributes to 11084 examples is nearly impossible. In 
chiming-in, however, the addressee is automatically decided. This contributes 
greatly to the merit of the analysis. For example, in example 4, it is obvious that 
06I is the addressee of 06A’s laughter.  
In addition, this input style, i.e., inserting chiming-in, also solved the 
contradiction of separation of the utterance. For example, in Dataset 1 the one 
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utterance was input as 3 lines as in Example 5, because of chiming-in laughter by 
the addressee. In Dataset 2, Example 5 is input as in Example 4 without detriment 
to the consistency of the utterance. As a result, the reliability of utterance division 
increased. 
 
4.2.2 Analysis 
 
1. The occurrence of total laughter in each dataset 
 
In Dataset 1, 885 of the 11421 records (7.75%) are utterances with laughter or 
laughter without utterance, in Dataset 2, 730 records in 11084 records (6.59%) are 
utterances with laughter or laughter without utterance as in Table 17. In 
comparison, Dataset 1 includes more laughter than Dataset 2, and the difference is 
1.16 points. 
 
Table 17: The comparison of occurrence and ratio of laughter in relevance to 
total utterance in Dataset 1 and Dataset 2 
 
 Laughter Total Laughter/Total Laughter 
Dataset 1 885 11421 7.75% 
Dataset 2 730 11084 6.59% 
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Graph 17: The comparison of occurrence and ratio of laughter in relevance 
to total utterance in Dataset 1 and Dataset 2 
6.59%
7.75%
0.00% 2.00% 4.00% 6.00% 8.00%
Dataset 2
Dataset 1
 
 
2 Facilitator 
 
Dataset 1 was recorded by the female facilitators, whereas Dataset 2 was 
compiled by male facilitators. As we have indicated before, this does not mean, of 
course, that Dataset 1 consists only of female speakers and Dataset 2 of male 
speakers. It only means the one in charge of the tape-recorder is female or male. 
By sampling the facilitators’ utterance cell, however, we can see trends pertaining 
to individual variation and gender. 
 
Table18: Laughter in facilitator’s cell (D1) 
Facilitator Laughter Facilitator’s total utterances
Laughter/ 
facilitator’s 
total utterances 
01Ａ 6 218 2.80% 
02Ａ 2 164 1.20% 
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03Ａ 11 337 3.30% 
04Ａ 7 349 2.00% 
05Ａ 28 412 6.80% 
06Ａ 23 384 6.00% 
07Ａ 16 159 10.10% 
08Ａ 16 356 4.50% 
09Ａ 33 307 10.70% 
10Ａ 79 480 16.50% 
11Ａ 9 354 2.50% 
12Ａ 2 146 1.40% 
13Ａ 39 453 8.60% 
14Ａ 0 3 0.00% 
15Ａ 77 435 17.70% 
16Ａ 33 263 12.50% 
17Ａ 51 327 15.60% 
18Ａ 10 219 4.60% 
19Ａ 11 165 6.70% 
Total 453 5531 8.20% 
 
Table 19: Laughter in facilitator’s cell (D2) 
Facilitator Laughter Facilitator’s total utterances
Laughter/ 
facilitator’s 
total utterances
01Ａ 6 217 2.76% 
02Ａ 6 253 2.37% 
03Ａ 8 319 2.51% 
04Ａ 13 186 6.99% 
05Ａ 6 146 4.11% 
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06Ａ 30 237 12.66% 
07Ａ 13 151 8.61% 
08Ａ 2 183 1.09% 
09Ａ 5 192 2.60% 
10Ａ 7 193 3.63% 
11Ａ 11 164 6.71% 
12Ａ 3 47 6.38% 
13Ａ 25 285 8.77% 
14Ａ 17 243 7.00% 
15Ａ 7 161 4.35% 
16Ａ 5 241 2.07% 
17Ａ 13 132 9.85% 
18Ａ 49 270 18.15% 
19Ａ 17 318 5.35% 
20Ａ 7 74 9.46% 
21Ａ 17 139 12.23% 
Total 267 4151 6.43% 
 
In Dataset 1, the one who shows the lowest ratio is 14A (0.00%) and the highest is 
15A (17.70%). In Dataset 2, 08A’s utterances show the lowest ratio (1.09%) and 
18A’s shows the highest (18.15%). Both datasets prove that there is considerable 
variation in individual differences in laughter. Comparing the average of the two 
datasets, we could see that laughter occurred in the cells of the facilitator in 
Dataset 1 (8.20%) more than it did in Dataset 2 (6.43%). The difference is 1.77 
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points. From this result we cannot simply conclude that the facilitators, who are 
females, in Dataset 1, laugh more than the facilitators, who are males, in Dataset 
2. In Dataset 2, not only the speaker’s laughter, but laugher as chiming-in could 
be entered into the facilitators’ utterance cells. The revised number, considering 
the re-counted chiming-in laughter in Dataset 2 is shown in the table below. 
 
Table 20: Occurrence and ratio of facilitator’s laughter (revised to account 
for chiming-in laughter) (D2) 
Facilitator Number of 
cells 
with 
laughter 
① 
Chiming-in 
laughter by 
other 
speakers ② 
Facilitator’s 
chiming-in 
laughter to the 
other speakers ③
Facilitator’s 
laughter ①-②
＋③＝④ 
Facilitator’s 
total 
utterances  ⑤ 
④/⑤
01A 6 0 3 9 217 4.15%
02A 6 0 0 6 253 2.37%
03A 8 1 4 11 319 .45%
04A 13 7 3 9 186 4.84%
05A 6 2 2 6 146 4.11%
06A 30 1 5 34 237 14.35%
07A 13 0 1 14 151 9.27%
08A 2 0 0 2 183 1.09%
09A 5 1 1 5 192 2.60%
10A 7 1 3 9 193 4.66%
11A 11 3 0 8 164 4.88%
12A 3 2 0 1 47 2.13%
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13A 25 4 1 22 285 7.72%
14A 17 14 0 3 243 1.23%
15A 7 2 0 5 161 3.11%
16A 5 2 3 6 241 2.49%
17A 13 1 1 13 132 9.85%
18A 49 6 2 45 270 16.67%
19A 17 3 3 17 318 5.35%
20A 7 0 6 13 74 17.57%
21A 17 4 1 14 139 10.07%
Total 267 54 39 252 4151 6.07%
 
After revising the figures in this way, the total average becomes 6.07%, the 
difference increasing slightly to 2.13 points. That is, the facilitators in Dataset 1, 
who are females, laugh more than the male facilitators in Dataset 2.   
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5. Sociological Aspects of Laughter 
 
 
At the very beginning of this thesis, we suggested that laughter is not caused 
by something funny alone. In this chapter, we statistically investigate the 
social behaviour of laughter.  
Hayakawa (2000a) has already identified the trends in laughter based on the 
results of a statistical analysis of the attributes of Dataset 1 with respect to 
“Gender”, “Age relations” and “Occupational status relations”. It reported that 
females laugh more than males. It also reported with respect to “Age 
relations” that people are more likely to laugh in the company of those who 
belong to their own “Age” group than those who belong to a different “Age” 
group. However, they do not significantly differentiate between people who 
are “Junior” and “Senior”. One of the important results of Hayakawa (2000a) 
with respect to “Occupational status relations” is that people tend to laugh 
most towards those who are of the “Same” status, followed by those who are 
“Senior” and laugh least to those who are “Junior” in status. They 
significantly differentiate between people who are “Junior” or “Senior”.  
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We reported these trends along the three dimensions: “Gender”, “Social 
status” and “Mental closeness”.  
In this chapter, we cross-analyse the “Gender”, “Social status” and “Mental 
closeness” relations with respect to the one who laughs and the one to whom 
the laughter is addressed. We also analyse social status under two settings in 
“Situation 2”, i.e. “Chat” and “Other”, in order to focus on the social aspects 
of laughter. 
 
5.1 Gender 
 
In the study, “Gender of the one who laughs”, Hayakawa (2000), reported that 
females laugh more than males. In this chapter, we go beyond that analysis of 
results and try to explore the relationship between “Gender”  and the two 
major genres of conversation, “Chat” and “Other”, with respect to the 
occurrence of laughter. In the “Chat” setting, participants mainly exchange 
gossip, including information regarding what they have been doing lately, and 
what they plan to do. In the “Other” setting, their conversation is 
conclusion-oriented, involving decision making, negotiation, discussion and 
so on. 
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5.1.1 Gender and the one who laughs  
 
The table and graph below support the claim of Hayakawa (2000) that women 
laugh more than men. 
Table 1: “Gender” and the one who laughs (D1) 
Gender Laughter Total utterance laughter/Total utterance
Female 691 8856 7.80% 
Male 141 2361 5.97% 
Total 8326 11217 7.42% 
Graph 1: “Gender” and the one who laughs (D1) 
7.80%
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Females laugh more than males, the difference being 1.83 points. Dataset 1 is 
more female oriented, as the facilitators are females. We assume that females 
                                         
6 The gender of 3 examples of laughter could not be identified due to poor recording 
quality. 
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play the role of the chair, or at least take the lead in the conversation and try 
to talk and laugh to every participant in the group. Therefore, we have also 
explored Dataset 2, which contains male oriented data as seen in the table and 
the graph below. 
Table 2: Occurrence of laughter and “Gender” (D2) 
 Occurrence of 
Laughter
Total number 
of utterance
Laughter/Total number 
of utterance 
Female 224 2745 8.16% 
Male 488 8085 6.03% 
Total 7307 11084 6.6% 
Graph 2: Occurrence of laughter and “Gender” (D2) 
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7 The gender of 18 examples of laughter could not be identified due to poor recording 
quality. 
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Females laugh more than males, the difference being 2.13 points which shows 
a higher level than in Dataset 1. 
We differentiate speaker’s laughter and chiming in laughter in Dataset 28. See 
the table and the graph below. 
Table 3 Occurrence of “speaker’s laughter” and “Chiming-in Laughter” 
in “Gender” (D2) (revised to account for chiming-in laughter)  
 
Gender 
Speaker’s 
Laughter 
Chiming-in 
Laughter 
Total 
laughter 
Total 
utterance 
Total 
laughter 
/total
Female 159 (5.79%） 65（2.37%） 224 2745 8.16% 
Male 419 (5.18%） 69（0.85%） 488 8085 6.03% 
Total 578 134 712 10830 6.6% 
*the number in （ ） indicates the ratio of laughter per total utterance. 
Graph 3: Occurrence of “speaker’s laughter” and “Chiming-in Laughter” 
in “Gender” (D2) (revised to account for chiming-in laughter)  
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8 We only applied this differentiation to Dataset 2 since Dataset 1 did not differentiate 
the chiming-in laughter. 
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Concerning the ratio of chiming-in laughter in relation to the total utterances, 
females account for a higher percentage (2.37%) than males (0.85%). Females 
use laughter more than males and use chiming-in laughter more than males in 
Dataset 2. 
 
5.1.2 The effect of Gender with reference to Situation 2  
 
In this section, we cross-analyse laughter with “Gender” and “Situation 2”, 
Before cross-analysing laughter with “Gender2 and “Situation 2”, we 
investigate the occurrence of laughter in relation to “Situation 2”. See the 
tables and graphs below. 
 
Table 4: Laughter in “Situation 2” (D1)  
Situation 2 
Occurrence 
of laughter 
Total number of 
utterances 
Laughter / Total number
of utterances 
Chat 663 6520 10.17% 
Other 222 4901 4.53% 
Total 885 11421 7.75% 
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Graph 4: Laughter in “Situation 2” (D1)  
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Table 5: Laughter in “Situation 2” (D2) 
Situation 2 
Occurrence of 
laughter 
Total number of 
utterances 
Laughter / Total 
number 
of utterances 
Chat 452 5124 8.82% 
Other 278 5960 4.66% 
Total 730 11084 6.59% 
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Graph 5: Laughter in “Situation 2” (D2) 
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In both datasets, the ratio of the occurrence of laughter is greater in the “Chat” 
setting than in the “Other” setting although the difference between the two 
settings is greater in Dataset 1 than in Dataset 2.  The ratio of laughter in the 
“Other” setting is not very different for the two datasets, (4.53% vs. 4.66%). 
However, there is a larger difference observed between the ratios of laughter 
in the “Chat” setting in the two datasets (10.17% vs. 8.82%). This means that 
the participants in Dataset 2 in the “Chat” setting did not laugh as much as 
their counterparts in Dataset 1.  
Next, we also differentiate the speaker’s laughter and chiming-in laughter.  
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Table 6: Laughter in “Situation 2” (D2) (revised to account for chiming-in 
laughter)  
Situation 2 speaker’s laughter chiming-in laughter total laughter 
Chat 372 80 452 
/Total laughter 82.30% 17.70% 100.00% 
Others 221 57 278 
/Total laughter 79.50% 20.50% 100.00% 
Subtotal 593 137 730 
/Total laughter 81.23% 18.77% 100.00% 
 
Graph 6: Laughter in “Situation 2” (D2) (revised to account for 
chiming-in laughter)  
79.50% 20.50%
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Other
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The chiming-in laughter occurred more in “Other” than in “Chat”. Dataset 2 
contains more utterances in “Other” than in “Chat” (See table 12 and graph 12 
in Chapter 3).Laughter occurs more in “Chat” than “Other”. But as far as the 
chiming-in laughter is concerned, it is more in “Other” than in “Chat”. In 
“Other”, which mainly consists of meeting and discussion, the rate of laugher 
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is relatively low but when people laugh, there tends to be more chime-in 
laughter than in “Chat”.  
 
5.1.3 Gender and Situation 2 
 
In this section, we cross-analyse “Gender” and “Situation 2”. The table and 
the graph below show the results of the cross-analysis of laughter according to 
“Gender”  within the “Chat” and “Other” setting of “Situation 2” in Dataset 
1. 
 
Table 7-1: Laughter in “Situation 2” in relation to the “Gender”  of the 
one who laughs (D1) 
Situation 2 Gender 
Occurrence of 
laughter
Total number of 
utterances
Laughter / Total 
number of 
utterances 
Female 510 5156 9.89% 
Chat 
Male 114 1212 9.41% 
Female 181 3700 4.89% 
Other 
Male 27 1149 2.35% 
 
 
 
Table 7-2: Test of difference in the ratios in relation to “Gender” in the 
“Chat” setting 
 
Chat Male 
Female 0.51 
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Table 7-3: Test of difference in ratios in relation to “Gender” in the 
“Other” setting 
Other Male 
Female *3.719 
Graph 7-1-1 Laughter in the “Chat” setting in relation to “Gender”  of 
the one who laughs (D1)  
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Graph 7-1-2 Laughter in the “Other” setting in relation to “Gender” of 
the one who laughs (D1)  
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9“*” indicates significantly different at 5% level in the correlation test. 
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These tables and graphs illustrate that males and females behave differently in 
the “Chat” and “Other” settings. In the “Chat” setting, the ratio of laughter to 
the total number of utterances is almost the same for males and females 
(9.89% vs. 9.41%) while in the “Other” condition, the ratio was greater for 
females (4.89% vs. 2.35%). 
Thus, to summarize, both males and females laugh more in the “Chat” than in 
the “Other” setting. Females laugh more than males do in both settings, and 
there is a significant difference in the test of difference in the ratio of laughter 
in males and females in the “Other” setting. As mentioned earlier, Dataset 1 is 
more female oriented, as the facilitators are females. We now explore Dataset 
2, which contains male oriented data as seen in the tables and the graphs 
below. 
 
Table 8-1: Laughter in “Situation 2” in relation to “Gender” of the one 
who laughs (D2) 
Situation 2 Gender Laughter 
Total number of 
utterances
Laughter / Total 
number of 
utterances 
Female 121 1465 8.26% 
Chat 
Male 324 3511 9.23% 
Female 80 1280 6.25% 
Other 
Male 190 4574 4.15% 
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Table 8-2: Test of difference in the ratios in relation to “Gender” in the 
“Chat” setting 
Chat Male 
Female 1.09 
 
 
 
Table 8-3: Test of difference in the ratios in relation to “Gender” in the 
“Other” setting 
 
 
 
Graph 8-1-1: Laughter in the “Chat” setting in relation to “Gender” of 
the one who laughs (D2) 
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Other Male 
Female *3.16 
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Graph 8-1-2: Laughter in the “Other” setting in relation to “Gender” of 
the one who laughs (D2) 
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In contrast to the results of Dataset 1, the results of Dataset 2 revealed that 
males laugh more often than females in the “Chat” setting. However, with 
respect to the “Other” setting, the results of Dataset 2 were similar to those of 
Dataset 1, with females laughing more than males. The following graph 
compares the difference in the ratio of laughter in Datasets 1 and 2 in 
reference to “Gender”  in “Situation 2”. 
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Graph 8-2: Comparison of laughter in datasets 1 and 2 in reference to 
“Gender” in “Situation 2”. 
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According to this graph, it is significant that females in Dataset 2 laugh less 
than those in Dataset 1 in the “Chat” setting, and males in Dataset 2 laugh 
more in the “Other” setting than those in Dataset 1. We examine the results of 
the test of the difference in the ratios of laughter and have summed up the 
relation of “Gender”  and the situation as follows. 
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Table 9: The one who laughs – “Situation 2” 
Situation 2 Dataset 1 Dataset 2 
Chat Female = Male Male = Female 
Other Female > Male Female > Male 
* “Gender” that shows a higher ratio of laughter is placed on the left hand side in the above 
cells. 
* “=” indicates that the test of difference revealed no significant difference between the 
ratios of laughter at the 5 % level. 
* “>” indicates that there is a difference between the ratio of laughter in males and females 
and this difference is significant at the 5 % level. 
 
According to the results of the statistical analysis of these two datasets, we 
assume that the general tendency of laughter is that there is no significant 
difference in the occurrence of laughter between males and females in the 
“Chat” setting, but females laugh significantly more often than males in the 
“Other” setting.  
Again, we revise the number of instances of chiming-in laughter in Dataset 2. 
 
Table 10: Speaker’s laughter and chiming-in laughter according to 
“Gender” (D2)  
Gender Speaker’s 
Laughter 
/Total 
Utterance 
Chiming-in 
Laughter 
/Total 
Utterance
Total 
Laughter 
/Total 
Utterance 
Total 
Utterance
Female 136 4.95% 65 2.37% 201 7.32% 2745 
Male 445 5.50% 69 0.85% 514 6.36% 8085 
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Graph 10: Speaker’s laughter and chiming-in laughter by “Gender” (D2) 
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“Gender” does not show significant difference in speaker’s laughter (male: 
5.50% vs. female: 4.95%). In contrast, chiming-in laughter shows significant 
difference in “Gender”; female chiming-in laughter is 3 times more (2.37%) 
than for males’ (0.85%). 
The table and the graph below show the results of the cross-analysis of 
laughter according to “Gender”  within the “Chat” and “Other” setting of 
“Situation 2” . 
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Table 11: Speaker’s laughter and chiming-in laughter in “Situation 2” by 
“Gender” (D2) 
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female 85 5.80% 36 2.46% 121 1465 8.26% 
chat 
male 282 8.03% 42 1.20% 324 3511 9.23% 
female 51 3.98% 29 2.27% 80 1280 6.25% 
other 
male 163 3.56% 27 0.59% 190 4574 4.15% 
 
Graph 11 Speaker’s laughter and chiming-in laughter in “Situation 2” by 
“Gender” (D2) (revised to account for chiming-in laughter)  
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In comparison to “Chat” and “Other”, females use chiming-in laughter twice 
as much as males in “Chat” (male:1.20% vs. female:2.46%) while in “Other”, 
they use 4 times as much as males (male: 0.59% vs. 2.37%). This result 
assumes that females tend to use laughter without utterance in “Other”, e.g. in 
situations such as meetings.  
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5.1.4 Gender relations and addressee of laughter10 
 
In the previous section, we focused on the one who laughs. In this section, we 
shift our focus to the person being laughed to. With respect to the gender 
relationship between the one who laughs and the one who is laughed to, we 
observe that people tend to laugh in the company of people of their own 
gender, if we do not differentiate the gender of the one who laughs, as seen in 
the tables and the graph below. 
  
Table 12-1: Correlation between the one who laughs and the one who is 
laughed to, in relation to “Gender”   
The one who is laughed to 
 
 Different Same 
The one 
who 
laughs 
Occurrence 
of 
laughter① 
Subtotal 
utteranc
es② 
Ratio
①/② 
Occurrence 
of 
laughter①
Subtotal 
utterances
② 
Ratio
①/② 
total 193 3747 5.15% 311 4640 6.70% 
 
 
 
Table 12-2: Test of difference in ratio in “Gender” (D1) 
Gender Different 
Same *2.97 
 
 
 
 
                                         
10 All the analysis related to the addressee applies only to Dataset 1, since Dataset 2 
does not identify the addressees of the utterances, as we explained in chapter 2. 
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Graph 12: Correlation between the one who laughs and the one who is 
laughed to, in relation to “Gender”  
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Given these results and the fact that, with respect to the one who laughs, 
females dominate over males and participants are more likely to laugh when 
the other participant is of the same gender, one might assume that females who 
are laughed to, would be more numerous than males who are laughed to. The 
results, however, do not support this assumption. Males outnumber females as 
addressees of laughter, as shown by the following tables and graph. 
 
Table 13: “Gender” and the one who is laughed to 
Gender 
Occurrence of 
laughter 
Total number of 
utterances 
Laughter / Total 
number of 
utterances 
Female 345 5940 5.80% 
Male 160 2506 6.40% 
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Graph 13: “Gender” and the one who is laughed to 
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In this chapter, we differentiate between people who are laughed to, on the 
basis of “Gender”  and re-analyse the “Gender relation” as shown in the 
tables and graph below. 
Table 14-1: Correlation between one who laughs and one who is laughed to 
according to “Gender”  
The One who is Laughed to  
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Female 137 2244 6.11% 288 4390 6.56% 
Male 56 1503 3.73% 23 250 9.20% 
Total 193 3747 5.15% 311 4640 6.70% 
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Table 14-2: Test of difference in the ratios in relation to “Gender” in 
females (D1)  
Female Same 
Different 0.72 
 
 
Table 14-3: Test of difference in the ratios in relation to “Gender” in 
males (D1) 
Male Same 
Different *3.86 
 
Graph 14: Correlation between one who laughs and one who is laughed to 
according to “Gender” 
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These results reveal that females and males differ in their use of laugher. 
Females do not differentiate between males and females as addressees of their 
laughter (6.11% versus 6.56% respectively) while males do make such a 
distinction (3.73% when addressing females versus 9.20% for males). In other 
words, males tend to laugh more in the company of males than in the company 
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of females, while females laugh more or less equally in the company of either 
gender.  
 
5.1.5 Gender relations and the one who is laughed to in reference to 
Situation 2 
 
In this section, we continue to examine the gender of the addressee of laughter, 
in the “Chat” and “Other” settings. In the previous section, we found that 
males outnumber females as addressees of laugher. However, this is not true of 
both settings. 
The following table and graph illustrate the relation of the one who is laughed 
to in the “Chat” and “Other” settings in reference to “Gender”. 
 
Table 15-1: Occurrence of laughter in “Chat” and “Other” settings in 
relation to “Gender” of the one who is laughed to (D1) 
Situation 2 Gender 
Occurrence of
laughter 
Total number
of utterances
Laughter / 
Total number of 
utterances 
Female 249 3528 7.06% 
Chat 
Male 111 1035 10.72% 
Female 96 2412 3.98% 
Other 
Male 49 1471 3.33% 
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Table15-2: Test of difference in the ratios in the “Chat” setting in relation 
to “Gender” of the one who is laughed to (D1)  
Chat Male 
Female *3.84 
 
 
Table 15-3: Test of difference in the ratios in the “Other” setting in 
relation to “Gender” of the one who is laughed to (D1) 
Other Male 
Female 1.03 
 
Graph 15: Occurrence of laughter in the “Chat” and “Other” settings in 
relation to “Gender” of the one who is laughed to (D1)  
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In the “Chat” setting, males are more likely to be laughed to (females: 7.06% 
vs. males: 10.72%). However, the situation is reversed in the “Other” setting, 
though the difference is not large (female: 3.98% vs. males: 3.33%).  
Once again, we examine the results of the test of the difference in the ratios 
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and have summed up the relation of “Gender” and the situation as follows. 
 
Table 16：The one who is laughed to - “Situation 2” (D1) 
Situation 2 Dataset 1 
Chat Male > Female 
Other Female = Male 
 
According to the results of the statistical analysis of Dataset 1, we summarize 
the general tendency of laughter as follows. There is no significant difference 
in the “Other” setting with respect to gender. However, in the “Chat” setting 
males are significantly more likely to be addressees of laughter than females. 
In other words, people tend to insert laughter into their utterances addressed to 
males or respond with laughter to the utterances of males. Ideally, we should 
also explore Dataset 2. Unfortunately, in Dataset 2, the gender of the 
addressee of each utterance is not specified, and therefore, it is not possible to 
extend the same procedure to Dataset 2.  
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5.2 Seniority  
 
In this section, we see how seniority, in terms of role or power, influences the 
occurrence of laughter. We chose “Age” relation and “Occupational” relation 
as dimensions of seniority. The results show the difference in the distribution 
of laughter between the two dimensions.  
Like Hayakawa (2000a), we too, could not find any significant difference in 
the occurrence of laughter among people of different age groups. In other 
words, we could not say, for example, that people who are in their teens laugh 
more than people in their 50s and so on. In this chapter, we focus on the 
relative age difference between the participants, i.e. between the one who 
laughs and the one who is laughed to, as well as the difference in the setting. 
Thus, we explore the significant features of the distribution of laughter. 
 
5.2.1 Seniority in Age relation 
 
This category concerns the senior and junior relation with respect to age, 
between the speaker and the addressee. If the addressee is more than 20 years 
senior to the speaker, he or she is categorized as “Very senior”. If he or she is 
between 5 to 19 years older than the speaker, he or she is categorized as 
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“Senior”. Addressees who are 4 years older to 4 years younger than speakers 
are categorized as “Same”. Among addressees who are younger than speakers 
by more than 4 years, those who are younger by 5 to 19 years are categorized 
as “Junior” and those who are more than 20 years younger, as “Very junior”. 
We made these categorizations if we could identify the informant’s age, even 
if the facilitators did not describe the relation in the face sheets. Therefore, we 
can identify this variable in most of the utterances. For the purpose of 
statistical analysis, we integrated the groups formed on the basis of age 
relation 11  into three groups “Senior”, “Junior” and “Same”. One of the 
important results of Hayakawa (2000) with respect to the “Age relation” is 
that people are more likely to laugh in the company of people who belong to 
their own “Age” group than those who belong to a different “Age” group. 
However, they do not significantly differentiate between people who are 
“Junior” and “Senior”.  
 
 
 
 
                                         
11 In all of these relations, the addressee is categorized from the speaker’s point of view. 
In other words, “junior” means that the speaker is talking to an addressee who is junior 
to the speaker. 
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Table 17-1: Laughter in relation to “Age relation” (three integrated levels) 
Age relation 
Occurrence of
laughter 
Total number of 
utterances 
Laughter / 
Total number of utterances 
Senior  
(Very Senior＋Senior) 
144 2468 5.83% 
Same 218 3065 7.11% 
Junior 
(Very Junior＋Junior) 
120 2484 4.83% 
Total 482 8017 6.01% 
*The relation between the speakers and addressees in the conversation without 
facilitators is not identified, therefore those examples are not included in the analysis.  
 
 
 Table 17-2: Test of difference in the ratios of laughter in reference to 
“Age relation” 
 
Graph 17: Laughter in relation to “Age Relation”  
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In order to precisely analyse the difference in behaviour in the situation, we 
 Same Junior 
Senior *1.91 1.57 
Same - *3.53 
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again divide the situation into two categories: “Chat” and “Other”. As a result 
of this categorization, the occurrence of laughter is distributed differently as 
seen in the table below. 
 
Table 18-1: Laughter in relation with “Situation 2” and “Age relation” 
 
For the purpose of statistical analysis, we integrate the categories into three 
levels: Senior (Senior + Very senior), Same and Junior (Junior + Very junior). 
 
Table 18-2: Laughter in relation with “Situation 2” and “Age relation” (3 
integrated levels)  
 
Chat Same Junior 
Senior 1.12 0.08 
Same - 1.03 
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Very 
senior 
25 187 13.37% 6 391 1.53% 31 578 5.36% 
Senior 64 859 7.45% 49 1031 4.75% 113 1890 5.98% 
Same 162 2193 7.39% 56 872 6.42% 218 3065 7.11% 
Junior 82 963 8.52% 23 983 2.34% 105 1946 5.40% 
Very 
junior 
10 131 7.63% 5 407 1.23% 15 538 2.79% 
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Table 18-3: Test of difference in the ratios of laughter in reference to “Age 
relation” in the “Chat” setting 
 
Table 18-4: Test of difference in the ratios in reference to “Age relation” 
in the “Other” setting 
Other Same Junior 
Senior *2.77 *2.90 
Same - *5.40 
 
Graph 18: Laughter in relation with “Situation 2” and “Age relation”  
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Senior 89 1046 8.51% 55 1422 3.87% 144 2468 5.83% 
Same 162 2193 7.39% 56 872 6.42% 218 3065 7.11% 
Junior 92 1094 8.41% 28 1390 2.01% 120 2484 4.83% 
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If we compare these results with those of Dataset 1 in graph 17, which does 
not differentiate within “Situation 2”, the frequency distribution shows a 
different pattern. We illustrate the difference precisely in graph 18. “Test of 
difference in the ratios in reference to “Age relation” in the “Chat” setting” 
revealed that people do not significantly differentiate between the addressees 
of their laughter on the basis of seniority. In other words, people laugh to 
anyone without distinction, while in the “Other” setting, they do make a 
distinction based on seniority as revealed by the results of the test of 
difference conducted for the relevant ratios. They laugh to “same” people the 
most, followed by “senior” people, and laugh the least to “junior” people. 
We summarized the relation as follows. 
 
Table 19: Laughter in relation with “Age relation”  
Chat Senior = Junior = Same 
Other Same > Senior > Junior 
 
In short, people laugh more or less equally to people of any age group in the 
“Chat” setting. In the “Other” setting, however, people laugh most easily to 
others in the “same” age group. Further, junior people laugh to their seniors 
more than seniors laugh to juniors. In other words, senior people are the 
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addressees of laughter more often than juniors. These results reveal the social 
aspects of laughter. 
 
5.2.2 Distance in Age relation 
 
We also investigated the age distance between the one who laughs and the one 
who is laughed to, without considering seniority. We categorised “Age 
distance” as follows. If the one who is laughed to, is 4 years younger or older 
than the one who laughs, he or she is categorized as “Same”. If the one who is 
laughed to, is between 5 and 19 years younger or older than the one who 
laughs, he or she is categorized as “Distant”. If the one who is laughed to is 
more than 20 years younger or older than the one who laughs, he or she is 
categorized as “Remote”. Based on this categorization, we discovered the 
different aspects of the behaviour of laughter as influenced by the “Age 
relation”. See the tables and the graph below.  
Table 20: Laughter in relation with “Age distance” (3 integrated levels) 
Age distance 
Occurrence
of laughter
Total number of 
utterances 
Laughter / 
Total number
of utterances
Same 218 3065 7.11% 
Distant (Senior + Junior) 218 3836 5.68% 
Remote(Very Senior + Very Junior) 46 1116 4.12% 
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Graph 20: Laughter in relation with “Age Distance” 
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According to the table and the graph, people are most likely to laugh to others 
of the same age group, followed by people who are “Distant” and lastly by 
people who are “Remote”. We also differentiate it by settings. 
Table 21-1: Laughter in relation with “Age distance” relation and 
“Situation 2” 
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Same 162 2193 7.39% 56 872 6.42% 218 3065 7.11% 
Distant 146 1822 8.01% 72 2014 3.57% 218 3836 5.68% 
Remote 35 318 11.01% 11 798 1.38% 46 1116 4.12% 
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Table 21-2: Test of difference in the ratios in reference to “Age distance 
relation” in the “Chat” setting 
Chat Same Remote 
Distant 0.74 *1.78 
Same - *2.24 
 
 
Table 21-3: Test of difference in the ratios in reference to “Age distance” 
relation in the “Other” setting 
Other Same Remote 
Distant *3.41 *3.10 
Same - *6.46 
 
Graph 21: Laughter in relation to “Age distance” relation and “Situation 
2”  
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With respect to the “Age distance” relation, people’s laughing behaviour 
differs in the two settings. In the “Chat” setting, people tend to laugh most 
often to “Remote” status people. Examining the ratios of laughter according to 
the various “Age distance” categories, we see that people are more likely to 
laugh to “Distant” status people than to “Same” status people, but this 
difference was not found to be significant. In the “Other” setting, people tend 
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to laugh to “Same” status people the most, followed by “Distant” status people 
and finally, to “Remote” status people. 
The graph visually illustrates the decrease and increase of the ratios of 
laughter in both settings along with an increase in the age distance. We 
summarise the relation as follows.  
 
Table 22: Laughter in relation to “Age distance relation” 
Chat Remote > Distant = Same 
Other Same > Distant > Remote 
  
People laugh to the “Remote” age group the most in the “Chat” setting, but 
laugh to them the least in the “Other” setting.  
Regarding the results of “Seniority” of “Age Relation” in the previous section, 
we assume that people seem to laugh freely without considering the difference 
of age in the “Chat” setting. However, they consider the “Age distance” 
between them. People laugh more to “Remote” people than they do to others. 
In the “Other” setting, people laugh to “Senior” people, but they do not laugh 
to “Remote” people. 
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5.2.3 Seniority in Occupational Relations 
 
This category considers the senior and the junior relationship between the 
speaker and the addressee in terms of their occupational status in the 
organization. This category is also divided into 7 levels “Very senior”, 
“Relatively very senior”, “Senior”, “Same”, “Junior”, “Relatively very junior” 
and “Very junior”. 
One of the important results of Hayakawa (2000) with respect to 
“Occupational status relations” is that people tend to laugh to those who are of 
the “Same” status most, followed by those who are “Senior” and laugh least to 
those who are “Junior”. They significantly differentiate between people who 
are “Junior” or “Senior”.  
 
Table 23-1: Occurrence and the ratio of laughter in relation to 
“Occupational status” (3 integrated levels) 
Occupational Status 
Occurrence of 
laughter 
Total number of 
utterances 
Laughter / 
Total number of 
utterances 
Senior (Senior＋
Relatively very senior＋
very senior) 
97 1662 5.84% 
Same 193 2198 8.78% 
Junior (Junior＋
Relatively very junior＋
Very junior) 
57 1617 3.53% 
Total 347 5481 6.3% 
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Table 23-2: Test of difference in the ratios in relation to “Occupational 
status” 
 Same Junior 
Senior *3.44 *3.13 
Same - *6.48 
 
 
Graph 23: Occurrence and ratio of laughter in relation to “Occupational 
status”  
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In order to accurately analyse this category and see the differences in 
behaviour in the situations, we again divide the situation into two settings- 
“Chat” and “Other”. The laughter is now distributed in a different way as 
shown in the table below. 
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Table 24-1: Laughter in relation to “Situation 2” and “Occupational 
status”  
 Chat Other Total 
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Very senior 28 227 12.33% 15 362 4.14% 43 589 7.30% 
Relatively very 
senior 
1 38 2.63% 8 123 6.50% 9 161 5.59% 
Senior 32 583 5.49% 13 329 3.95% 45 912 4.93% 
Same 130 1305 9.96% 63 893 7.05% 193 2198 8.78% 
Junior 18 507 3.55% 4 301 1.33% 22 808 2.72% 
Relatively very 
junior 
12 55 21.82% 2 114 1.75% 14 169 8.28% 
Very junior 17 261 6.51% 4 379 1.06% 21 640 3.28% 
 
In order to statistically analyse this data, we integrate the categories into 3 
levels: “Same”, “Senior” (“Senior” + “Relatively very senior” + “Very 
senior”), “Junior” (“Junior” + “Relatively very junior” + “Very junior”). 
 
Table 24-2: Laughter in relation to “Situation 2” and “Occupational 
status” (3 integrated levels)  
 Chat Other Total 
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Senior 61 848 7.19% 36 814 4.42% 97 1662 61 
Same 130 1305 9.96% 63 893 7.05% 193 2198 130 
Junior 47 823 5.71% 10 794 1.26% 57 1617 47 
 
Table 24-3: Test of difference in the ratios in reference to “Occupational 
status” relations in the “Chat” setting 
Chat Same Junior 
Senior *2.20 1.23 
Same - *3.46 
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Table 24-4: Test of difference in the ratios with respect to “Occupational 
status” relation in the “Other” setting 
Other Same Junior 
Senior *2.32 *3.80 
Same - *5.84 
 
Graph 24: Laughter in relation to “Situation 2” and “Occupational 
status”  
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Graph 24 illustrates this difference precisely. The results of the test of 
difference revealed that in the “Chat” setting, people distinguish “Same” 
status people from the other two statuses, “Senior” and “Junior”. In the 
“Other” setting, people laugh to “Same” status people most, followed by 
“Senior” people and laugh least to “Junior” people. 
 
Table 25: Laughter in relation to “Occupational status” 
Chat Same > Senior = Junior 
Other Same > Senior > Junior 
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In comparison to “Age relations”, people are more sensitive to their social 
status in the “Chat” setting. People differentiate “Same” status people from 
those belonging to the other two statuses. In the “Other” setting, people react 
to status in the same way as they do to age relations.  
 
5.2.4 Distance in Occupational relation 
 
We also investigated the distance between the one who laughs and the one who 
is laughed to in terms of “Occupational relations” without considering 
seniority. In this analysis, the categories of “Relatively very senior”, “Senior”, 
“Relatively very junior” and “Junior” are integrated into one category – 
“Distant”. “Very senior” and “Very junior” are integrated into one category – 
“Remote”. The results are not as significant and clear as those obtained with 
respect to “Age distance relations” but we do see once again that laughter 
decreases along with increasing distance in the “Other” setting and it 
increases with increasing distance in the “Chat” setting. See the tables and the 
graph below. 
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Table 26-1: “Occupational status distance” and “Situation 2” (3 
integrated levels) 
Chat Other Total 
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Same 130 1305 9.96% 63 893 7.05% 193 2198 8.78% 
Distant 
(Relatively 
very senior + 
Senior + 
relatively 
very junior + 
Junior ) 
63 1183 5.33% 27 867 3.11% 90 2050 4.39% 
Remote 
(Very senior 
+ Very 
junior ) 
45 488 9.22% 19 741 2.56% 64 1229 5.21% 
 
 
 
Table 26-2: Test of difference in the ratios with respect to “Occupational 
status” relations in the “Chat” setting 
Chat Same Remote 
Distant *4.31 *2.95 
Same - 0.47 
 
 
 
Table 26-3: Test of difference in the ratios with respect to “Occupational 
status” relation in the “Other” setting 
Other Same Remote 
Distant *3.75 0.66 
Same - *4.14 
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Graph 26: “Occupational status” and “Situation 2”  
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We summarize the relation between the setting and occupational distance as 
follows. 
 
Table 27: “Occupational distance relation” 
Chat Same = Remote > Distant 
Other Same > Distant = Remote 
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According to the above table, in the “Chat” setting, “Same” and “Remote” 
status people are laughed to more than “Distant” people are. There is no 
significant difference between “Same” and “Remote” people. In contrast, in 
the “Other” setting, “Same” status people are laughed to more than “Distant” 
and “Remote” status people and there is also no significant difference between 
“Distant” and “Remote” in this setting. We thus confirm the tendency that 
people laugh to “Remote” people more in the “Chat” setting and less in the 
“Other” setting.   
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5.3 Contact and Intimacy 
 
In order to consider the factor of “Mental closeness” between people, we 
chose “frequency of conversation” and “Intimacy” as indices. These attributes, 
especially “Intimacy” are categorized by the facilitator. If the facilitators 
think the addressee is “Intimate”, they declare the relation “Intimate”.   
 
5.3.1 Frequency of Conversation 
With respect to “Frequency of conversation”, the “Average” people are 
laughed to the most, followed by “Frequent” people and finally by “Seldom” 
people in three integrated levels.  
 
Table28-1: Laughter and “Frequency of Conversation” 
Frequency Occurrence of laughter
Total number of 
utterances 
Laughter / Total 
number of 
utterances 
Very Frequent 238 3836 6.20% 
Frequent 78 1577 4.95% 
Average 67 565 11.86% 
Seldom 7 197 3.55% 
Very Seldom 19 682 2.79% 
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Table 28-2: laughter and “Frequency of conversation” (3 integrated levels) 
 
Frequency 
Occurrence of 
laughter 
Total number of 
utterances 
Laughter / Total 
number of 
utterances 
Frequent 316 5413 5.84% 
Average 67 565 11.86% 
Seldom 26 879 2.96% 
 
 
 
Table 28-3: Test of difference in the ratios in relation to Laughter and 
“Frequency of conversation” 
 Average Seldom 
Frequent *5.56 *3.49 
Average - *6.72 
 
Graph 28: laughter and “Frequency of conversation”  
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According to the results above, people do not laugh to people with whom they 
“Seldom” have conversations. People also do not laugh to people with whom 
they have “Frequent” conversations. People laugh to people with whom they 
have an average number of conversations the most. This means that if the 
frequency of conversation is increased, people tend not to laugh. This 
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tendency is the same in” Situation 2”. 
 
Table 29: Laughter in relation to “Frequency of conversation” and 
“Situation 2” 
 Chat Other Total 
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Frequent 222 2999 7.40% 94 2414 3.89% 316 5413 5.84% 
Average 59 480 12.29% 8 85 9.41% 67 565 11.86%
Seldom 5 99 5.05% 21 780 2.69% 26 879 2.96% 
 
 
Table 29-2: Test of difference in the ratios of laughter in relation to 
“Frequency of conversation” in “Chat” setting 
Chat Average Seldom 
Frequent *3.65 0.88 
Average - *2..09 
 
 
 
Table 29-3: Test of difference in the ratios of laughter in relation to 
“Frequency of conversation” in “Other” setting 
Other Average Seldom 
Frequent *2.53 1.57 
Average - *3.27 
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Graph 29: Laughter in relation to “Frequency of conversation” and 
“Situation 2”  
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We sum up the relations as follows. 
Table 30: Laughter in relation to“Frequency of conversation” 
Chat Average > Frequent = Seldom 
Other Average > Frequent = Seldom 
 
According to the test of difference conducted on the ratios of laughter, there is 
no significant difference in the occurrence of laughter between people who 
have “Frequent” conversation, and people who “Seldom” have conversations, 
in both settings. If the participants are close, i.e., they have “Frequent” 
conversations in their daily life, they tend not to laugh. This tendency also 
appears in the “Chat” setting among people who are “Intimate”. Another 
finding was that people tend to laugh to “Average” people more than to other 
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people, that is “Frequent” and “Seldom” people. 
 
5.3.2 Intimacy 
 
 “Intimate” people are laughed to almost as much as “Neutral” people, but 
“Distant” people are laughed to considerably less. See the tables and the graph 
below. 
 
Table 31-1: Intimacy (3 integrated levels) 
 Occurrence of laughter Total of Utterance Ratio 
Intimate 267 4162 6.42% 
Neutral 124 1946 6.37% 
Distant 23 849 2.71% 
 
Table 31-2: Test of difference in the ratios in relation to “Intimacy” 
Total Neutral Distant 
Intimate 0.06 *4.21 
Neutral - *4.00 
Graph 31:Laughter and “Intimacy”  
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We divided “Situation 2” into 2 categories: “Chat” and “Other”. 
 
Table 32-1: Laughter in relation to “Intimacy” and “Situation 2” 
Intimacy Chat Other Total 
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Very 
 Intimate 
170 2210 7.69% 29 912 3.18% 199 3122 6.37%
Fairly intimate 30 397 7.56% 38 643 5.91% 68 1040 6.54%
Neutral 80 825 9.70% 44 1121 3.93% 124 1946 6.37%
 A little distant 7 178 3.93% 1 87 1.15% 8 265 3.02%
Very Distant 0 0 0.00% 15 584 2.57% 15 584 2.57%
 
We integrated the categories into three levels. 
 
Table 32-2: Laughter in relation to “Intimacy” and “Situation 2” (3 
integrated levels) 
 
 Chat Other Total 
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Intimate 200 2607 7.67% 67 1555 4.31% 267 4162 6.42% 
Neutral 80 825 9.70% 44 1121 3.93% 124 1946 6.37% 
Distant 7 178 3.93% 16 671 2.38% 23 849 2.71% 
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Table 32-3: Test of difference in the ratios of laughter in relation to 
“Intimacy” and “Situation 2” in “Chat” setting 
 
Chat Neutral Distant 
Intimate *1.85 *1.84 
Neutral - *2.48 
 
 
Table 32-4: Test of difference in the ratios of laughter in relation to 
“Intimacy” and “Situation 2” in “Other” setting 
 
Other Neutral Distant 
Intimate 0.49 *2.20 
Neutral - *1.76 
 
 
Graph 32:Laughter in “Intimacy” and “Situation 2”  
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Within “Situation 2”, we find that in the “Chat” setting, people laugh most 
often to those they share a “Neutral” relation with, followed by those they 
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have an “Intimate” relation with and finally, those they have an “Distant” 
relation with. The same tendency is observed with respect to the “Frequency 
of conversation”. While in the “Other” setting, people laugh to “Intimate” and 
“Neutral” people more than they do to “Distant” people. They do not 
differentiate between people in the “Intimate” and “Neutral” categories.  
 
Table 33: “Intimacy” 
Chat Neutral > Intimate > Distant 
Other Intimate = Neutral > Distant 
 
5.4 Summary  
 
In this chapter, we have presented some trends of laughter by dividing 
“Situation 2” into “Chat” and “Other” settings. In addition, we have clarified 
the differences in the behaviour of laughter depending on the difference in 
settings.  
We summarise these results as follows showing the tables again. 
 
Table 9: The one who laughs - “Situation 2” 
Situation 2 Dataset 1 Dataset 2 
Chat Female = Male Male = Female 
Other Female > Male Female > Male 
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With respect to the one who laughs, there is no significant difference in the 
occurrence of laughter between males and females in the “Chat” setting. In the 
“Other” setting, however, females laugh more than males do. This means that 
in the “Other” setting, which involves processes such as decision-making, 
negotiation and so on, females are more likely to laugh as they talk or respond 
to other’s utterances with more laughter than males. 
Table 16: The one who is laughed to - “Situation 2” (D1) 
Situation 2 Dataset 1 
Chat Male > Female 
Other Female = Male 
 
With respect to the one who is laughed to, males are more often the addressees 
of laughter than females in the “Chat” setting, while there is no significant 
difference between males and females as addressees of laughter in the “Other” 
setting. This means that in Dataset 1, in the “Chat” setting, people laughed as 
they talked to males or responded to males’ utterances with laughter. 
 
Table 19:Laughter in relation with “Age relation”  
Chat Senior = Junior = Same 
Other Same > Senior > Junior 
 
With respect to the age relation, there is no significant difference in the 
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laughing behaviour of people of “Different” age groups in the “Chat” setting. 
However, in the “Other” setting, people laugh most often to people from the 
“Same” age group, followed by “Senior” people, and laugh the least to people 
of the “Junior” age group. 
Table 22: Laughter in relation to “Age distance” relation and “Situation 
2” 
Chat Remote > Distant = Same 
Other Same > Distant > Remote 
 
With respect to the “Age distance” relation, in the “Chat” setting, people 
laugh to the “Remote” age group the most. However, in the “Other” setting, 
people laugh to the “Remote” age group the least. 
 
Table 25: Laughter in relation to“Occupational status” 
Chat Same > Senior = Junior 
Other Same > Senior > Junior 
 
With respect to the “Occupational status relation”, in the “Chat” setting, 
people laugh to “Same” status people more than they do to other status 
persons i.e., “Senior” and “Junior” people. In the “Other” setting, people 
differentiate between those three levels. They laugh to the “Same” status 
group the most, followed by the “Senior” people, and laugh least to the 
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“Junior” group.  
 
Table 27: Laughter in relation to “Occupational distance relation” 
Chat Same = Remote > Distant 
Other Same > Distant = Remote 
 
With respect to occupational status distance, in the “Chat” setting, “Same” and 
“Remote” status people are laughed to more than “Distant” people are. In 
contrast, “Same” status people are laughed to more than “Distant” and 
“Remote” status people are in the “Other” setting. 
With respect to seniority, measured in terms of the “Age” and “Occupational 
status” relations, laughter shows the same tendency in the “Other” setting (See 
Table 19 and 25). That is, people are most likely to laugh while talking to 
people of the same age or same status or to respond to their utterances with 
laughter. People differentiate between “Senior” and “Junior” people. They 
tend to laugh to “Senior” people more than they laugh to “Junior” people. In 
contrast, in the “Chat” setting, people do not laugh differently to “Junior” and 
“Senior” people. 
With respect to “Age” and “Occupational distance”, in the “Chat” condition, 
people laugh to “Remote” people more, while in the “Other” setting, people 
laugh to “Remote” people less (see Table 22 and 27).  
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With respect to mental closeness; “Frequency of conversation” and “Intimacy”, 
it is interesting that people laugh to “Average” people more than to those with 
whom they have frequent conversations in both settings. 
 
Table 30: Laughter in relation to “Frequency of conversation” 
Chat Average > Frequent = Seldom 
Other Average > Frequent = Seldom 
 
Table 33: Laughter in relation to “Intimacy” 
Chat Neutral> Intimate > Distant 
Other Intimate = Neutral> Distant 
 
With respect to “Intimacy”, in the chat condition, people laugh to the 
“Neutral” people the most, then to “Intimate” people and finally to “Distant” 
people. In the “Other” setting, people do not laugh to “Neutral” people the 
most. Rather, they laugh the most to “Intimate” people. However, there is no 
significant difference between these occurrences of laughter. They laugh to 
“Neutral” people as much as they do to “Intimate” people. 
With respect to mental closeness, “Neutral” and “Average” people are most 
often the addressees of laughter. This means that laughter does not increase in 
proportion to the mental closeness between the two participants. 
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6. Laughter in Discourse Development 
 
 
In this section we focus on the relevance of the position of laughter in discourse 
development. 
Mizukawa (1993) mentions that laugher triggers the point where a topic change 
occurs. Maynard (1993) statistically analyses it as part of chiming-in, while 
Jefferson (1979), basing her investigation on precise transcription, sees it as a 
technique for making an invitation. She mentions that the speaker laughs at the 
end of an utterance as if inviting the addressee and the addressee laughs as soon 
as the speaker finishes laughing. Jefferson (1984b) also observes that a speaker 
describing some personal trouble laughs at the end of the utterance detailing the 
difficulties while the addressee does not laugh back. She explains this as the 
desire for the one describing the trouble to show resistance in the face of adversity. 
This phenomenon is also pointed out by Hayakawa (1997). 
We analyse the position of laughter within an utterance in Dataset 2.  
Laughter cannot be inserted any time at random into an utterance without regard 
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to the relative functions of “Speaker’s laughter” and “Listener’s laughter”12 The 
participants laugh where it is appropriate. For instance, as Jefferson mentioned, as 
soon as the speaker laughs, the addressee laughs back. Or in a long speech, when 
the speaker may stop for a breath, the listener can insert laughter. 
 
6.1 Mutuality, simultaneity and institutionality of laughter 
 
Laughter does not exist in written narrative but in conversational discourse. This 
implies that laughter is a mutual issue between the speaker and the addressee. The 
speaker laughs to the addressee, who in turn laughs back as if she is stimulated by 
the speaker’s laughter. Laughter is exchanged and shared among the participants 
in the conversation. This is the mutuality of laughter. 
Laughter is also simultaneous. The participants in the laughter can laugh at the 
same time. In conversation, the fact that the participants usually take turns can be 
clearly seen on the discourse line. If the utterance of more than one participant 
appears concurrently, it is considered as an exception. As Sacks et al. (1974, 
p.700) mentioned, it is a general rule that only one person speaks at a time. But in 
the case of laughter, as I have pointed out several times, there can be an overlap. 
It is one of the common features of laughter that more than one participant can 
                                           
12 See the explanation in 6.3. 
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appear on the discourse line. For instance, with chiming-in laughter or with 
chorus laughter, the listener can join the conversation simultaneously. There are 
also cases in which one speaker speaks while laughing, glossed as <warainagara> 
(with laughter) in the transcribed data. In other words, we can add laughter 
supra-segmentally onto utterances. For example, in Dataset 2, the total of plural 
people’s laughter (192 examples), chiming-in laughter (142 examples) and 
utterances with laughter (143 examples) account for 477 examples in all. That is 
61.87% of the total laughter (771 accumulated examples)13 in Dataset 2. 
It is difficult to identify those situations when laughter is “obligatory”, whereas it 
is easy to imagine when laughter is “preferable” or “institutional”.  
In this chapter, we conduct the following discourse analysis in regard to the 
mutuality, simultaneity and institutionality of laughter.    
 
6.2 Previous studies 
 
Hayakawa (2002) investigated the significant features of laughter as follows. 
①  Laughter is a powerful device used to enable the listener to join in the 
conversation without utterance. Laughter tends to appear as a series, but not 
                                           
13 The total number of utterances which includes at least one incidence of laughter is 730. 
“Accumulated” means that more than one incidence of laughter in one utterance is also 
counted.  
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necessarily by the same speaker. It also occurs by the same speaker in one 
utterance.. Nearly half the examples of laughter in Dataset 2 appear as part of 
a series.  
② In “Other”, the roles of the person who laughs and the person who is the 
recipient of the laughter tend to be fixed. In “Chat”, however, the roles are 
flexible. In the case of chiming-in laugher, females tend to use chiming-in 
laughter, especially in the category “Other”. 
 
In this chapter, as a development of ①, we scrutinize laughter in relation to the 
precise position of laughter in the utterance, i.e., whether it comes at the 
beginning or at the end or elsewhere.  
Arising from ② above, we examine the interrelationship between the speaker 
and listener, and also between the person who laughs and the person who is the 
recipient of the laughter. From the results of the investigation it will be possible 
to suggest a hypothesis for the existence of different types of conversation in 
relation to laughter. 
 
6.3 Definition of Speaker’s laughter and Listener’s laughter 
 
So far, we have been using words such as “Speaker’s laughter”, “Listener’s 
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laughter” and “Chiming-in laughter” without definition. Before proceeding to the 
precise explanation and analysis, it will be necessary to confirm the definitions 
relating to the person who laughs and the person to whom laughter is directed, i.e. 
the addressee of the laughter. 
 
6.3.1 Speaker’s laughter 
 
"Speaker’s laughter” is defined as laughter which accompanies an utterance, as in 
the example below. 
 
Example 1 (D2) 
04A:にじゅうきゅう（29）才だから。＜笑い＞ 
    Nizyuukyuu-sai da kara.＜warai＞ 
    Because I am 29 years old. ＜laughter＞ 
 
The speaker (04A) utters “nizyuukyuu-sai da kara. (Because I am 29 years old.)” 
and adds laughter. This sort of “Speaker’s laughter” is glossed as <laughter> 
(‘warai’) as in Example 1 or as <with laughter> (‘warainagara’) as in Example 2 
below, in the speaker’s utterance cell.  
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Example 2 (D2) 
02F:＜笑いながら＞すごくまわりがきれいだとかー、遊ぶところがないとか。  
    <Warainagara> sugoku mawari ga kirei da tokaa, asobu tokoro ga nai toka. 
    <With laughter> ...like for instance the surrounding area is very pretty, or there is 
nowhere to spend your free time.  
 
6.3.2 Listener’s laughter 
 
“Listener’s laughter” is defined as laughter which is not accompanied by an 
utterance, as in the example below. 
Example 3 (D2) 
04A:それでも、最終的にはブラッシングだとゆわれて。＜笑い (04D)＞ 
Sore de mo, saisyuuteki ni wa burassingu da to yuwarete. <warai (04D)> 
Even so, in the end I was told [by the dentist] that it is brushing [which is the best way 
to take care of the hair]. <laughter (04D)> 
 
In Example 3, the speaker (04A) of the utterance does not laugh. The person who 
is laughing is 04D. She does not speak, but by laughing she is participating in the 
conversation. We call this kind of laughter “Listener’s laughter” when we want to 
make a distinction between the speaker’s laughter and the listener’s laughter. This 
kind of laughter is also called “Chiming-in laughter” since that term neatly 
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describes its function. 
 
6.3.3 Plural laughter  
 
"Plural laughter” is defined as laughter in which more than one person 
participates in the laughter as in the example below. 
 
Example 4 (D2) 
02H:実はそこの周りはすごいいいんですけどもー、悪いことしに行こうと思うとす
ぐ近くにいろいろあるとかですね。＜笑い 複数＞ 
Zitu wa soko no mawari wa sugoi ii n desu kedomoo, warui koto si ni ikoo to omou to 
sugu tikaku ni iroiro aru toka desu ne.<warai fukusuu> 
Actually, the area around here is very good. But if you want to go out and get up to no 
good, there are many places just nearby. <laughter plural> 
 
In a departmental meeting at the university, 02H is explaining about the university 
to which he wants to send students. At the end of his utterance laughter occurs in 
which more than one person participates. From the dataset alone, it is impossible 
to tell whether the participants in this laughter are the speaker and the listener(s), 
or only the listeners, since it is very difficult to differentiate the sound of the 
laughter of each individual. What is certain is that at least the listener is 
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participating in this plural laughter. Other than the speaker, the participants in the 
laughter do not say anything, but in laughing they are joining in the conversation.  
We consider “Plural laughter” as falling between “Speaker’s laughter” and 
“Listener’s laughter.” We also call this kind of laughter “Chorus laughter” since 
that term is an apt description of its characteristic nature. 
 
6.4. Position of laughter 
 
6.4.1 Laughter and phrase boundary unit 
 
We can add laughter suprasegmentally such as <with laughter> (warainagara), 
e.g. in Example 2, the laughter and the word “sugoku” can occur simultaneously. 
Other kinds of laughter such as “Chiming-in laughter”, “Chorus laughter” and 
“Speaker’s separate laughter” are kinds of laughter that either occur separately 
from the utterance or alternatively overlap with the utterance. However, they may 
not occur between moras such as “su” and “go”. Instead they would be more 
likely to occur between, for example, “sugoku” and “mawari ga”. In other words, 
they occur between “phrase boundary units”. These are called “bunsetu” in 
Japanese linguistic terminology. These “phrases” usually consist of one word or 
one word plus particle(s). For instance, Example 2 can be divided into 6 phrase 
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boundary units: “sugoku”, “mawari ga”, “kirei da tokaa”, “asobu”, “ tokoro ga” 
and, “nai toka”. Laughter can be inserted into any boundaries between them. This 
means that the participants can laugh after one unit of information is transformed 
into the setting.  
However, participants do not insert laugher between every phrase boundary unit. 
Usually, there is a certain point in which the participants would naturally laugh, 
or the speaker gives the signal to invite laugher, at which point one or more of the 
listeners inserts the laughter. In this section, we focus on the relationship between 
the position and style of laughter14.  
 
6.4 2 Three kinds of laughter 
 
In this section we concentrate on the position of laughter in the utterances. 
First we divide laughter into three kinds: 1) “Initial laughter” at the beginning of 
an utterance, 2) “Final laughter” at the end of an utterance, and 3) “Medial 
laughter” neither at the beginning nor at the end, i.e. in the middle of an utterance.  
Below is a table showing the position of laughter occurrence for dataset 2: 
                                           
14 Nonverbal factors, such as looking at the addressee’s eyes, are important in inviting 
laughter. In this thesis, however, we cannot deal with non-verbal aspects as they do not 
appear in our corpus of data. 
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Table 1: Position of laughter 
Speaker's laughter 
Both 
speaker's 
and 
listener's 
laughter 
Listener's 
laughter 
 
Speaker's separate 
laughter 
With 
laughter 
Chorus 
laughter 
Chime-in 
laughter 
Total 
Initial 27 63 0 1 91 
Ratio 9.18% 44.06% 0.00% 0.70% 11.80% 
Medial 30 80 3 28 141 
Ratio 10.20% 55.94% 1.56% 19.72% 18.29% 
Final 237 0 189 113 539 
Ratio 80.61% 0.00% 98.44% 79.58% 69.91% 
Total 294 143 192 142 771 
Ratio 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00%
 
Initial laughter signifies that the performer (whoever is laughing) laughs before 
they actually convert the information into speech. This laughter is usually 
“Speaker’s laughter” especially for utterances “<with laughter>” since it is 
impossible for the listener to laugh about what someone else is thinking. In this 
dataset 2, all of the instances of “Initial laughter” are “Speaker’s laughter” except 
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for one example.15 
According to the table above, almost 70% of the laughter appears at the end of an 
utterance. This indicates that the participants in the conversation are most likely 
to laugh when the speaker finishes one coherent unit of information. In the case of 
“Chiming-in laughter”, the performer waits till the speaker concludes one 
coherent utterance. In the case of “Speaker’s laughter”, the speaker herself laughs 
after she concludes one unit of speech.  
With the exception of laughter glossed as “<warainagara> (with laughter)”, 
“Medial laughter” appears between phrase boundary units, which are smaller 
units of information than utterances, as explained in the previous section. The 
results indicate that incidences of this type of laughter are not very common; 
people tend to laugh not between chunks of information, but rather after a 
                                           
15 The only example of the listener’s laughter we find in the dataset is as follows. 
14A: あと、マッサージしますのでー、痛いようでしたらおっしゃってくださーい。  
       Ato, massaazi simasu node, itai yoo desitara ossyatte kudasaai. 
       Then, I massage your head. If it hurts, please let me know.  
14J: はい。＜間 ７秒＞ 
       Hai. <ma 7 byoo> 
       Yes. <silence 7 seconds> 
14A: ＜笑い （お客①）＞気持ちいいですよね、これねー。 
     <warai (okyaku ①)> kimoti ii desu yo ne, kore nee. 
       <laughter costumer ①> it feels good, doesn’t it? 
 
This is a conversation in the hairdresser’s. While the hairdresser is massaging the customer’s 
head, she laughs because it feels pleasant. The hairdresser said “kimoti ii desu yo ne”, 
reacting to her laughter. This kind of laughter should be transcribed as a single incidence of 
laughter taking one cell. But in this analysis we used the dataset just as it is without 
amendment.   
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coherent utterance. 
 
1 Initial laughter 
 
Some utterances begin with “<laughter> (warai)” and some begin with “<with 
laughter> (warainagara)”. See the example below.  
 
Example 5 (D2) 
04G:＜笑い＞ひどいわー。＜笑い 複数＞ 
    <Warai> hidoi waa. <warai fukusuu> 
    <Laughter> it’s not fair. <laughter plural> 
 
Example 6 (D2)  
12A:＜笑いながら＞うそ↑ 
    <Warainagara> uso↑ 
    <With laughter> really?!↑ 
 
The examples that begin with “<laughter>” or “<with laughter>” are the  
speakers’ laughter. We also counted the number of occurrences of laughter when 
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the position is redefined as being within the initial section rather than the very 
beginning only, as in the examples below. 
 
Example 7 (D2) 
01A:え、えー、＜笑い＞あのー、ＵＲＬってゆう拡張子がー｛はい （０１Ｂ）｝、そ
のー、要するに、えっ、リンクのー、ファイル名の拡張子なわけよ。 
    E, ee, <warai> anoo, yuu-aaru-eru-tte yuu kakutyoosi gaa {hai (01B)}, sonoo, yoosuru 
ni, e’, rinku noo, fairu-mei no kakutyoosi na wake yo. 
    Yes, yes, <laughter> well, the “URL”is the extension {yes, (01B)}, well, in short, it is 
the extension code of the link, er, file name. 
 
Example 8 (D2) 
03B:ま、＜笑いながら＞店員の方で好きな方いらっしゃる場合、使っていただく分に
は別にかまわないんですけどー。  
    Ma, <warainagara> ten’in no kata de suki na kata irassyaru baai, tukatte itadaku bun 
ni wa betu ni kamawanai n desu kedoo. 
    Well, <with laughter> if some of the shopkeepers like to use them, then that’s okay. 
 
There are 14 instances of laughter after interjections similar to the examples 
above.   
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If laughter positioned at the beginning of an utterance is not itself preceded by 
another person’s laughter, the reason for the laughter tends not to be the exchange 
of enjoyable conversation, but rather because the speaker is about to reveal 
sensitive information accompanied by embarrassment (Example 7), hesitation 
(Example 8) or light objection (Example 5 and 6). In example 9 also, 03A opposes 
what 03B said with laughter.  
 
Example 9 (D2)  
03B:そんなこと、ゆってないじゃん 
  Sonna koto, yutte nai zyan. 
    I did not say that. 
 
03A: <笑いながら>ゆってるよー。 
    <Warainagara>Yutteru yoo. 
    <With laughter> You did. 
 
In example 10 below, 06A (male aged 45) wants to install air conditioning. He 
suspects that his senior, 06B (male 59 years old), does not agree with him, since 
06B utters “un” (yeah), which does not indicate agreement, but rather a sigh of 
hesitation. Then 06A starts laughing and reveals his opinion. 
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Example 10 (D2) 
06A:あのー、実は研究室にクーラーを設置したいならばですねー、４月の 28 日まで
に、あの、申し出てくれと、｛うん （不明・男）｝ゆうのが来てるんですね。 
  Anoo, zitu wa kenkyuusitu ni kuuraa o setti sitai naraba desu nee, sigatu no 
nizyuuhatiniti made ni, ano moosidete kure to, {un (fumei・otoko)} yuu no ga kiteru n 
desu ne. 
    Well, actually if we want to install air conditioning in our office, we have to request it 
by 28th of April. {hm (unidentified male)} There was a notice circulated saying so.  
 
06B:うん。  
  un 
    Yeah. 
 
06A: ＜笑い＞それで、あのー、｛うん （不明・男）｝この演習室にー、 
  クーラーを設置したらどうかと。でー。  
  <Warai> sorede, anoo, {un (fumei・otoko)} kono ensyuusitu nii, kuuraa o setti sitara 
doo ka to. Dee. 
  <With laughter> so, well {yes (unidentified・male)} I was wondering whether it’d be 
worth installing the air conditioning in this seminar room. And... 
 
06B:いや、ここはねー、ちょっとあんまり賛成できないねー。 
    Iyaa, koko wa nee, tyotto anmari sansei dekinai nee. 
    No, I’m afraid I cannot agree with you right now. 
 
The main function of this laughter is co-operation or softening, and it appears 
before conveying what one wants to say. The participants first show their 
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co-operation before they begin to talk.16 
The examples above are cases of laughter that occur in isolation. If it is preceded 
by the laughter of a different speaker, it becomes a response to that laughter. See 
the example below. 
 
Example 11 (D2) 
06C:そのあと、日本に何日いてー、北京行くんでしたっけ↑ 
Sono ato, nihon ni nanniti itee, pekin iku n desita kke↑ 
And then, how many days were you going to be staying in Japan again, before going to 
Beijing? ↑ 
 
06D:いちんち（１日）。 
    Itinti. 
    One day. 
 
06A:うわー。＜笑い＞  
    Uwaa. <warai> 
    Wow! 
 
06D:＜笑いながら＞２日に帰ってきて、３日に北京。 
    <Warainagara> hutuka ni kaette kite, mikka ni pekin. 
    <With laughter> I come back on the 2nd and go to Beijing on the 3rd. 
                                           
16 It is observed that this laughter tends to co-occur with words which indicate unserious 
objections such as iya (unpleasant, disgusting, nasty), dame (useless, no good), siranai (I do 
not know), uso (lie).  
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06A and 06B confirm their unity by laughing together.  
 
2 Medial laughter 
 
This kind of laughter appears in the middle of an utterance as in Example 12. 
 
Example 12 (D2) 
06A:だから、ぼくらがあのー、なんか会議するときはねー、そうゆう部屋を探してね、
＜笑い＞頼むんだけど。 
    Da kara, bokura ga anoo, nanka kaigi suru toki wa nee, soo yuu heya o sagasite ne, ＜
warai＞ tanomu n da kedo. 
    So when we are having like a meeting about something, we try to find that sort of room, 
＜laughter＞ and we ask if we can use it. 
  
The laughter may be “Speaker’s laughter” as in the example above, or it may also 
be “Listener’s laughter” as in Example 13 below. 
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Example 13 (D2) 
05G:あー、もちろんですね、企業努力で少しは、金額が浮くかもしれないけれども、
########＜笑い （０５Ａ）＞もう勘弁してほしいと。 
    Aa, motiron desu ne, kigyoodoryoku de sukosi wa, kingaku ga uku ka mo sirenai 
keredomo, ##########＜warai (05A)＞moo kanben site hosii to. 
    Well, of course, enterprise efforts might save some money ######### ＜laughter 
(05A)＞ We want you to excuse us. 
 
The listeners sometimes insert chorus laughter as in the example below. 
 
Example 14 (D2) 
02H:ここに書いてある、このー、このー、えーと、セーアン（西安）、それからシャ
ンハイ（上海）ふたつの大学は、これが 15 人から 20 人になっているようでー、
これもこのクラスにしたいんだけれども、これは実際に学生が応募してない＜笑
い 複数＞ような、##そうです、ええ。 
    Koko ni kaite aru, konoo, konoo, ee to, Seean, sore kara Syanhai hutatu no daigaku wa, 
kore ga zyuugo-nin kara nizyuu-nin ni natte iru yoo dee, kore mo kono kurasu ni sitai n 
da keredomo, kore wa zissai ni gakusei ga oobo site nai ＜warai fukusuu＞ yoo na, ## 
soo desu, ee.  
In the the the these universities, er, Xian or Shanghai which are written here, the classes 
consist of 15 to 20 students. We want to send these (students) to these classes, but the 
students haven’t applied for them ＜laughter plural＞, (that’s) what I heard, yes.   
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Talking about the forms of laughter, the form “<warainagara> (with laughter)” 
as in the example below accounts for most occurrences. The speakers laugh while 
they are talking. 
 
Example 15 (D2) 
02A:ハウス＜笑いながら＞キーピング、キーパーか 
    Hausu, ＜warainagara> kiipingu, kiipaa ka↑  
    House, ＜with laughter＞ keeping, keeper? 
 
The ratios of the forms of medial laughter are as follows. 
 
Table 2: Medial laughter and the forms 
Speaker's laughter 
Both speaker 
and listener’s 
laughter 
Listener’s 
laughter 
 
＜laughter＞ ＜with laughter＞ Chorus laughter
Chiming-in 
laughter 
Total 
Occurrence 30 80 3 28 141 
Ratio 21.28% 56.74% 2.13% 19.86% 100.00%
According to the table above, most “Medial laughter” occurs as the 
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speakers’ laughter, especially in the case of “<warainagara> (with 
laughter)”. The speaker laughs in the process of revealing what s/he 
wants to say, in a similar way to “Initial laughter”. Whatever is the 
cause of the speaker’s laughter is in her/his own mind. In this sense it is 
not “Mutual laughter”.  
In case of the medial laughter, unlike “Initial laughter”, the listener 
laughs while the speaker is talking. This gives the impression that she 
knows what the speaker is hinting at or is about to say. See the example below. 
 
Example 16 (D2) 
02H:それでー、台北のほうにですねー、XX 大学とゆうのは、台湾の台北市のど真ん
中にありましてですねー、＜笑い （０２X）＞いたって便利なんですがー＜笑
い （０２X）＞、あんまり環境はよくないと。 
    Sore dee, Taipei no hoo ni desu nee. XXdaigaku to yuu no wa, Taiwan no Taipei-shi no 
do-mannaka ni arimasite desu nee, ＜warai (02X)＞ itatte benri nan desu gaa .＜
warai (02X)＞, anmari kankyoo wa yoku nai to. 
    And in Taipei, XX university is in the centre of Taipei in Taiwan, ＜laughter (02X)＞, 
and it’s location is very convenient, ＜laughter (02X)＞, but the environment is not so 
good. 
 
In the example above, 02X inserts his laughter into 02H’s utterance as if he knows 
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about the environment in Taipei or anticipates what the speaker is going to say. In 
this case, the other listeners would surmise that the speaker and the one who 
“chimes in” have some exclusively shared knowledge. In other words, they are 
displaying their unity or their knowledge, especially in the case of the one who 
chimes in, who displays his intention to show off his knowledge and unite with 
the speaker through his active role in the exchange. The function of this laughter 
appears to be to ‘curry favour’ or ‘ingratiate oneself’. Most of the listeners’ 
laughter, of course, tends to have the function of “following up”. This kind of 
“Medial laughter” in particular presents the impression of ‘currying favour’ since 
the speaker has not yet finished her utterance.    
 
3 Final laughter 
 
Examples below show how laughter may occur at the end of an utterance. 
 
Example 17 (D2) 
12C:あのー、アセンブリしたやつ。 
    Ano asenburi sita yatu. 
    The one which was assembled. 
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12E:うん。 
Un. 
  Yes. 
 
12C:していただけましたでしょうか。＜笑い＞ 
Site itadakemasita desyoo ka. <warai> 
    Have you done that for me? 
  
Example 18 (D2) 
12F:朝は絶対アイスクリーム。＜笑い 複数＞ 
   Asa wa zettai aisukuriimu. <warai fukusuu> 
   In the morning, you’ve got to have ice cream. <laughter plural> 
 
Example 19 (D2) 
11A:で、あの頃はもう、［建物名］寮、自治寮だからもー、女子学生が来ようが、誰
が来ようが｛うーん （１１Ｃ）｝、いいからー、＜笑いながら＞環境もよかっ
たし。＜笑い （１１Ｃ）＞。 
    De, ano koro wa moo, [tatemono mei] ryoo, zitiryoo da kara moo, zyosigakusei ga 
koyoo ga, dare ga koyoo ga {uun (11C)}, ii karaa, <warainagara> kankyoo mo yokatta 
si. <warai (11C)>. 
    At that time, it was a self-governed dormitory, so female students or anybody {yeah 
(11C)} could come, <with laughter> we lived in a good environment. <laughter (11C)> 
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The table below shows the ratios of final laughter using the total number of the 
different types of laughter as the denominator. 
 
Table 3: Ratio of final laughter using the total number of the different types 
of laughter as the denominator. 
 
Final 
laughter① 
Total number of occurrences of the 
same kind of laughter② 
Ratio ①
/② 
Speaker's laughter 237 437 54.23% 
Chorus laughter 189 192 98.44% 
Chiming-in laughter 113 142 79.58% 
Total 539 771 69.91% 
 
Final laughter accounts for most instances of laughter as previously explained. If 
we compare the frequency of occurrences of final laughter with the total number 
for each different type of laughter, it is apparent that any type of laughter is most 
likely to occur at the end of an utterance. This is particularly true of chorus 
laugher, 98% of which occurs at the end of an utterance. Also nearly 80% of 
chiming-in laughter is final laughter. This means that the listener tends not to 
laugh between the phrase boundary units but instead does so at the end of the 
utterances. In other words, participants of a conversation tend not to laugh in 
between the chunks of information, but wait until the speaker has finished talking. 
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“Speaker’s laughter” is highest in terms of frequency, but the ratio with respect to 
the total occurrence of the same kind of laughter is 54%, making it the lowest of 
the three in relative terms. This means that much of the speaker’s laughter also 
occurs as initial or medial laughter.   
An analysis of these results according to whether it is “Speaker’s laughter” or 
“Listener’s laughter” reveals that “Listener’s laughter” accounts for more than 
half of the instances of final laughter. This means that the listener inserts laughter 
when the speaker finishes an utterance17. See the table and the graph below. 
 
Table 4: “Speaker’s laughter” vs. “Listener’s laughter” 
Kinds of laughter Final laughter Ratio 
Speaker's laughter Speaker's laughter 237 43.97% 
Chorus laughter 189 35.06% 
Listener's laughter 
Chiming-in laughter 113 20.96% 
Total 539 100.00% 
 
 
                                           
17 In this case, plural laughter is considered as “Listener’s laughter”, since it is certain that 
at least one of the listeners is participating in the laughter. 
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Graph 4: “Speaker’s laughter” vs. “Listener’s laughter” 
speaker's laughter vs. listener's laughter
speaker's
laughter,
43.97%
plural laughter,
35.06%
chiming-in
laughter,
20.96%
 
 
Adding together the plural chorus laughter and listener’s chiming-in laughter 
gives the total number of incidences of “Listener’s laughter”, which is 302. At 
the end of a sentence, the listeners laugh at what the speaker said more than 
the speaker laughs at his/her own utterance. In other words, the listeners 
“chorus” or “chime-in” for the speaker. In doing so they become more 
intimate or they confirm their unity.  
Furthermore, a common situation is one like Example 19 where the speaker’s 
laughter invites the listener to respond with “Listener’s laughter”. Most of the 
utterance cells that contain more than one person laughing are of this type. For 
instance, the situation in which a speaker laughs at the beginning of utterance 
and the listener responds at the end accounts for 15 examples in the data. In 
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short, the first laughter indicates invitation, and the second indicates a 
response to that invitation to laugh.   
 
6.4.3 Turn-taking and laughter 
 
In this section, we investigate the relationship between final laughter and 
turn-taking of the speakers. Table 5 below shows how turn- taking takes place 
after laughter.  
We also test the difference between the ratios of ①  and ②  for each of the 3 
types of laughter. In all cases the difference is significant.   
 
Table 5: Turn-taking and final laughter 
 
After 
speaker’s 
laughter 
After chorus 
laughter 
After 
chiming-in 
laughter 
Total final 
laughter 
Next speaker is 
the same person
① 
60 73 56 189 
Ratio /357318 1.68% 2.04% 1.57% 5.29% 
Next speaker is a 
different person 
② 
177 116 57 350 
Ratio /744919 2.38% 1.56% 0.77% 4.70% 
                                         
18 The number “3573” is the total utterances preceding the same speaker’s utterance in 
dataset 2.  
19 The number “7449” is the total utterances preceding a different speaker’s utterance in 
dataset 2. 
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Table 6: Test of difference for final “Speaker’s laughter”  
 Laughter preceding same speaker: 1.68%
Laughter preceding different speaker: 
2.38% 
*2.36 
 
Table 7: Test of difference for final “Chorus laughter” 
 Laughter preceding same speaker: 2.04%
Laughter preceding different speaker: 
1.56% 
*1.84 
 
Table 8 Testing of difference for final “Chime-in laughter” 
 Laughter preceding same speaker: 1.57%
Laughter preceding different speaker: 
0.77% 
*3.75 
 
According to the tables above, the speaker’s laughter tends to trigger 
turn-taking whereas other kinds of laughter tend to make the speakers 
continue their turns. 
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1. Speaker’s laughter and turn-taking 
 
In the case of final “Speaker’s laughter”, if it appears in isolation, the speaker 
softens what he/she says. For instance, in example below the speaker softens 
her request. 
 
Example 20 (D2) 
03B: ざいかく（在確）してね。＜笑い＞  
   Zaikaku site ne. <warai> 
     Confirm the stock. <laughter> 
 
03A: ま、フルスケールのプロモーションなんか。＜間 ５秒＞  
     Ma, hurusukeeru no puromoosyon nanka <ma 5 byoo> 
     Well, such as full scale promotion. <silence 5 seconds> 
 
In the example above, 03B softens her request with laughter, and another 
speaker (03A) takes his turn and introduces a different topic. 
In the example below, 06A reveals his opinion in opposition to 06H and 06B. 
He uses laughter for softening his statement of opinion, and in doing so marks 
an end to his utterance, giving the addressees an opportunity to take turns.  
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Example 21 (D2) 
06H：がくせー（学生）の、授業に必要だからってゆうわけじゃないんでしょ↑  
    Gakusee no zyugyoo ni hituyoo da kara tte yuu wake zya nai n desyo↑ 
    Surely it’s not because (air-conditioning) is necessary for the students’ lectures, is 
it? 
 
06A:それもー、あります。＜笑い＞ 
    Sore moo, arimasu. <warai> 
    Well, it is <laughter> 
 
06B：だから、だけどねー、その、いっせいに全部、あの、［大学名（一部）］大学
全部つけるんだったらいいけどねー。 
    Da kara, da kedo nee, sono, issei ni zenbu, ano, XXdaigaku zenbu tukeru n  
dattara ii kedo nee. 
    So...I guess it’s acceptable if it’s to be installed in all the rooms in the university.  
 
06A modestly insists his opinion.  
By laughing the speaker gives an addressee the cue to take turns. But it is not 
always successful. In those cases the speaker takes his/her turn again. See the 
example below. 
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Example 22 (D2) 
(12D asks 12G how to report.) 
 
12D:→ただ←、こうやりましたーっていうようなだけゆってるとダラダラなっち
ゃ    っ##。  
    →Tada← , koo yarimasitaa tte iu yoo na dake yutteru to daradara nattyat##. 
    →But← , if I just report what I’ve done.It just goes on and one.  
 
12G:まー、それを、まとめて。＜笑い＞＜間 １秒＞ 
     Maa, sore o matomete. <warai><ma 1 byoo> 
     Well, summarise them. <laughter><silence 1 second> 
 
12G:だから必要なことを、こうパッパッといっ、いってもらえば。＜間 ２秒＞ 
    Da kara hituyoo na koto o koo pappat to itt, itte moraeba .<ma 2 byoo> 
    So, if you could summarise the points and say them clearly. <silence 2 seconds> 
 
In the example above, 12G is asked how to report and answers “Maa, sore o 
matomete.” (Well, summarise them.). With laughter he provides 12D with an 
opportunity to speak, but 12D does not take up the offer, and one second 
silence occurs. 12G then has to explain again, this time in more detail.   
The speaker’s laughter, if it appears in isolation, is more likely to be used for 
expressing something with hesitation as shown in the examples above.  
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If laughter is used in a series, even with turn-taking, it tends to have the effect 
of strengthening the feeling of unity between the participants in the 
conversation. The speaker invites an addressee to laugh and the addressee 
laughs back as explained in the section, “initial laughter” with example 11. 
See also Example 23.  
 
Example 23 (D2) 
06A:いっそのこと休もうか。＜笑い＞  
    Isso no koto yasumoo ka. <warai> 
    Would we rather take holidays? 
 
06D:いいなー、強制的に夏休みに＜笑いながら＞入るってゆうのは。  
    Ii naa, kyooseeteki ni natuyasumi ni <warainagara> hairu tte yuu no wa. 
    That is a good idea to have compulsory summer holidays. 
 
06A invites 06D to laugh by preceding laughter, and 06D follows 06A’s 
laughter and utterance. Also Example 24 shows the same phenomenon. 
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Example 24 (D2) 
11C:[建物名］寮はけっこうほら、ベッドルームといちおう、なんてゆうの｛ええ 
（１１Ａ）｝こう分かれててー、それなりに、く、こー、ね、｛そうなんです
よ （１１Ａ）｝伝統のある居住空間ってゆう感じがして、これいいなーとか
思ってー★いたよー。  
  [tatemononei］ ryoo wa kekkoo hora, beddoruumu to ichioo, nannte yuuno ｛ee
（11A）｝koo wakaretetee, sore nari ni, koo, ne,｛ soo nann desuyo（11A）｝dentoo 
no aru kyozyuukuukan tteyuu kanji ga site, kore iina- toka omotte-★ itayoo.  
    [name of the dormitory] was quite, you know, it had a bedroom of sorts, and what 
should I call {yes. (11A)} it was separated, and it is quite {yes, it is. (11A)}it felt 
like a traditional living space, I thought it was★nice. 
 
11A:→窓が下はー、←こうゆうふう、こうゆう窓で、上はこうゆう。  
  →Mado wa sita waa, ←koo yuu fuu, koo yuu mado de, ue wa koo yuu. 
   →The bottom part of the window←was something like this, and the upper part was 
like this.  
 
11C: あーあー、おしゃれなのね↑、けっこう。＜笑い＞  
     Aaaa, osyare na no ne↑ , kekkoo. <warai> 
     Well, it was fashionable somehow. <laughter> 
 
 
11A: ええ、＜笑いながら＞なかなかしゃれていて。  
     Ee, <warainagara> nakanaka syarete ite. 
     Yes,<with laughter> it was very fashionable somehow. 
 
They talk and laugh mutually. 
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2. Listener’s laughter and turn-taking 
 
Unlike “Speakers’ laughter”, “Chorus laughter” and “Chiming-in laughter” 
tend not to trigger turn-taking. The speaker tends to keep talking even though 
laughter is inserted, as in the example below.  
 
Example 25 (D2) 
06C:もう頭がくるっちゃったらどうしようもないね。＜笑い （０１Ａ）＞  
     Moo atama ga kuruttyattara doo siyoo mo nai ne. <warai (01A) > 
     We cannot do anything if he becomes crazy. <laughter <01A)> 
 
06C:頭を###てそれから長く###。＜笑い (０１Ａ）＞  
     atama o ###te sorekara nagaku ###. <warai (01A)> 
     head ### and then long###<laughter (01A)> 
 
Example 26 (D2) 
06A:いや、それはもー、だいじょうぶですよ。＜笑い 複数＞ 
    Iya, sore wa moo, daizyoobu desu yo. <warai fukusuu> 
    No, that’s all right <laughter plural> 
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06A:あのー、＜笑いながら＞わたしが主任である限りは断れると思うんですけど
も。 
    Anoo, <warainagara> watasi ga syunin de aru kagiri wa kotowareru to omou n 
desu kedomo. 
   Well, <with laughter> as long as I am the head of the centre, I think I can refuse it. 
  
In example 25, 06C says “Moo atama ga kuruttyattara doo siyoo mo nai ne” 
(We cannot do anything if he becomes crazy.) and receives 01A’s “Chiming-in 
laughter”. However, he continues talking. In example 26, 06A receives 
“Chorus laughter” and continues talking with laughter. 
In both “Chiming-in laughter” and “Chorus laughter” the listeners who are 
laughing show that they are listening attentively. In this way, these kinds of 
laughter function as back channelling in much the way .Maynard’s study 
suggests.  
In both “Chiming-in laughter” and “Chorus laughter”, the listeners participate 
in the conversation by using laughter, although the utterance is provided by 
the speaker only. The communication is therefore mutual. The speaker is 
involving the listener by using laughter, and is able to continue his utterance.  
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6.5 Isolated laughter and Mutual laughter 
 
In this chapter, we have illustrated the various ways of laughing in 
conjunction with utterance cells. In discussing the position of laughter and the 
laughing participants, we have related them to the function of laughter.  
In this section, we re-analyse and categorise them from the standpoint of 
“Isolated” and “Mutual” laughter. 
  
6.5.1 Isolated laughter 
 
“Isolated laughter” is defined as “Speaker’s laughter” that is not preceded or 
followed by any other person’s laughter. “Isolated laughter” is shown in 
examples 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 15, 17, 20, 21 and 22. The speaker makes an 
utterance and adds laughter. It appears initially in examples 7, 8, 9 and 10, 
medially in examples 12 and 15, and finally in examples 17, 20, 21 and 22.  
“Isolated laughter” is defined as “Speaker’s laughter” that is neither preceded 
nor followed by another person’s laughter. The same person’s laughter, 
however, can occur before or after the laughter of the speaker herself. In this 
case, the isolated laughter is repeated.  
As the examples demonstrate, the typical interpersonal function of “Isolated 
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laughter” is to soften the content of an utterance such as a request or opinion, 
or alternatively it may hide one’s hesitation or embarrassment when attached 
to an utterance that expresses a sensitive matter. 
 
Example 27 (D2) 
03A:すいません、ご迷惑おかけしていますー。あの、お客さんに配らなければー、
ま、いいんでー＜笑い＞。ま、＜笑いながら＞店員の方（かた）で好きな方
（かた）いらっしゃる場合、使っていただく分には別にかまわないんですけ
どー。すいませーん↑、よろしくお願いします。  
Suimasen, gomeiwaku okake site imasuu. Ano, okyakusan ni kubaranakerebaa, ma, 
ii n dee <warai>. Ma, <warainagara> ten’in no kata de suki na kata irassyaru 
baai, tukatte itadaku bun ni wa betu ni kamawanai n desu kedoo. Suimaseen, 
yorosiku onegai simasu.   
I am sorry to trouble you. It would be best if they weren’t given out to the customers 
<laughter>. Well, <with laughter> if some of the shopkeepers like to use them, then 
that’s okay. I apologize. Thank you for your consideration. 
    
     
O3A, who is a sales person in a record company, asks his client to destroy 
some stickers, which have been delivered to the shops. He apologizes and at 
the same time he laughs in order to soften his request. Then, with the second 
laughter, he covers his embarrassment. 
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6.5.2 Mutual Laughter 
 
In contrast to “Isolated laughter”, there are multiple participants in “Mutual 
laughter”. The term refers to plural persons’ laughter such as “Chorus 
laughter” or “Chime-in laughter”, which is inserted into the addressee’s 
utterance as in examples 13, 14, 16, 18 and 25. In addition, “Speaker’s 
laughter”, which is preceded or followed by any other person’s laughter, is 
also “Mutual laughter” as in examples 11, 19 23 and 24. As these examples 
demonstrate, typical “Mutual laughter” tends to occur in situations where 
there is an exchange of an “enjoyable idea”. “Mutual laughter” promotes the 
unity of the participants. 
“Mutual laughter” may appear where there is laughter between speakers, as in 
examples 11 23 and 24. It also tends to appear as a combination of “Speaker’s 
laughter” and “Plural laughter”.  
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Example 28 (D2) 
06A:金曜日、＜笑いながら＞途中からいって、途中で合流しよう。＜笑い 複数
＞  
    Kinyoobi, <warainagara> totyuu kara itte, totyuu de gooryuu siyoo. <warai 
fukusuu> 
    On Friday, <with laughter> we’ll go from halfway, and join up with you on the way. 
<plural laughter> 
 
The first “Speaker’s laughter” appears to trigger the following “Chorus 
laughter.”20  
In the case of laughter between speakers, the mutuality is even in the sense 
that both speakers say what they want to say. With “Listeners’ laughter”, 
however, the mutuality is unbalanced since the utterance is stated only from 
one side. For instance in example 16, 02X does not state his opinion. He is 
merely following 02H. In example 25 also, 01A is following 01C’s utterance 
with laughter without indicating his idea.   
 
6.5.3 Variations in Isolated laughter and Mutual laughter 
 
“Isolated laughter” is basically attached to utterances that indicate some 
                                         
20 12 examples out of 39 examples which have more than two occurrence of 
laughter in one utterance are this kind. 
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hesitation. In contrast, “Mutual laughter” is basically the exchange of an 
“enjoyable idea” as in example 2921.  
 
Example 29 (D2) 
06D:＜笑いながら＞かろやかだなー、いいなー。  
    <Warainagara> karoyaka da naa, ii naa. 
    <With laughter> you’re very light on your feet. You’re so lucky. 
 
06A:金曜日、＜笑いながら＞途中からいって、途中で合流しよう。＜笑い 複数
＞  
    Kinyoobi, <warainagara> totyuu kara itte, totyuu de gooryuu siyoo. <warai 
fukusuu> 
    On Friday , <with laughter> we’ll go from halfway, and join up with you on the 
way. <plural laughter> 
 
In example 29, the participants enjoy talking about a trip overseas, and both 
participants (06D and 06A) speak and then laugh.  
In some “Isolated laughter”, however, the performer is unable to obtain 
reciprocal laughter despite having tried to exchange the “enjoyable idea”. In 
other words, the speaker’s intention is to trigger “Mutual laughter”, but s/he 
fails to draw laughter from the addressee. See the example below. 
                                         
21 a part of Example 28 has been already taken as Example 27. 
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Example 30 (D2) 
(Talking about drunken driving) 
12C:つかまるんなら、あの、［地名］署の管内がいいですよ。＜笑い＞じゅうたん、
じゅうたん付きだから＜笑い＞、あすこの豚箱。 
   Tukamaru n nara, ano, XX-syo no kannai ga ii desu yo. <Warai> zyuutan, zyuutan 
tuki da kara<warai>, asuko no butabako. 
    If you’re going to get caught, you’d want to be caught by XX police station. 
<laughter> they’ve got carpet, carpet laid <laughter> inside the cells there. 
 
12H:あ、そうなの。  
  A, soo na no. 
    Is that so? 
 
The speaker expected the addressee to laugh about the prison with carpet. But 
the addressee was not drawn into laughter. The example below also shows how 
laughter intended to trigger “Mutual laughter” may occur without reciprocal 
laughter.   
 
Example 31 (D2) 
02A:いいなーって、暇でしょうがないなー。＜笑い＞  
    Ii naa tte, hima de syoo ga nai naa.<warai> 
    That’s good. You have lots of leisure time. <laughter> 
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02C:家事ができますから。  
  Kazi ga dekimasu kara. 
    I can do housework. 
 
02A tries to draw laughter from 02C, but 02C answers seriously. 02A fails to 
draw laughter from the addressee. 
In addition, in some cases of “Mutual laughter”, the participants may 
exchange laughter as if they are enjoying the conversation, even though the 
content of the conversation does not constitute an “enjoyable idea”. See the 
example below. 
 
Example 32 (D2) 
(05A asks 05C whether or not he won the competition) 
 
-1 05C:うん、あ、あれはー、が、がんばったーけどー、ね↑、ちょっとね↑＜笑
い 1＞ちょっと、残念賞でー。＜笑い 2＞  
    Un, a, are waa, ga, ganbattaa kedoo, ne↑ , tyotto ne↑ <warai 1> tyotto, 
zannensyoo dee. <warai 2> 
     Well, I tried hard, but, but <laughter 1> I got a consolation prize <laughter 2>. 
 
-2 05A:残念賞だったのー↑  
    Zannensyoo datta noo↑  
    You got a consolation prize? 
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-3 05C:＜笑いながら 3＞残念賞で。  
    <Warainagara 3> zannensyoo de. 
    <With laughter 3>Yes, I got a consolation prize. 
 
-4 05X:ちょうど抜けたのが｛うん （０５Ａ）｝、★＃＃＃＃＃。＜笑い 4＞  
    Tyoodo nuketa no ga {un (05A)} ★#####. <warai 4> 
    The one who withdrew {yeah (05A)} ★##### <laugher 4> 
 
-5 05B:→優勝者以外は残念賞。←  
    →yuusyoosya igai wa zannensyoo.←  
    →everyone got a consolation prize apart from the winner.←  
 
-6 05C:★だからー。  
    ★Da karaa. 
    ★So... 
 
-7 05A:→そうかね。←残念だったねー、そりゃー。  
    → sooka ne. ← zannen datta nee, soryaa. 
    → Is that so. ← that’s a shame, that is. 
 
-8 05C:ちょっと、付け届けが★足んなくて。＜笑い 複数 5＞  
    Tyotto, tuketodoke ga ★ tannakute. <warai fukusuu 5> 
    I didn’t give enough ★bribe. <plural laughter 5>  
 
-9 05D:→付け届けが足んなかった。←＜笑い 複数 6＞  
    → tuketodoke ga tannakatta.←<warai fukusuu 6> 
    →you didn’t give enough bribe!←<plural laughter 6 >←  
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-10 05A:だ、誰だい、審査員はー。よく、理解しなかったんじゃないかね、審査
員が。＜笑い 複数 7＞＜間 10 秒＞  
    Da, dare dai, sinsain waa. Yoku, rikai sinakatta n zya nai ka ne, sinsain ga. 
<warai fukusuu 7> <ma 10 byoo> 
    Who, who were the judges?! I reckon the judges just didn’t understand. <plural 
laughter 7> <silence 10 seconds>  
 
In “-1”, when asked the result, 05C does not answer clearly, and he repeats 
‘tyotto’, which literally means ‘a little’. ‘Tyotto’ indicates that the speaker 
does not want to explain the matter. Instead of giving an explanation he laughs 
(laughter 1). The laughter he uses is not the type of laughter used to draw the 
addressee’s laughter, but instead indicates the fact that he does not want to say 
more. He then says ‘zannensyoo (a consolation prize) dee’ with laughter 2. 
Again, this laughter is not the type of laughter used in the exchange of an 
“enjoyable idea”, but is added to something he finds difficult to say. In “-3”, 
he hesitantly repeats ‘zannensyoo’ (a consolation prize) with laughter 
(laughter 3). Then, in “-4”, 05X explains what happened in the competition. In 
“-7”, 05A shows his sympathy. In “-8”, 05C makes fun of himself, and 
participants in the conversation all laugh together. This fragment can be 
interpreted as follows. 05C pretends that he has the strength to make fun of 
himself. The people there acknowledge his pretense with laughter. By 
laughing they are making light of the situation and agreeing that failing the 
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competition is not a serious matter. In “-9”, 05D repeats what 05C said and 
they laugh together. In “-10”, 05A starts criticizing the judges, and the 
participants, accepting 05A’s criticism by using laughter. If the participants 
had not laughed in “-8”, the idea of failing the competition would have 
become serious. In other words, by laughing together, the participants accept 
and share 5C’s idea, thus strengthening their unity. 
The most typical kind of “Mutual laughter” occurs during an exchange of an 
“enjoyable idea”, but this often surfaces as an exchange of pretense and 
acceptance.  
In all cases the goal is to strengthen unity within a group of participants.  
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7. The Classification of Laughter 
 
 
7.1 The idea of One’s field 
 
As we mentioned in previous chapters, laughter does not only serve as a mark 
of fun, but to adjust social and interpersonal relations It is necessary, therefore, 
to classify laughter in terms of its function in interpersonal communication. 
In order to classify laughter, we hypothesise that it is “One’s field” that 
classifies laughter. The term “One’s field” indicates one’s inner world where 
one processes one’s feeling and makes decision. It is the place where one’s 
privacy resides. It is a territory of one’s own, which is surrounded by a barrier.  
The barrier defends “One’s field” from outside, that is, “the communication 
field” where people communicate with others. See the illustration below. 
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Diagram 1: One’s field 
 
 
 
 
The function of laughter is basically to open up the barrier. When people 
laugh, they open up the barrier, which is similar to a shell surrounding them, 
and go outside into “the communication field” where people communicate 
with others, or step into another’s field. See the illustration below. 
 
Diagram 2: Laughter and barrier 
 
 
In the process, people become conscious of their barrier and they laugh. They 
also share laughter in order to get over the barrier and confirm that they are in 
Speaker ’s own 
field: privacy  
Barrier 
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field 
Laughter 
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the same field as those with whom they seek to communicate.   
The starting point of this paper is the realization that laughter in itself does 
not have substantial meaning, but by being segmented to an utterance or used 
in discourse development, it fulfils its interpersonal communicative functions 
in several ways.  
Depending on the information onto which the laughter is segmented, laughter 
is divided into two categories, laughter accompanied by an utterance, i.e., 
“Speaker’s laughter”, and laughter without utterance, i.e., “Listener’s 
laughter”.  
In the discourse process, in the case of “Speaker’s laughter”, people become 
conscious about the content of their utterance as it moves out from their inner 
world. In order to take it out through the barrier, and then present it to the 
outside world, they laugh. In the case of laughter without utterance, the 
listener laughs to show (s)he wants to open the barrier.  
The functions of laughter vary depending upon the content of the utterance 
which is taken from one’s own field in the case of “Speaker’s laughter”, or of 
the previous utterance by the other party in case of “Listener‘s laughter”. The 
goal of laughter, however, remains the same, that is, to avoid closing the 
barrier between the two parties. 
Depending on its function, laughter is divided into three categories Type-A 
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Laughter: laughter for joining the in-group, Type-B Laughter: laughter for 
balancing, Type-C Laughtr: laughter as a cover up. 
It can also be observed that most laughter has several functions 
simultaneously. The interpretation of an instance of laughter differs depending 
on the analyser or listener or even on the mood of the original speaker. The 
speaker and the listener often do not know the aim of their laugher. Because of 
this ambiguity, we can hide our intentions. This is one of the most 
characteristic features of laughing, and it contributes to the effectiveness of 
laughing while using language. 
 
7.2 Type-A Laughter: Joyful laughter for identifying the In-group  
= Laughter for promoting conversation 
 
This kind of laughter occurs among people who have an intimate relationship. 
When the speaker wants to contribute something she thinks enjoyable to the 
conversation, and also wants the listener to share the joy, she adds, or 
segments, laughter to her utterance.  
At first, by using A1: laughter, one of the participants, the initiator of the new 
information, introduces a new sentence topic that she thinks enjoyable, 
expecting the listener, who is the co-participant, i.e., the follower of the new 
sentence topic in the conversation, to share the joy that is in the initiator’s 
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field. In contrast, the co-participant, i.e., the follower of the new information, 
expresses her shared sentiments of joy towards the initiator’s field by using 
A2 laughter. Or both of them laugh at the same time based on the realisation 
of their shared background by using A3 laughter. In this way, the conversation 
is promoted, and the unity of the in-group is strengthened. At last both of them 
are in one and the same field.  
 
A1: Appealing laughter expecting shared sentiments 
 
When a speaker wants to provide what she thinks enjoyable to the 
conversation and also wants the listener to share the joy, laughter is segmented 
to her utterance. In Example 1, 03A is talking about her son’s good teacher. 
 
Example 1 (D1) 
03A:＜笑い＞もう 本当にいい先生がいるのよね。  
<Warai> Moo hontoo ni ii sensei ga iru no yo nee.  
<laughter> There is this really good teacher…   
 
03H:ふーん  
Huun.  
Really? 
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03A opens her field with laughter while talking about her good experience. 
The relation is illustrated as follows. 
 
Diagram: 3 
 
 
 
 
Example 2 below is a fragment in which both speakers are laughing, while 
talking about the disappearance of cats in the dormitory where they used to 
live.   
 
 
 
A1 laughter 
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Example 2 (D2) 
11A:だからー、いろんな説が出てわかんないんですよ。でー、三味線になってん
じゃないかとか  
    Dakara-, ironna setu ga dete wakannai n desu yo. De-, syamisen ni natte n ja nai ka 
to ka. 
  So, there were various theories, but no one knew. Like they’d ended up as 
shamisens or something. (Note: shamisens have cat skin heads)  
 
11C:うわー。  
Uwa-. 
Yipes! 
 
11A:いろんなこと、「今は★使わねえだろう」とか。＜笑い＞  
    Ironna koto, “ima wa ★ tukawanee daroo” toka. <warai> 
    We said many things. For example, such as “we don’t use cat’s skin for shamisen 
now, do we?” 
 
11C: →色がつやつや←してさー、いい毛皮の猫ばっかしだからー。＜笑い＞  
     → iro ga tuyatuya← site saa-, ii kegawa no neko bakkasi dakaraa. <warai> 
     Their coats were bright and shiny. All the cats had good fur. 
 
Both speakers provide what they think is enjoyable. By laughing they enliven 
the conversation. Each of them opens up her field and appeals to the other 
with what she thinks is enjoyable, inviting the co-participant into her field. By 
doing so, they seek to share the happiness in their fields. Thus they become 
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more intimate and come to feel they are both in the same field. The relation is 
illustrated as follows: 
 
Diagram 4: The process of A1 laugher exchange 
 
 
 
 
Example 3 is also a fragment demonstrating appealing laughter. 
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Example 3 (D2) 
11C:[建物名］寮はけっこうほら、ベッドルームといちおう、なんてゆうの｛ええ 
（１１Ａ）｝こう分かれててー、それなりに、く、こー、ね、｛そうなんです
よ （１１Ａ）｝伝統のある居住空間ってゆう感じがして、これいいなーとか
思ってー★いたよー。  
  [tatemononei］ ryoo wa kekkoo hora, beddoruumu to ichioo, nannte yuuno ｛ee
（11A）｝koo wakaretetee, sore nari ni, koo, ne,｛ soo nann desuyo（11A）｝dentoo 
no aru kyozyuukuukan tteyuu kanji ga site, kore iina- toka omotte-★ itayoo.  
    [name of the dormitory] was quite, you know, it had a bedroom of sorts, and what 
should I call {yes. (11A)} it was separated, and it is quite {yes, it is. (11A)}it felt 
like a traditional living space, I thought it was★nice. 
 
11A:→窓が下はー、←こうゆうふう、こうゆう窓で、上はこうゆう。  
  →Mado wa sita waa, ←koo yuu fuu, koo yuu mado de, ue wa koo yuu. 
   →The bottom part of the window←was something like this, and the upper part was 
like this.  
 
11C: あーあー、おしゃれなのね↑、けっこう。＜笑い＞  
     Aaaa, osyare na no ne↑ , kekkoo. <warai> 
     Well, it was fashionable somehow. <laughter> 
 
11A: ええ、＜笑いながら＞なかなかしゃれていて。  
     Ee, <warainagara> nakanaka syarete ite. 
     Yes,<with laughter> it was very fashionable somehow. 
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By laughing they become more intimate. A1 laughter tends to be followed by 
the co-participant’s A1 laughter as in the examples above.  
This kind of process is not only realized through the speaker’s laughter. It also 
realized by a combination of the speaker’s laughter and the listener’s laughter, 
as is explained in the next section. 
 
A2: Agreement laughter expressing shared sentiments 
(Chime-in Laughter) 
 
This is the listener’s laughter and the so-called chime-in laughter. The person 
who laughs does not utter, that is, she does not convey any information into 
the communication field. With this laughter the listener expresses agreement 
with the speaker and makes the conversation enjoyable. In the example below, 
the participants are talking about the dirty, old dormitory where they used to 
live. 
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Example 4 (D2) 
11A: だからみんなペンキ塗ってましたよ。  
     Dakara minna penki nutte masita yo. 
     Therefore everybody painted their rooms. 
 
11C: あー。  
 Aa 
 Hmm! 
 
11A: しろーく塗ったりなんかしてー。  
 Sirooku (=siroku) nuttari nanka shitee (=site). 
 They painted them white or something. 
 
11C: ええ。  
 Ee. 
 Yes. 
 
11A: なんかやけにしゃれたなーって。  
 Nanka yake ni syareteta naatte. 
 It looked very fashionable. 
 
11C: ＜笑い＞  
 <Warai> 
 <Laughter> 
 
By laughing 11C expresses his agreement with and acceptance of 11A’s appeal. 
A2 laughter, marked A2 in example 5, indicates the agreement of the listener 
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with the speaker.  
By A1 laugher the speaker unfolds her own field, brings down the barrier 
between them. She opens up her barrier and exits her field. She expects the 
listener to share the topic and her joy. The listener shows that she shares the 
speaker’s joy and enters into the speaker’s field by laughing. The barrier 
opens more. See the example below. 
 
Example 5 (D2) 
11A:で、あの頃はもう、［建物名］寮、自治寮だからもー、女子学生が来ようが、
誰が来ようが｛うーん （１１Ｃ）｝、いいからー、＜笑いながら＞ (A1)環
境もよかったし。De, De, ano koro wa moo, [tatemonomei］ ryoo, zitiryoo dakara 
moo, zyosi gakusei ga koyoo ga, dare ga koyoo ga, ｛uun（11C） }, iikaraa, 
<warainagara> kankyoo mo yokatta si. 
Then, that time, [name of the dormitory] was a students’ self-governed dormitory. 
Even if a girl student came, anybody could come {well. (11C)}, it was all right, 
<with laughter> we lived in a good environment. 
 
11C:＜笑い＞（A2)  
  <warai> 
    <laughter> 
 
11A:今思えば、よくあんなとこへ女の子が来たなと。  
Ima omoeba, yoku annna toko e onna no ko ga kita na to. 
Now when I think back, I can’t imagine why girls would come to a place like that. 
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13H:池袋もすごいんでしょうねー。  
Ikebukuro mo sugoi n desyoo nee. 
Ikebukuro must be terrible. 
 
13A:＜笑いながら＞ (A1)すごいですねー、ええ。最近はなんか、あのー、女子高
生も多いですし。  
<Warainagara> sugoi desu nee. Ee. Saikin wa nanka, anoo, zyosikoosei mo ooi 
desu si. 
<with laughter> terrible, yes. These days there are many high school girls. 
 
13H:＜笑い＞ (A2) 
<Warai> 
<laughter> 
 
13A:「ブクロー」とかいってますし  
“Bukuroo” toka itte masu si. 
They are calling it “Bukuroo” 
 
13H:＜笑い＞ (A2) 
<Warai> 
<laughter> 
 
13I:＜笑い＞ (A1)ブクロねー######。  
<Warai> Bukoroo ne-######. 
<laughter> Bukuroo######.  
 
It is observed that A1 laughter and A2 laughter tend to form an adjacent pair 
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like the above example. The speaker provides enjoyable idea together with 
laughter and the listener expresses his/her shared sentiments, which shows 
positive emotional response by laughter.  
 
Diagram 5: The process of A1 and A2 laughter exchange 
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A3: Laughter expressing the realization of sharing the same background 
(Chanting laughter) 
 
This laughter is shared by plural people. See example 6 below. 
 
Example 6 (D2) 
09M:セリエビーっていい方がある##↑  
Serie bii tte iikata ga aru##↑  
Do you know the expression “serie bii”##? 
 
09O:やー、あったよ。あーあー、★イタリア語↑  
Yaa, atta yo. Aa, aa, ★ itariago↑  
Yes. I know it is Italian. 
 
09M:→セリエ←アーに対してイタリア語で。０９Ａさんのほうがご存知ですよね。 
→Serie←aa ni taishite itariago de. 09Asan no hoo ga gozonzi desu yo ne.  
In Italian, in contrast to Series A. 09A knows better than me. 
  
09A:0９Ｋさん、★セリエアー、セリエ。  
09K-san, ★Serie aa, Serie. 
Mr. 09K, ★Series A, Series. 
 
09M:→じゃ宿題です。←宿題です。＜笑い 複数＞  
→ zya syukudai desu.← syukudai desu. <warai hukusuu> 
→ then, it is homework←homework. <plural laughter> 
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This laughter tends to appear after the repetition of A1 and A2 laughter. The 
participants laugh at the same time (plural laughter) as if they are chanting. 
See the example 7.  
 
Example 7 (D2) 
18A:金曜日は盛り上がりましたか。  
Kinyoobi wa moriagarimasita ka. 
Did you enjoy Friday night? 
 
18C:うーん。  
Uun. 
Well. 
 
18A:いやまーあのー、両方。＜笑い＞＜間 ５秒＞  
Iya maa, ano-, ryoohoo. <warai> <ma 5-byoo> 
Well, both. <laughter> <silence 5 minutes> 
 
18C:終電には間に合って無事に帰りましたよ。  
Syuuden niwa ma ni atte buzi ni kaerimasitayo. 
I caught the last train and got back home safely. 
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18A:＜笑いながら＞そんな時間まで。＜笑い＞  
<Warainagara> Sonna zikan made. <warai> 
<With laughter> You stayed that late <laughter>. 
 
18C:ここにはもう｛うん （１８Ａ）｝、７時、７時ごろまでかなー。  
Koko niwa moo {un (18A)}, 7-zi, 7-zi goro made ka naa. 
We stayed here till about 7, 7 o’clock, I suppose. 
 
18A:＜笑い＞  
<warai> 
<laughter> 
 
18B:ここでビールを飲みながらさー、ぽりぽりぽりぽり食べてたらー、うち帰っ
たらー、なんかー、飲みすぎちゃって######。＜笑い 複数＞  
Koko de biiru o nominagara saa, poripori poripori tabetetaraa, uti kaettaraa, 
nankaa, nomisugityatte######. <warai hukusuu> 
We drank beer, and munched away. Then I went back home, somehow, I had drunk 
too much######. <plural laughter> 
  
In the case of plural laughter, we could not identify the participants of 
laughter exactly from this data. Sometimes the person who triggers laughter, 
i.e., the speaker, could be included among the participants. Sometimes the 
person is not included. The former is the combination of the speaker’s 
laughter and the latter is the listener’s laughter. 
The process is illustrated below.  
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Diagram 6: A3 laughter 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This Type-A Laughter, in a sense, excludes other people from the participants’ 
field. If the same idea is shared in their field, the participants laugh, indicating 
the confirmation of the shared idea. See the examples below. 
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Example 8 (D1) 
(A and B are having a conversation about a time when 09A introduced her acquaintance 
to another person not for matchmaking, but for something else and she explains what 
she felt.) 
 
09A:でも、わたしもなんか、なんか、あの、よくあるじゃないですか、お見合い
の時に聞かれる、＜笑いながら＞あれのような心境になって。  
Demo, watasi nan ka, nan ka, ano, yoku aru zyanai desu ka. omiai no toki ni 
kikareru, are no yoo-na sinkyoo ni na-tte <warai> 
But, it was the feeling like I was a marriage match-maker and I was being 
questioned about the person I introduced.<laughter>  
 
09J:興信所みたいな。＜笑い＞  
Koosinzyo mitai-na. <warai> 
Like you were being questioned by a marriage detective agency? <laughter> 
 
09A:＜笑いながら＞なんか、よく、ほら、わたしもそうゆう年になってきたのか
なーて思っちゃって。  
<Warainagara> Nan ka, yoku, hora, watasi mo sooyuu tosi ni nattekita no ka na to 
omottyatte.  
<With laughter> It’s like, you know, just thinking about how I’ve come to that age. 
 
She does not explain exactly what she felt, but by laughing 09A is giving 09B 
a hint to read behind the lines. 09B shows she understands by laughing. The 
information the understanding is based on is already shared by 09A and 09B. 
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(A marriage detective agency collects information about prospective marriage 
partners.) By laughing, 09A expects 09B to agree with what 09A is implying 
in the laughter. Both participants need to share the same background, i. e. the 
same field. This also increases the consciousness of belonging to the same 
group and strengthens the bond between the two.  
As a consequence, the two participants close their field off to an outsider. 
They exclude other people from their field. See the example below: 
 
Example 9 (D1) 
(05m phoned the noodle shop because their delivery service had not come yet, and 
reports what was said on the phone to 05A.)   
 
05m:今出まーすっつって。 
Ima demasu-tte 
They said they are leaving now. 
 
05A:今出るって。 
Ima deru-tte 
It is coming soon, is it? 
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05m:そばやの出前。 
Sobaya no demae 
The noodle shop’s delivering 
 
05A:そばやの★出前ってゆう。＜笑い＞  
Sobaya no ★demae tte yuu<warai>  
Do you know “The noodle shop’s delivering”? 
 
05m：→出前。←＜笑い＞  
→Demae←<warai> 
The noodle shop’s delivering.<laughter> 
 
05A:知ってる↑なんでもね、今、今やりますとかね、今、いっ、行ったばっかり
ですとか、そうゆうふうにね、嘘つくってゆうかね、そうゆういいわけする
のをね、そばやの出前ってゆうの、日本語で。 
Sitteru↑nan demo ne, ima. ima yarimasu to ka ne, ima, itta bakasi desu to ka ne 
sooyuu-huu-ni ne, usotuku tte yuu-ka ne, soo yuu iiwake suru no o ne sobaya no 
demae tte yuu no. Nihongo de. 
“Do you know?” (Toward C) Whenever someone is late doing something and gives 
an excuse that isn’t true, like “I’m just doing it’, “I’ve just sent it off,” we say in 
Japanese, “The noodle shop’s delivering.” 
 
05m repeated what the noodle shop said, hinting that the noodle shop is telling 
a lie. 05A also repeated what 05m said. With laughter, 05A and 05m uttered 
the Japanese expression “sobaya no demae” synchronically. 05m’s laughter 
overlaps with 05A’s laughter and they mutually confirm that the noodle shop 
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is telling a lie. By doing this 05A and 05m exclude 05F, who is a foreigner. 
05A then tries to include 05F by explaining the term. The relation may be 
diagrammed as follows: 
 
Diagram 7: The relation of two fields 
 
 
By repeating A laugher, the speaker and the listener confirm the fact that they 
are members of the same in-group, and strengthen their unity by sharing the 
same field. The Japanese idiom, “hedate ga nakunaru” (getting rid of the 
barrier) explains this relation precisely. 
We have summarised below the classification of laughter, based on; the field 
to which the topic of the conversation belongs, the cooperativeness of the 
content, the contents of the utterance to which the laughter is segmented, and  
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the possibility of responding with laughter.  
 
Table 1: Type-A laughter in relation to field, contents of utterance, and 
cooperativeness  
A: Joyful laughter for joining 
in-group 
The one who 
laughs 
Field 
discussed 
Contents of 
utterance to 
which the 
laughter is 
segmented 
Possibility 
of responding 
laughter 
A1: Appealing 
laughter 
expecting 
shared joy 
Speaker 
speaker's 
field 
Something that 
the speaker 
thinks 
enjoyable. 
+ 
A2: Agreement 
laughter 
expressing 
shared joy 
Listener 
speaker's 
field 
Something that 
the listener 
thinks 
enjoyable. 
+ 
Communicative 
function: 
promoting 
conversation 
A3: Laughter 
expressing the 
realization of 
sharing joy 
Listeners/ 
Speaker 
+listener(s)
Speaker and 
listener's 
field 
Something that 
the speaker 
and the 
listener think 
enjoyable. 
+ 
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7.3 Type-B Laughter: Balancing laughter for easing tension 
 
One laughs when one reveals something in one’s field that one does not want 
to be seen clearly, such as embarrassment or shame. Or, one gets into the 
listener’s field and asks something, or requests something. This laughter is 
used to keep a sense of balance in one’s mind when one’s utterance or action 
takes the conversation in a negative direction which is likely to impinge on the 
spirit of co-operation. This laughter is also used for social protocol such as 
greetings, apologies and so on. It appears to be Type-A Laughter since the 
laughter tends to be mutual.  
 
B1: Laughter on Breakdown of Privacy 
 
Even though it may not be an enjoyable matter, people laugh when they reveal 
something sensitive in their field. 
This laughter is used when the speaker is embarrassed or ashamed of what 
he/she is revealing. See the example below: 
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Example 10 (D1) 
09J:結局、あのー、あ、やっぱり年ですね。ぼけちゃってね、だめなんですよ。
＜笑い＞  
Kekkyoku anoo (=ano), yappari tosi desu ne. boketyatte. dame nan desu 
yo.<warai> 
What it comes down to is that I’m old, I’ve got senile, and it’s all over for me. 
<laughter> 
 
In the example above 09J reveals he has become old. He is ashamed of his age. 
He reveals that he is embarrassed. But at the same time he laughs it away. 
Without laugher, this fact would be considered as very serious. This laughter 
aims to balance out the seriousness. He not only balances his mental situation, 
but also ostensibly shows he still has the objectivity to laugh about his age. In 
other words, he disguises himself as a person who thinks it enjoyable and 
pretends that he is using A1 laughter.  
In the example below, 03H laughs when asked her age. This is also considered 
as laughter for releasing private matters from one’s own field. 
 
Example 11 (D1) 
03A:03H ちゃん、まだ２２歳だっけ。  
03H-tyan, mada 22-sai da-kke. 
03H, You’re still 22, aren’t you? 
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03H:来年で＜笑い＞、２３才でーす。＜笑い＞  
Rainen de <warai>, 23 deesu(=desu). <warai> 
Next year <laughter>, I will be 23! <laughter> 
 
The sort of laughter in this actual conversation can often be observed on 
television when people are interviewed on the street. The interviewee has to 
surrender her privacy, and reveal what is in her mind, her own field, in public. 
This causes laughter. In other words, one laughs in order to balance the 
tension or pressure of opening up the barrier.. 
Even if a sensitive matter under discussion is not in the speaker’s field, when 
people face the other party’s problem, they are embarrassed and laugh. In the 
example below the participants are talking about 03A’s problem of finding a 
pre-school place for her son. 03A’s son was in a pre-school in Setagaya and 
she wanted to transfer him to a pre-school in Kawasaki which is close to her 
place, but there was no vacancy and her son had to go to another pre-school 
far from her place. 
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Example 12 (D1) 
03H:遠いんですか、保育園って。  
Tooi n desu ka, hoikuen tte. 
Is it far to the pre-school? 
 
03A:うん、遠い。今まで世田谷の保育園に入ってたでしょう。  
Un tooi. Ima made Setagaya no hoikuen ni haitteta desyoo. 
Yes, it’s a long way. He was in the pre-school in Setagaya, you know. 
 
03H:ふーん。  
Uun. 
Yes. 
 
03A:それで、川崎の保育園に空きがないのよ。だから、空きが出るまで、そこに
行ってないと。＜間＞ 
Sore de, Kawasaki no hoikuen ni aki ga nai no yo. Da kara, aki ga deru made, soko 
ni itte nai to.<ma> 
So, there is no vacancy in the pre-school in Kawasaki. So, until there’s a vacancy 
he’ll have to go to that pre-school. <silence> 
 
03H:＜笑い＞かわいそー。  
<Warai> Kawaisoo. 
<Laughter> Poor thing! 
 
Facing 03A’s problem, 03H does not know how to react. The silence after 
03A’s utterance indicates 03H’s embarrassment. She was embarrassed and in 
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order to balance and hide her embarrassment she laughs.22 
B1 laughter is also used when one reveals one’s failure or ignorance which 
one does not want to reveal to others. In the example below, 18A is ashamed 
of his inability to use a computer.   
 
Example 13 (D2) 
18A:でー、＜笑いながら＞ちょっとこれができてなかったのが実はかっこ悪いと
ころなんですが。  
Dee, <warainagara> tyotto kore ga dekitenakatta no ga zitu wa kakko warui tokoro 
nan desu ga. 
Actually I felt a bit awkward that I couldn’t do it. 
  
18B:うん。  
Un. 
Yes. 
 
In the example below, 19E is ashamed that he could not remember the meaning 
of “A (Ee)” in the report at the business meeting.  
                                         
22 When we started this research, several people asked why some people laugh at a 
funeral. They saw some examples of people laughing awkwardly in a serious setting 
like funeral. This laughter may be caused by balancing their embarrassment that they 
do not know how to react facing a very serious setting or balancing their deep sadness 
which may even lead to tears.  
Another example is told by an American who lived more than 10 years in Japan. He 
told of his experience of being laughed at by Japanese when he showed them his 
broken leg cased in plaster. This may also have been caused by the Japanese people’s 
embarrassment and their desire to balance, or alleviate, the gravity of the situation.  
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Example 14 (D2) 
19E: エーってなんだっけー↑＜笑い＞あ、わかった、あの、教科書です。＜笑い
＞＜笑いながら＞ごめんなさい、はい。  
Ee tte nan da kkee ↑ <warai> a, wakatta, ano, kyookasho desu. <warai> 
<warainagara> gomennasai, hai. 
What was “A” again? <laughter> Oh! I’ve got it. It means text book<laughter>. 
<with laughter> I am sorry. Sorry.  
 
This kind of laughter typically occurs as an isolated incident as mentioned in 
5.5.1.23 Usually, as mentioned by Jefferson (1984b)24 and Hayakawa (1996), 
the person listening to the laughter does not laugh back, especially in formal 
settings. If laughter is returned, the laughter may be considered as A2 laughter 
of agreement. For instance in example 13, if 18B laughs, the laughter would 
be considered as expressing agreement with what 18A said.  
This laughter, however, is similar to A1: laughter for joining the in-group, in 
respect to revealing the matters in one’s field. The speaker manipulates the 
                                         
23 “The typical interpersonal function of isolated laughter is to soften the content of an 
utterance such as a request or opinion, or alternatively it may balance one’s hesitation 
or embarrassment when attached to an utterance that expresses a sensitive matter as is 
explained in the next chapter.” 
24 “In the course of an examination of conversations in which people talk about their 
troubles, a recurrent phenomenon was found: A trouble-teller produces an utterance 
and then laughs, and the troubles-recipient does not laugh, but produces a 
recognizably serious response.” (p.346). 
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speech aiming to pretend that B1 is A1, either intentionally or unintentionally. 
As in example 10, 11, 13 and 14, the speaker disguises a shameful matter as 
something enjoyable. In order not only to ease the tension of revealing one’s 
privacy, but also to relieve the pressure of the listener seeing inside “One’s 
field”, the speaker laughs. 
This mutual consideration also occurs on the listener’s side. The listener 
laughs when she sees inside the speaker’s field, as in the example 12. 
Especially, when the speaker uses B1 laughter, the listener laughs accepting 
the speaker’s pretence of hiding her seriousness. In consequence, both parties 
synchronize with one another, as in the process of Type-A Laughter. See 
Example 32 in Chapter 6.  
 
B2: Laughter of intrusion 
 
When the speaker invades the listener’s field, such as by ordering or 
requesting something, which belongs not to the speaker’s field but to the 
listener’s field, i.e., that is the listener’s own business, she laughs.  
Example 15 is a conversation among teachers in the teachers’ room. 09A asks 
her colleague not to tell the students to pile up their desks (not to move). 09A 
feels her request impinges upon the listener’s field and in order to ease the 
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tension she laughs. Or, she tries to ease the tension of possibly having 
offended her colleague by using the surface intimacy of laughing.   
 
Example 15 (D1) 
09A:＜笑いながら＞でも間違えて机をさげちゃったりなんかすると大変ですよ。
なぜかとゆうと、月曜日の１時間目、＜笑いながら＞わたしの授業なの。＜
笑い＞さげないように、戻すようにいっといてください。＜笑い＞ 
<Warainagara>Demo matigaete tukue o sagetyattari nan ka suru to taihen desu yo. 
Naze ka to yuu to getuyoobi no ichi-zikan-me<warainagara> watasi no zyugyoo na 
no. <Warai> Sagenai yoo ni, modosu yoo ni ittoite kudasai.  <laughter> 
<With laughter>But if by mistake the students pile up the desks, it would cause me 
problems, because the first class on Monday is <with laughter>mine. <laughter> So 
tell them not to pile them up; tell them to return them to the way they were. 
<laughter> 
 
In the example below, 09A instructs her student to speak more clearly. 
 
Example 16 (D1) 
09A:はっきり、はっきり思ってることをゆう。＜笑い＞  
Hakkiri hakkiri omotte-iru koto o yuu. <warai> 
Say clearly, (so I can understand,) what you want to say. <laughter> 
 
It also tends to appear with critical comments. 
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Example 17 (D1) 
11B:ちっと高いでしょ↑ 
Titto takai desyo. 
It is expensive a bit. 
 
11A:たーかーいですよ。＜笑い＞  
Taakaai(=takai) desu yo. <laughter> 
Yes, very very expensive. (laughter) 
 
It also tends to appear with suggestions. See example below. 
 
Example 18 (D1) 
09A:じゃあ、この、点滅ってゆうふうにこー、＜笑いながら＞ファジーな表現が
いいんじゃないですか。  
Zyaa, kono, tenmetutteyuu huuni ko-<warainagara>faziina hyougen ga ii n zyanai 
desu ka. 
(With laugher) In that case, this fuzzy expression that means on or off, is fine, don’t 
you think? 
 
Diagram 8 gives an illustration of this relationship. 
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Diagram 8: Relation between the speaker’s own field and the listener’s 
field 
 
As we mentioned above, B2 laughter appears with requests, orders, and 
suggestions. That is, basically one wants to ease the tension caused by 
mentioning something that belongs to the listener’s field. At the same time the 
speaker’s aim is not to offend the listener, trying not to make an enemy, that is 
to say, self-defence. This laughter tends to appear for doing business when one 
is negotiating with one’s customer. 
Behind this kind of laughter, there always exists the awareness of revealing 
one’s field as a consequence of talking about a matter which belongs to the 
listener’s field. The awareness, which is similar to B1 laughter, triggers the 
laughter. The example below where 07A is offering 07? persimmons, is an 
utterance which explains this relation clearly. 
Speaker’s own field; 
opinion, suggestion,  
request  
Listener’s own 
field 
 
 
 
privacy  
judgement, action 
 
       Laughter 
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Example 19 (D1) 
07A:あんまりおいしくないとはゆったんですけど、初物（はつもん）だってゆっ
たから柿を持ってきました。＜笑い＞  
Anmari oisikunai to yutta n desu kedo, hatumon da tte yutta kara kaki o motte 
kimasita. <warai> 
I was told these persimmons were not so good, but since these are the first of the 
season. I brought them for you. <laughter> 
 
07?:あー、うれしいー。  
Aa, uresii 
Ah, lucky for me! 
 
07A:いただきもんで小さいんですけど。＜笑い＞ でも何の農薬も使ってないや
つだからね。  
Itadaki mono de tiisai n desu kedo ne. <warai> demo, nan no nooyaku mo tukatte 
inai yatu da kara ne. 
They are a gift from somebody, and they are small. <laugher> But they are 
pesticide free. 
 
07A wants 07? not to feel burdened by being given persimmons, and tries to 
lessen the significance of what she is offering. On the other hand, from the 
speaker’s viewpoint, requesting, suggesting, offering and so on, reveal one’s 
ideas to the listener, that is, it lets down the privacy in the speaker’s field. 
This awareness is similar to the laughter of B1 laughter upon breakdown of 
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privacy. 
This B2 laughter is not responded by laughter. See the example below. 
 
Example 20 (D2) 
03B:ざいかく（在確）してね。＜笑い＞  
  Zaikaku site ne. <warai> 
    Confirm the stock. <laughter> 
 
03A:ま、フルスケールのプロモーションなんか。＜間 ５秒＞  
    Ma, hurusukeeru no puromoosyon nanka <ma 5 byoo> 
    Well, such as full scale promotion. <silence 5 seconds> 
 
In the example above, 03B requests 03A to confirm the stock with laughter for 
softening, whereas 03A changes the topic without returning the laughter. If 
09A laughs back, the laughter is considered as Type-C Laughter for cover up. 
In the case of an opinion given with laughter, if the laughter is returned, it 
may be interpreted as A2 laughter of agreement, as in the example below. 
 
Example 21 (D2) 
06H：がくせー（学生）の、授業に必要だからってゆうわけじゃないんでしょ↑ 
    Gakusee no zyugyoo ni hituyoo da kara tte yuu wake zya nai n desyo↑ 
    Surely it’s not because (air-conditioning) is necessary for the students’ lectures, is 
it? 
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06A：それもー、あります。＜笑い＞  
    Sore moo, arimasu. <warai> 
    Well, it is <laughter> 
 
06B：だから、だけどねー、その、いっせいに全部、あの、［大学名（一部）］大学
全部つけるんだったらいいけどねー。 
    Da kara, da kedo nee, sono, issei ni zenbu, ano, XXdaigaku zenbu tukeru n  
dattara ii kedo nee. 
    So...I guess it’s acceptable if it’s to be set up in all the rooms in the university.  
 
06B does not laugh back, since he does not agree with 06A. 
 
B3: Laughter as protocol 
 
This kind of laughter is similar to the laughter that was mentioned in “A1: 
Laughter expecting shared sentiments”. The difference is that the speaker and 
the listener do not basically share intimacy. They do not need to enter the 
other party’s field deeply. This is a laugh aiming to give the two participants a 
superficial friendly relationship for the sake of good manners i.e., protocol. In 
example below, 09I is laughing to warm up to 09J who is not so intimate at the 
beginning of the meeting. 
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Example 22 (D1) 
09I: ＜笑い＞あ、どうも、★どうもなんか、いろいろ。  
<Warai> A doomo ★doomo nan ka iroiro. 
<Laughter> Thank you very much. ★You’ve gone to so much trouble. 
 
09J: →＜笑いながら＞どうも、ありがとうございました。←  
<Warainagara> doomo arigatoo gozaimasita. 
<With laughter> Thank you very much.” 
 
Actually the relationship between 09I and 09J’s is not intimate according to 
the face sheet. They pretend their relationship is intimate by laughing at the 
beginning of their encounter. The speaker is seeking to get over the barrier and 
enter the listener's field. Example 23 is the same kind of laughter.  
 
Example 23 (D1) 
On the phone 
06A:あーそうですか、＜笑いながら＞ありがとうございます、はい。  
   Aa, soo desu ka. <warainagara> arigatoo gozaimasu. hai. 
   Ah, is that so. <with laugher> thank you very much. OK. 
 
This laughter could be explained as A1 laughter since the speaker gets into the 
conversation field for the first time through this laughter by opening up 
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herself.  
One sometimes laughs in order to restore a relationship that is in danger of 
breaking up. Laughter when one is flattering, laughter eliciting forgiveness for 
one’s failure, are classified into this type. See the example below. 
 
Example 24 (D2) 
07A:すいません、わたしたちのほうでちょっと手順が悪くて連絡をまわすのが遅
れたんです。  
Suimasen, watasitati no hoo de tyotto tezyun ga warukute renraku o mawasu no ga 
okureta n desu. 
I am sorry. We arranged it badly, so the information had not been forwarded in 
time.  
 
07F:→どうしようかあと思ってー###。←  
   →doo siyoo ka naa to omottee###. ←  
   I wondered what I should do###. 
 
07A:すいませんです。＜笑いながら＞  
Suimasen desu.<warainagara> 
I am really sorry. <with laughter> 
 
In this data, several occurrences of laughter segmented to expressions of 
apology such as “gomen nasai (I am sorry)” and “sumimasen (excuse me)” is 
observed.  
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This kind of laughter has as significant features, both “B1: Laughter upon the 
breakdown of privacy” and “B3: Laughter as protocol expressing surface 
intimacy”. The speaker is aware of the failure which belongs to one’s own 
field, and is ashamed of that failure. At the same time, the speaker reduces the 
feeling of guilt, defends him/herself from blame, and expresses the desire to 
make a good relationship with his/her listener by laughing. Once this is done, 
the listener no longer can blame the speaker. In other words, the speaker is 
protected by laughter. This is also similar to “A1: laughter expecting shared 
sentiments”. In order to get the listener into one’s group to reverse the 
opponent-relation which was caused by one’s failure, the speaker laughs. 
Focusing on the restorative aspect of this laughter, we have classified it as 
“laughter for balancing”. 
The classification of Type-B Laughter is summarised below: 
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Table 2: Type-B Laughter in relation to field, contents of utterance, 
possibility of response and co-operativeness  
B: Balancing laughter for 
easing tension 
The one 
who 
laughs 
Field 
discussed 
Contents of utterance 
to which the laughter 
is segmented 
Possibility 
of responding 
laughter 
B1: Laughter 
upon 
breakdown of 
privacy 
Speaker
Speaker’s 
field 
Speaker's sensitive 
and private matters 
such as shame, 
embarrassment 
 
B2: Laughter 
of intrusion 
Speaker
Listener’s 
field 
Something that 
intrudes on the 
listener’s privacy 
such as order, 
request, suggestion, 
opinion 
– 
Communicative 
function: 
easing tension 
B3: Laughter 
as protocol 
Speaker
Speaker’s 
field 
Something that 
indicates surface 
intimacy such as 
greeting, 
appreciation, apology 
+ 
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7.4 Type-C Laughter: Laughter as a cover-up 
 
In this section we deal with laughter with which the speaker conceals his/her 
opinion, i.e., he/she does not open his/her field clearly, hiding the fact with 
laughter. 
 
C1: Laughter for evading 
 
One sometimes evades what one does not want to say clearly by laughing. See 
the example below: 
Example 25 (D1) 
 (At the teachers’ meeting) 
09A:あと進路ニュースーはー、ほんとはもうちょっと違うこと書こうと思ったん
ですけどスペースの問題とかいろいろあってー、今日はー、この内容でー、
＜笑い＞とゆうぐらいでー、また継続して出していきます。  
Ato sinro nyuusu waa (=wa) haa honto wa moo tyotto tigau koto kakoo to omotta n 
desu kedo supeesu no mondai toka iroiro attee (=a-tte), kyoo waa (=kyoo wa), 
kono naiyoo dee (=de), <warai> to yuu gurai dee (=de), mata keizoku site dasite 
ikimasu. 
And then about the report on getting into universities, I wanted to write something 
different, but there was not enough space and there were other factors, so today, 
this is all I have, <laughter> I will continue writing and give you more later. 
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In example 25, the speaker uses laughter in place of saying, “please put up 
with these contents today”. 
In the example below, 06A is talking about the members of a selection 
committee for 06F’s promotion in the department meeting at the university. He 
uses laughter to conceal his embarrassment.  
 
Example 26 (D2) 
06A:で、まー、ひとりは説明者（しゃ）でー、ま、ひとりはそれをサポートする
形になると思うんですがー、その２名を考えとかなきゃいけないっていう問
題とー、それからあのー、「もう０６Ｆ先生は準備をされてるんでしょーかね」
とかゆわれてー。＜笑い＞。  
De, maa, hitori wa setumeisya dee, ma, hitori wa sore o sapooto suru katati ni naru 
to omou n desu gaa, sono nimei o kangaetokanakya ikenai tte iu mondai too, 
sorekara anoo, “moo 09F sensei wa zyunbi o sareteru n desyoo ka ne” to ka 
yuwaretee. <warai> 
Well then, we have to select committee members, one who explains and another 
who supports him. We have to think those two members. And I was asked “has 06F 
already prepared?” <laughter> (I was embarrassed). 
  
In the example below the laugher with (C1) indicates “Laughter for evading” 
and laughter with (C2) indicates “Laugher from perplexity” which will be 
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explained in next section. 
 
Example 27 (D1) 
09A:あるんですよ。いろいろと。 
Aru n desu yo. iroiro to. 
There are many (reasons). 
 
09I:はー。  
   Haa 
   I suppose so  
 
09A:＜笑いながら＞いろいろと。  
<Warainagara>(C1① ) iroiro to. 
<With laughter> many. 
 
09J:深いんですよ。 
Hukai n desu yo 
(It is) deep. 
  
09A:いやー。＜笑い＞  
Iyaa <warai>(C1② ) 
Not so- (laughter) 
 
09I:はー。＜笑い＞ 
Haa <warai>(C2) 
I suppose (laughter) 
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09J:立ち話じゃなんですから。＜笑い＞(C1③) 
Tatibanasi zya nan desu kara, <warai> 
(This is not the sort of topic) to be chatting idly about, you know, so….<laughter> 
 
09A:話せばながーい話に★なります。＜笑い・複＞  
Hanaseba nagaai hanasi ni narimasu<warai fukusuu> 
It would take a long time to explain.<plural laughter> 
 
09J:→長ーい←  
→Nagaai←  
→A loong time←  
 
09J:まあー、あれですね、あの、速水御舟の、＜間＞★展覧会。  
Maa, are desu ne, ano, Hayami Gyosyuu no, <ma> ★ tenrankai. 
Well, Hayami Gyosyuu ★exhibition 
 
In the example above, 09A hesitates to say or explain something which is on 
her mind. However, if she does not say anything, she closes her field and 
alienates 09I from her field which causes needless offence. She could not 
think of anything appropriate to say, and therefore laughter was chosen (→C1
① and C1② )09I whose turn it is to speak is so perplexed, all she can do is to 
laugh (→C2). Again 09A laugh (→C1③ )Finally, they laugh together without 
knowing what the real topic is. Then 09J introduces a new topic. The process 
of laughter is the same as Type-A Laughter exchange on the surface, but the 
participants do not reveal what is inside their fields. 
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See the diagram below which illustrates this relationship. 
 
Diagram 9: C1 laughter 
 
 
C2: Laughter Expressing Perplexity 
 
Sometimes one laughs not because one wants to evade something, but because 
one does not know what one’s attitude should be. For example: 
 
Example 28 (D1) 
05A:うーん、だからそれがすけてんのよ。  
Uun, da kara sore ga sukete n no yo. 
It is see-through. 
 
 
Speaker’s 
field 
Utterance 
Communication field
Barrier 
 
Laugher
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05B:ふふん＜笑い＞。  
Huhun <warai> 
Oh <laughter> 
 
05A:もう、パンツ見える↑  
Moo, pantu mieru? 
Can you see my underwear? 
 
05B:見えてるね。  
Miete-ru ne 
Yes, I can see it. 
 
05A:こおんな、いいよ、もうここだけだから。  
Koon (=kon) na, ii yo. moo koko dake da kara. 
It is all right to be like this because it’s only inside of this room. 
 
05B:はは＜笑い＞。  
<Warai> 
<Laugher> 
 
05A:出るときスカートはくからさ。＜間７秒＞  
Deru toki sukaato haku kara sa.<ma 7seconds> 
I will put on a skirt when I go out. <silence 7 seconds> 
 
05A:ともかくあれをやっちまわないと、うんん。＜咳ばらい＞＜間２８秒＞  
Tomokaku are o yattimawanai to, unn, <cough><ma 28 seconds> 
Anyway, I have to do that. <cough> <silence 28 seconds> 
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In example above, 05A tells 05B about her skirt, and makes an excuse for it. 
05B does not know how to reply to these statements. He is embarrassed, but 
cannot ignore 05A. His laughter implies a message to the effect of “I am 
listening to what you are saying, but I do not know what I am supposed to say. 
I do not want to make an enemy of you by cutting the channel of 
communication.” The point is that 05B does not want to close the conversation 
through his own inappropriate response. 
In the previous example, Example 27, 09I’s laughter also conveys her feeling 
that she is puzzled. 
If C2 laughter is repeated, the topic of the conversation is closed because there 
is no active utterance from the co-participant.  
In the example below, B laughs at being tape-recorded as an informant. From 
what he says after the laughter, we know he was not so happy to be recorded. 
 
Example 29 (D1) 
A:エー、あの。  
Ee, anoo. 
Well then. 
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B:はい。  
Hai. 
Yes. 
 
A:特に、なにも。  
Toku ni, nani mo. 
Nothing special. 
 
B:＜笑い＞  
<Warai> 
<laughter> 
 
A:すいません。  
Suimasen. 
I am sorry. 
 
B:我々のことがチェックされるわけですか。  
Wareware no koto ga tyekku sareru wake desu ka. 
Are you going to checking us? 
 
A:いえいえ。  
Ie ie. 
No, no. 
 
If there is no laughter, as in the example below, we would assume that B was 
very agitated or offended by the recording. 
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Example 30 
A:エー、あの。  
Ee, anoo. 
Well then. 
 
B:はい。  
Hai. 
Yes. 
 
A:特に、なにも。  
Toku ni, nani mo. 
Nothing special. 
 
B:＜間＞  
<ma> 
<silence> 
 
A:すいません。  
Suimasen. 
I am sorry. 
 
B:我々のことがチェックされるわけですか。  
Wareware no koto ga tyekku sareru wake desu ka. 
 Do you mean we are going to be checked? 
 
A:いえいえ。  
Ie ie. 
No, no. 
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See also this example which is a meeting in a beauty salon. 
 
Example 31 (D2) 
 
14B:１４M さん、気がついた、ことってゆうかー、最近、こういうのをこう、し
たほうがいいんじゃないかなーとか。危ないっと、うーん、事故につながり
そうだ、とか。ないですか↑ 
14M-san ki ga tuita, koto tte yuu kaa, saikin, koo iu no o koo, sita hoo ga ii n zya 
nai ka naa toka. Abunai tto, uun, ziko ni tunagari soo da, toka. nai desu ka. 
Ms.14M, did you notice anything recently that is dangerous, or that might cause an 
accident or that you think might be done better? 
 
14M:＜笑い＞  
<warai> 
<laughter> 
 
 
14B:1４Ｈさん。  
14H-san 
Ms.14H. 
 
14B： the chef beautician asks 14M：her apprentice about what she noticed in 
the beauty salon. Either she did not notice anything, or, if she did, she did not 
know how to express it, so she just laughed. Then 14B calls 14H. This 
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laughter may be interpreted as C1 laughter: evading laughter. In this case, 14B 
would have been offended because 14M does not answer properly.  
C2 laughter is illustrated in the diagram below. 
 
Diagram 10: C2 laughter 
 
 
 
The classification of Group C laughter is summarised below: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Listener’s field
Utterance 
Communication field 
Barrier 
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Table 3: Type-C Laughter in relation to field, contents of utterance, 
possibility of response and co-operativeness  
C: Laughter as a cover-up 
the one 
who 
laughs 
Field 
discussed 
Contents of 
utterance to 
which 
laughter is 
segmented 
Possibility 
of 
responding 
laughter 
C1: 
Laughter 
for evading 
Speaker 
Speaker’s 
field 
Something 
that the 
speaker does 
not want to 
say 
 Communicative 
function: 
Expressing desire 
not to reveal 
one’s field  
without cutting the 
channel 
C2: 
Laughter 
from 
perplexity 
Listener
Speaker or 
Listener's 
field 
Something 
that the 
listener 
does not 
know how  to 
reply 
－ 
 
 
7.5 Overall view of mutual relations in the categories of laughter 
 
In this section, I would like to discuss the mutual relations among the 
categories of laughter in terms of one’s own field vs. the other party’s field, 
and the position of topic which laughter is concerned, laughter of initiation vs. 
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laughter of response.  
 
7.5.1 The Consciousness of barrier 
 
A1 and B1 laughter occurs when the speaker opens her barrier and reveals 
something which belongs to her field while A2 laughter occurs when one 
reacts to the speaker’s laughter or utterance.  
In contrast, B2 occurs when one opens the listener’s barrier and puts her 
opinion or request into the listener’s field. The topics discussed here are the 
matters which belong to the other’s field such as privacy, decision or action. 
In comparison with this laughter, C1 and C2 do not reveal one’s field. On the 
contrary, it conceals one’s field softly like drawing a smoke screen. In the case 
of A3, there is no barrier between the two participants. In the case of B3, the 
relation between the participants is superficial and they do not get into the 
other’s field deeply. Each occurrence of laughter differs in terms of the way it 
gets into the other’s field and how it reveals the contents of one’s field; 
however, the consciousness of the barrier is shared. 
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7.5.2 Position of the contents 
 
According to the kind of laughter involved, there is a difference in the 
position of the contents of each utterance in one’ field. For example, shame, 
embarrassment and intention to order exist in the inner part of the field. It 
involves tension, and effort to reveal it. In comparison to shame, 
embarrassment and so on, enjoyable matters exists on the surface. To reveal 
these, is not an effort but a pleasure. Social actions like greetings and 
appreciation are daily actions; therefore, they are not usually a burden to us 
either. C laughter appears on the barrier which surrounds the field.   
In respect to discourse control, there are two kinds of laughter, i.e., first, the 
laugher that initiates the sentence topic; speaker’s laughter and, the second, 
the laughter that responds to the initiation; listener’s laughter. A1, B1, B2, B3 
and C1 appear as initiation. In contrast, A2 and C2 appear as response and A3 
has both aspects. See the table 4 below. 
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Table 4: “Speaker’s laughter” and “Listener’s laughter” in relation to 
types of laughter 
Speaker's laughter Listener's laughter 
A1: Appealing laughter expecting 
shared joy 
A2: Agreement laughter 
expressing shared joy 
A3: Laughter expressing the realization of sharing joy 
B1: Laughter upon breakdown of 
privacy 
 
B2: Laughter of intrusion  
B3: Laughter as protocol  
C1:Laughter for evading C2: Laughter from perplexity 
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8 Empirical Application of the Classification in Dataset 1 
 
 
In order to test the classification empirically, statistical analysis was applied to 
Dateset 1. First, to identify the frequency, the utterances with laughter are 
labelled into 3 types (A, B and C) along with their subcategories (A1, A2, A3, 
B1, B2, B3, C1 and C2) depending upon the criterion which is explained in the 
next section. Secondly, the numbers of frequency are integrated into 3 types (A, 
B and C). The attributes are also integrated into 2 or 3 groups in order to test 
statistically, since the numbers in the original data of each category are too 
small to be tested. Also Type-C is not included in this testing because of the 
same reason. 
The significant difference of the patterns of distribution of laughter in terms of 
Type-A Laughter to Type-B laughter B is focused upon in this paper to 
examine the classification. 
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8.1 The Procedure 
 
The scope of this statistical analysis is confined to Dataset 1. The attributes 
inspected are; “Situation 2”, “Age relations”, and “Intimacy”.  
The criteria used for dividing the data into types and their subtypes are set out 
in the following table. 
 
 
Table 1: The criteria of categorization of three types and subtypes 
A1 The speaker is laughing while talking about something enjoyable. 
A2 
The listener is laughing back in response to something enjoyable 
which has been introduced by the speaker. 
A3 The speaker(s) is laughing about something enjoyable. 
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B1 
The speaker is talking about something which (s)he considers private, 
shameful or embarrassing, i.e., age, weight, money, failure, etc. 
B2 
The speaker is talking about something which is considered an 
intrusion upon the listener’s privacy, such as giving an opinion, asking 
the addressee for something. 
B3 The speaker is greeting, appreciating or apologising. 
 
 
C1 The speaker is laughing instead of completing the sentence. 
C2 The listener is laughing when (s)he is supposed to say something. 
 
In some cases it is difficult to differentiate, for example, between A1 and B1, 
or A2 and C2. The former case is where the speaker is talking about a matter in 
the speaker’s own field and the distinction between “enjoyable” and “private” 
often rests on very subjective criteria. For example, talking about age could be 
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a very enjoyable topic to one person, but a very private topic to another. In 
addition, as explained in the previous two chapters, people disguise what they 
consider shameful or embarrassing as enjoyable. In this analysis, age, weight 
and failure are considered as private matters and are categorised as B1 except 
mutual laughter. For example, Example 32 in Chapter 6 is considered as an 
exchange of Type-A Laughter in this analysis. In the latter case, the distinction 
between A2 and C2, both are talking about a topic which is in the speaker’s 
field. The target topic is in the speaker’s field and the listener follows it up. In 
the case of A2, the listener agrees with what the previous speaker said, 
whereas there is no agreement in the case of C2. Here laughter appears as a 
stopgap.  
 
8.2 Results 
 
8.2.1 Frequency of laughter relative to total laughter and total utterances 
 
Table 2 shows the frequencies of each type (A, B, C) and each sub-type (A1, 
A2, A3, B1, B2, B3, C1, C2) in comparison to the total occurrence of laughter. 
According to table 2, Type-A Laughter accounts for more than three fourths of 
the total occurrences of laughter (75.82%), B, for one fifth (19.32%) and C, for 
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very few (3.16%). 
 
Table 2: Percentage of laughter in each type in relative to total laughter 
type A1 A2 A3 B1 B2 B3 C1 C2 * # T.W.L 
Sub 
total 
400 122 149 52 102 17 4 24 8 7 885 
Total 671 171 28 8 7 885 
Sub 
total % 
45.20% 13.79% 16.84% 5.88% 11.53% 1.92% 0.45% 2.71% 0.90% 0.79% 100.00%
Total % 75.82% 19.32% 3.16% 0.90% 0.79% 100.00%
T.W.L is the abbreviation for ‘total utterances with laughter' 
# indicates the tape recorder could not clearly pick up the sound. 
* indicates the contents of conversation cannot recognized. 
 
Table 3 shows the percentage of frequency in total occurrence. 
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Table 3: Percentage of frequency of laughter in each category in relative to 
total utterances 
Category A1 A2 A3 B1 B2 B3 C1 C2 * # T.W.L T.W.O.L T. 
Sub total 400 122 149 52 102 17 4 24 8 7 885 10536 11421 
Total 671 171 28 8 7 885 10536 11421 
Sub total 3.50% 1.07% 1.30% 0.46% 0.89% 0.15% 0.04% 0.21% 0.07% 0.06% 7.75% 92.25% 100.00%
Total % 5.88% 1.50% 0.25% 0.07% 0.06% 7.75% 92.25% 100.00%
T.W.O.L is the abbreviation for total utterances without laughter 
T. is the abbreviation for total utterances. 
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Table 4 shows the Test of Difference in the ratios of A, B and C. 
Table 4: Test of difference in ratio of A, B and C 
 B C 
A *17.56 *24.70 
C *10.18 - 
 
These results show that occurrences of Type-A Laughter are significantly 
greater than B (5.88%:1.50%), B than C (1.50%:0.25%) and A than C 
(5.88%:0.25%). 
The cross-classified results by three variables, 1. “Intimacy”, 2. “Situation 2” 
and 3. “Age relations” are shown in tables 5 to 16.  
 
8.2.2 Frequency of laughter relative to intimacy 
 
In the case of “Intimacy”, the cross classification of laughter with each type 
and intimacy shown in table 5 is integrated in table 6.  
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Table 5: Cross classification of laughter relating types and “Intimacy” 
Type 
Very 
intimate 
% 
Fairly 
intimate 
% Neutral % 
A little 
distant
% 
Very 
distant 
% 
A1 132 4.23% 34 3.27% 62 3.19% 6 2.26% 1 0.17% 
A2 7 0.22% 0 0.00% 5 0.26% 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 
A3 26 0.83% 14 1.35% 9 0.46% 1 0.38% 1 0.17% 
B1 13 0.42% 2 0.19% 18 0.92% 1 0.38% 2 0.34% 
B2 14 0.45% 15 1.44% 21 1.08% 0 0.00% 8 1.37% 
B3 3 0.10% 1 0.10% 4 0.21% 0 0.00% 2 0.34% 
C1 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 2 0.10% 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 
C2 2 0.06% 0 0.00% 2 0.10% 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 
* 1 0.03% 1 0.10% 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 1 0.17% 
# 1 0.03% 1 0.10% 1 0.05% 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 
T.W.L 199 6.37% 68 6.54% 124 6.37% 8 3.02% 15 2.57% 
T.W.O.L 2923 93.63% 972 93.46% 1822 93.63% 257 96.98% 569 97.43%
T. 3122 100.00% 1040 100.00% 1946 100.00% 265 100.00% 584 100.00%
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Table 6: Integrated table of cross classification relating group and 
intimacy 
Category
Very 
intimate 
+ fairly 
intimate 
% Neutral % 
A little 
distant+ 
very 
distant 
% 
A1+A2+A3 213 5.12% 76 3.91% 9 1.06% 
B1+B2+B3 48 1.15% 43 2.21% 13 1.53% 
C1+c2 2 0.05% 4 0.21% 0 0.00% 
* 2 0.05% 0 0.00% 1 0.12% 
# 2 0.05% 1 0.05% 0 0.00% 
T.W.L 267 6.42% 124 6.37% 23 2.71% 
T.W.O.L 3895 93.58% 1822 93.63% 826 97.29% 
T. 4162 100.00% 1946 100.00% 849 100.00% 
 
According to table 6, Type-A Laughter tends to be used more towards 
“Intimate” people (5.12%) than “Neutral” people (3.91%), whereas Type-B 
Laughter tends to be used more towards “Neutral” people (2.21%) than 
towards “Intimate” people (1.15%).  
The results ofχ2 statistics of A vs. B type in relevance to “Very Intimate” + 
“fairly intimate” vs. “Neutal” relations, surrounded by a thick line in table 6, 
was 14.13, which is greater than the 5% critical value of degree 1 (3.84). 
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Therefore the categories of laughter (A vs. B) and categories of “Intimacy” 
(“Very intimate” + “fairly Intimate” vs. “Neutral”) are significantly associated.   
The results of the Test of Difference ratio between “Intimacy” and A is in table 
7 and the results of the test of difference ratio between “Intimacy” and B is in 
table 8. Both results show that the distribution of “Intimacy” is different in 
each type. 
 
Table 7: Test of difference ratio between “Intimacy” and type-A Laughter 
 
Table 8: Test of difference ratio between “Intimacy” and Type-B Laughter 
B Neutral (2.21%) 
Very intimate +fairly intimate (1.15%) *3.17 
 
In the category of “Intimacy”, Type-A Laughter occurs more often between 
“Intimate” people than between people (acquaintances) in the “Neutral” 
category (“Very intimate” + “Fairly intimate” vs. “Neutral” = 5.12% vs. 
A Neutral (3.91%) 
Very intimate +fairly intimate (5.12%) *2.07 
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3.91%: significantly different). In contrast, Type-B Laughter occurs more 
often in “Neutral” than in “Intimate” (“Very intimate” + “Fairly intimate” vs. 
“Neutral” = 1.15% vs. 2.21%: significantly different). This result suggests that 
type-A Laughter happens in “Intimate” relations whereas Type-B Laughter 
tends to be used between people with whom was has a neutral level of social 
interaction. 
These results also explain that the result of analysis of “Intimacy” in 4.3.2. 
According to table 31-1, 31-2 and graph 31 in Chapter 5, “Intimate” 
addressees are laughed to as much as “Neutral” addressees. This is also 
indicated in bold letters in table 6, above. This is due to the different 
distribution of A and B laughter. See the graph below. 
Graph 1: Comparison of the distribution of laughter types in relation to 
total laughter in “Intimacy” 
0.00%
1.00%
2.00%
3.00%
4.00%
5.00%
6.00%
7.00%
intimate neutral distant
A1+A2+A3
B1+B2+B3
C1+C2
T.W.L
 
 
People use Type-A Laughter far more than Type-B Laughter among “Intimate” 
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people. In contrast, towards “Neutral” addressees, the ratio of Type-A 
Laughter decreases, while Type-B Laughter increases. As a result, the total 
occurrence of laughter remains roughly the same. 
  
8.2.3 Frequency of laughter relative to Situation 2 
 
The cross classification of laughter in the sub-types and in “Situation 2” (types 
of conversation; “Chat” vs. “Other”) shown in table 9, is integrated in table 10. 
Table 9: Cross classification of laughter in sub-types and “Situation 2” 
Type Chat % Other % Total % 
A1 341 5.23% 59 1.20% 400 3.50% 
A2 107 1.64% 15 0.31% 122 1.07% 
A3 111 1.70% 38 0.78% 149 1.30% 
B1 34 0.52% 18 0.37% 52 0.46% 
B2 34 0.52% 68 1.39% 102 0.89% 
B3 5 0.08% 12 0.24% 17 0.15% 
C1 3 0.05% 1 0.02% 4 0.04% 
C2 15 0.23% 9 0.18% 24 0.21% 
* 7 0.11% 1 0.02% 8 0.07% 
# 6 0.09% 1 0.02% 7 0.06% 
T.W.L 663 10.17% 222 4.53% 885 7.75% 
T.W.O.L 5857 89.83% 4679 95.47% 10536 92.25% 
T. 6520 100.00% 4901 100.00% 11421 100.00% 
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Table 10: Integrated table of laughter types and “Situation 2” 
Type Chat % Other % Total % 
A1+A2+A3 559 8.57% 112 2.29% 671 5.88% 
B1+B2+B3 73 1.12% 98 2.00% 171 1.50% 
C1+C2 18 0.28% 10 0.20% 28 0.25% 
T.W.L 663 10.17% 222 4.53% 885 7.75% 
T.W.O.L 5857 89.83% 3869 78.94% 9726 85.16% 
T. 6520 100.00% 4901 100.00% 11421 100.00% 
 
According to table 10, Type-A Laughter tends to be used much more in “Chat” 
(8.57%) than “Other” (2.29%), whereas B laughter tend to be used little more 
in “Other” (2.00%) than “Chat” (1.12%). 
The results of χ2 statistics of A vs. B relative to the “Chat” vs. “Other” 
relationship is surrounded by a thick line in table 10 was 120.1, which is 
greater than 5% critical value of degree 1 (3.84). Therefore, the categories of 
laughter (A vs. B) and categories of “Situation 2” are significantly associated.  
The results of the test of difference ratio between “Situation 2” and A are 
shown in table 11 and those for the test of difference ratio between “Situation 
2” and B are in table 12. Both results show that the distribution of “Situation 
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2” is different in each group.  
 
Table 11: Test of Difference ratio between “Situation 2” and A 
A Other (2.29%) 
Chat (8.57%) *14.14 
 
Table 12: Test of Difference ratio between “Situation 2” and B 
B Other (2.00%) 
Chat (1.12%) *3.83 
 
In the category of “Situation 2”, Type-A Laughter occurs more often in a chat 
than in “Other”. (“Chat” vs. “Other” = 8.57% vs. 2.29%: significantly 
different). In contrast, Type-B Laughter occurs more often in ”Other” than in 
chatting (“Chat” vs. “Other” = 1.12% vs. 2.00%: significantly different). This 
result suggests that Type-A Laughter happens in chatting and Type-B Laugher 
tends to be used in “Other”.  
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8.2.4 Frequency of laughter relative to Age Relations 
 
Table 13: the cross classification of laughter in the sub-groupings and “Age 
relations” (“Senior” vs. “Same” vs. “Junior” from the speaker) is integrated 
into table 14.  
Table 13: “Age relations” 
Type 
Very 
senior 
% Senior % Same % Junior % 
Very 
junior
% 
A1 16 2.77% 50 2.65% 140 3.88% 57 2.93% 8 1.49% 
A2 0 0.00% 3 0.16% 5 0.14% 4 0.21% 0 0.00% 
A3 4 0.69% 15 0.79% 26 0.72% 14 0.72% 2 0.37% 
B1 4 0.69% 13 0.69% 16 0.44% 9 0.46% 0 0.00% 
B2 5 0.87% 22 1.16% 21 0.58% 20 1.03% 4 0.74% 
B3 1 0.17% 4 0.21% 5 0.14% 1 0.05% 0 0.00% 
C1 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 2 0.06% 0 0.00% 1 0.19% 
C2 0 0.00% 4 0.21% 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 
* 1 0.17% 1 0.05% 1 0.03% 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 
# 0 0.00% 1 0.05% 2 0.06% 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 
T.W.L 31 5.36% 113 5.98% 218 6.05% 105 5.40% 15 2.79% 
T.W.O.L 547 94.64% 1777 94.02% 3387 93.95% 1841 94.60% 523 97.21%
T. 578 100.00% 1890 100.00% 3605 100.00% 1946 100.00% 538 100.00%
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Table 14: Integrated table of “Age relations” 
Type 
Very senior+ 
senior 
% Same % 
Very junior + 
junior 
% 
A1+A2+A3 88 3.57% 171 4.74% 85 3.42% 
B1+B2+B3 49 1.99% 42 1.17% 34 1.37% 
C1+C2 4 0.16% 2 0.06% 1 0.04% 
T.W.L 144 5.83% 218 6.05% 120 4.83% 
T.W.O.L 2324 94.17% 3387 93.95% 2364 95.17% 
T. 2468 100.00% 3605 100.00% 2484 100.00%
 
According to table 14, Type-A-Laughter tends to be used much more to people 
in the same age group as the speaker (4.74%) than to “Very senior” and 
“Senior” people (3.57%), whereas Type-B Laughter tends to be used a little 
more to “Very senior” and “Senior” addressees (1.99%) than to those in the 
“Same” category (1.17%).      
The results of χ2 statistics of A vs. B relative  to “Age relations”, shown 
surrounded by a thick line in table 14, was 11.16, which is greater than 5%, the 
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critical value of degree 1 (3.84). Therefore the categories of laughter (A vs. B) 
and categories of “Age relations” are significantly associated. 
The results of the test of difference ratio between “Age relation” and A is in 
table 15 and the results of the test of difference ratio between “Age relation” 
and B is in table 16. Both results show that the distribution of “Age relation” is 
different in both groups.  
 
Table 15: Test of difference ratio in “Age relations” and Type-A Laughter 
A Same (4.74%) Very junior + junior (3.42%) 
Very senior + senior (3.57%) *2.23 0.28 
Same (4.74%) - *2.53 
 
 
Table 16 Test of difference ratio between “Age relations” and Type-B 
Laughter 
B Same (1.17%) Very junior + junior (1.37%) 
Very senior+ senior (1.99%) *2.58 *1.69 
Same (1.17%) - 0.7 
 
In the category of “Age relations”, if in Type-A-Laughter, people laugh more 
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often toward addressees of the same age, than other i.e., “Junior” and “Senior”, 
significantly (“Very senior” + “Senior” vs. “Same“ vs. “Very junior” + 
“Junior” = 3.57% vs.4.74% vs. 3.42%: the results of the test of difference in 
the ratios of “Same” vs. “Very junior” + “Junior” and “Same” vs. “Very 
senior” + “Senior” are significantly different, whereas “Senior” vs. “Junior” 
are not). In contrast, in the case if Type-B Laughter, people laugh more often 
toward a senior than toward Other, i.e., “Same” age and “Junior” (“Very 
senior” + “Senior” vs. “Same” vs. “Very junior” + “Junior” = 1.99% vs. 1.17% 
vs. 1.37%: the results of the test difference in ratios of “Very senior” + 
“Senior” vs. “Same” and “Very senior” + “Senior” vs. “Very junior” + “Junior” 
are significantly different, whereas “Same” vs. “Junior” are not). In short, 
Type-A Laughter is a kind of laughter that is more used to people in the same 
age group, whereas Type-B Laughter is used to one’s seniors. 
 
8.3 Summary 
 
Table 17 shows the characteristics of distribution of Type-A Laughter vs. 
Type-B laughter, in terms of “Intimacy”, “Situation 2” and “Age relations”. 
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Table 17: Characteristics of distribution of Type-A Laughter vs. Type-B 
Laughter 
 A B 
Intimacy Intimate Neutral 
Situation2 Chat Other 
Age Same Senior 
 
Laughter occurs when one becomes conscious of oneself: That is to say, when 
one is conscious about something in “One’s field”. 
The function of laughter is to facilitate an interpersonal action. Basically, 
Type-A Laughter is for identifying with the In-group; B is for balancing and C 
is for covering up.  
The difference of distribution patterns, A vs. B, is significantly different in the 
cases of “Intimacy”, “Types of conversation” and the “Age of people towards 
whom one laughs”.  
Regarding the function of laughter in influencing the direction of 
communication, it may be summarised that laughter basically makes a 
conversation co-operative. If communication is already proceeding 
co-operatively, “Type-A Laughter A: for joining In-group makes the 
conversation livelier. Where there is a possibility that the conversation will not 
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develop in a co-operative direction, “laughter for balancing” channels the 
conversation into a more co-operative mode. In cases where the conversation 
is neither especially co-operative nor non-co-operative, “laughter as a 
cover-up” permits communication to continue smoothly without having the 
need to express one’s inner thoughts.  
Most instances of laughter, which are co-operative, can be classified into one 
of these categories or their variants. 
The consciousness of a barrier surrounding one’s own private field and the 
position of the contents within that field may differ according to the individual 
or his/her culture. This is one of the most interesting aspects of laughter. By 
intimately observing and interpreting the meaning of laughter, I believe, we 
can analyse psychological and sociological aspects of human nature. This will 
provide a methodology that I intend to continue to apply to my prospective 
future study. 
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9 Laughter in the Second Language Classroom 
 
 
In this chapter we present a practical application of our findings from the 
analysis of the role of laughter in Japanese communication. As  explained in  
Chapter  3,  the da ta  for this study of laughter in the Japanese language 
classroom was  taken f rom the  or ig ina l  da tase t  col lec ted  for  the  
Monbushō  (Minis t ry  of  Educat ion)  Grant - in-Aid for  Scient i f ic  Research  
paper :  “Sequent ia l  ac t ion  and u t terance  in  Japanese  t ra inee  teachers’ 
c lassroom recordings :  a  s ta t i s t ica l  pa t te rn  analys is  f rom a  micro  
v iewpoint”  (head researcher :  Hayakawa Haruko) .  
The  purpose  of  th i s  research  was  to  compare  and ca tegor ize  u t te rances  
and ac t ions  in  the  c lasses  of  t ra inee  and exper ienced teachers .  I t  was  
in teres t ing tha t ,  in  the  process  of  analys ing  the  d i fference  be tween the  
lessons  of  exper ienced teachers  and t ra inee  teachers ,  the  use  of  laughter  
was  found to  be  d i fferent .  By applying  the  hypothes is  of  the  three  types 
of  laughter  to  c lassroom discourse ,  th is  d i fference  became even more  
not iceable .  
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This  c lass room discourse  i s  d i fferent  f rom natura l  da i ly  conversa t ion .  I t  
i s  a  more  cons t ra ined exchange  sys tem,  i . e ., i t  i s  based  on  
“ in i t ia t ion-reply” .  The  exchange i s  per formed between one  teacher  and 
many s tudents .  The  s tudents  ge t  a  turn  to  speak,  but  the  r ight  to  make an  
u t te rance  i s  cons t ra ined.  The  c lass  exchange  i s  s imi lar  to  publ ic  
per formance  in  tha t  the  audience  i s  o f ten  seen to  communicate  wi th  the  
speaker  v ia  laughter.  
In  th is  chapter,  s ta t i s t ica l  analys is  was  appl ied  to  compare  the  
c lassroom discourse  of  seven t ra inee  teachers 2 5  and one  exper ienced 
teacher 2 6  as  a  case  s tudy 2 7 .  The  purpose  of  th is  compar ison  was  to  
inves t iga te  how the  funct ion  of  laughter  i s  used  in  c lass  management  in  
te rms of  mutual  teacher  and s tudent  in ter re la t ionships .  In  the  f i r s t  
sec t ion,  the  re levance  of  exper ience  to  the  occurrence  of  laughter  i s  
analysed s ta t i s t ica l ly.  In  the  second sec t ion ,  the  re la t ionship  between 
the  three  types  of  l aughter  and c lass  management  i s  inves t iga ted .  In  the  
f ina l  sec t ion ,  the  “adjacent  pa i r”  tha t  cons is t s  of  in i t ia t ion  and reply  i s  
                                         
25 abbreviated as “T.T.”  
26 abbreviated as “E.T.” 
27 The form that a class takes varies depending on the particular teacher and the 
teaching content e.g. reading, listening, composition etc. Controlling for class type or 
accounting for and categorizing teaching styles would be difficult for research on this 
scale. Moreover, the reality of teaching is the mixing of various teaching styles in 
one class. For the present study, I attempted to compare the T.T.s’ first experience of 
teaching an advanced class to the experienced teacher’s class with regard to exchange 
of information and the occurrence of laughter.   
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taken in to  account  as  a  f rame of  analys is  for  the  c lass  management  of  
teachers .  
This  s tudy should  reveal  how people  laugh in  the  second language  
c lassroom for  the  purpose  of  showing co-opera t ion .    
 
9.1 Literature review 
 
Recent  s tudies  of  Japanese  teaching have  emphas ized  the  ro le  of  c lass  
par t ic ipa t ion .  Moskowitz  (1976)  l i s ted  36 points  tha t  a re  indica tors  of  
good second language c lassroom teaching.  One of  them is  to  employ a  
l ive ly  teaching s ty le .  Class  par t ic ipa t ion  i s  assessed by checking 
whether  or  not  the  s tudents  are  laughing,  and teachers  might  repeatedly  
ask  themselves :  “ I s  the  c lass  room ful l  o f  laughter?”  We do  not  to ta l ly  
agree  wi th  the  idea  put  forward by  Moskowitz ,  since some laughter 
indicates perplexity of the students, but  a  “c lass  fu l l  of  laughter”  i s  
cer ta in ly  one  of  the  typica l  indica tors  of  excel lent  c lass  management .   
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9.2 The frequency of  laughter and teaching experience  
 
In  th is  sec t ion ,  the  occur rence  of  laughter  i s  tenta t ive ly  cons idered as  
an  indica t ion  of  a  l ive ly  c lassroom or  re laxed c lassroom,  i .e .  a l l  the  
laughter  i s  cons idered  as  Type-A Laughter  ( joyful l aughter  for  identifying 
with the  In-group = laughter  for  promot ing  conversa t ion) .  For  the  
purposes  of  th is  inves t iga t ion ,  Moskowitz’s  concept  of  “ the  more  
laughter,  the  be t ter  the  c lassroom” wi l l  be  adhered  to .  The  c lassroom 
teaching of  the  seven T.T.s  was  ana lysed  in  compar ison to  one  E.T.’s  
teaching in  the  same advanced c lass .  Al though most  of  the  T.T.s  had had  
exper ience  of  c lassroom teaching,  th i s  was  the i r  f i r s t  t ime ac tual ly  
teaching in  an  advanced c lass .    
F i rs t  of  a l l ,  the  f requency of  the  occurrence  of  l aughter  was  observed.  
See  table  1  be low:  
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Table 1: The Frequency of laughter (T.T.’s class) 
T.T 
Total number of 
occurrences of L (T.T.+ S) 
① 
Length of lesson 
(in minutes)   ②
frequency of L 
(mins)  ②/① 
L 
/minute
①/② 
A 12 31.32 2.6 0.4 
B 0 15.75  0.0 
C 18 22.77 1.3 0.8 
D 0 23.10  0.0 
E 4 27.98 7.0 0.1 
F 16 30.68 1.8 0.6 
G 17 37.07 2.2 0.5 
Total 67 188.67 2.8 0.4 
“S” means “student” 
“L” means “laughter” 
* “Student’s laughter” applies to an individual’s laughter or general group laughter 
amongst the students. 
 
The  teaching t ime was  supposed to  be  approximate ly  30 minutes  for  
each T.T. ,  and approximate ly  90  minutes  for  the  E.T. ,  but  the  length  of  
t ime  di ffered  depending on the  c lass  s i tua t ion .  The  f requency of  
laughter  var ied  according to  the  T.T. ,  and in  the  case  of  T.T.  B and D,  no  
laughter  occurred .  In  the  c lass  of  C,  l aughter  occurred  once  every  1 .3  
minutes ,  and in  case  of  E ,  i t  occurred  every  7.0 minutes .  However,  the  
occurrence  of  l aughter  would  be  expected  to  be  less  f requent  in  any  
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T.T.’s  c lassroom in  compar i son wi th  the  E.T.  The  f requency o f  l augh ter  
in  the  E.T.’s  c lass  i s  shown in  Table  2  be low:  
 
Table 2: The frequency of laughter (E.T.’s class) 
E.T. 
Total number of 
occurrences of L (E.T.+ S) 
① 
Length of lesson 
(in minutes) ② 
Frequency of L 
(mins)   ②/① 
L 
/minute
②/① 
A 87 80.7 0.9 1.1 
 
In  th is  lesson,  there  are  about  f ive  t imes  more  occurrences  of  laughter  
than  in  any of  the T.T.s ’ l essons .  Teacher  and s tudent  laughter  occurs  on  
average  once  every  0 .9  minutes  –  3  t imes  more  f requent ly  than in  the  
average  T.T.  lesson (every 2.8 minutes).  Having es tabl ished tha t  l augh ter  
i s  more  f requent  in  the  E.T.  c lasses  than in  the  T.T.  c lasses ,  the  
f requency of  occur rences  of  laughter  was  then analysed separa te ly  
according to  who was  laughing.  These  resul t s  a re  shown in  tab le  3  
below:   
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Table 3: Comparison of occurrences of laughter (T.T.s vs. Students) 
T.T. T.T.'s L ① ①/③ S's L ② ②/③ Total occur ence of L ③ 
A 1 8.33% 11 91.67% 12 
B 0  0  0 
C 3 16.67% 15 83.33% 18 
D 0  0  0 
E 1 25.00% 3 75.00% 4 
F 4 25.00% 12 75.00% 16 
G 6 35.29% 11 64.71% 17 
Total 15 22.39% 52 77.61% 67 
 
Here  we can see  tha t  the  s tudents（77.61%）l augh over  three  t imes  more  
than the  T.T.  (22 .39%) on average .  In  cont ras t ,  the  E.T.  laughs  more  than  
the  s tudents  (51 .72% vs .  48 .24%).  See  Table  4 .  
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Table 4: Comparison of occurrences of laughter (E.T. vs. students) 
E..T. E.T.’s L ① ①/③ S’s L ② ②/③ Total occurrences of L ③ 
A 45 51.72% 42 48.28% 87 
 
This  resul t  does  not  mean tha t  the  s tudents  are  more  re laxed in  the  T.T.’s  
lesson than the  E.T. ’s .  As  we have  seen  in  Tables  1  and 2 ,  the  overa l l  
f requency of  laughter  i s  lower  in  the  T.T.’ s  lessons .  However,  re la t ive ly  
speaking,  the  s tudents  laugh more  in the  T.T.s ,  and th is  cont r ibutes  
towards  eas ing  the  tens ion  in  the  c lass .  On the  o ther  hand,  the  T.T.  
would  tend not  to  laugh as  much because  they  are  l ike ly  to  be  tense .  The  
rea l i ty  of  the  lessons ,  which  were  of ten  descr ibed  in  the  T.T.s ’ d iar ies  as  
be ing “he lped by the  s tudents” ,  was  conveyed by the  s ta t i s t ics .   
Next  the  ra t io  of  records  conta in ing laughter  out  of  the  to ta l  number  of  
u t te rances  was  ca lcula ted  for  each of  the  T.T.s’ lessons ,  and the  T.T.s’ 
laughter  compared to  the  s tudents ’ .  See  Table  5  be low:  
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Table 5: The ratio of occurrences of laughter out of the total number of 
utterances (T.T.s vs. Students) 
T.T. 
T.T.’s 
L① 
①/④ 
S’s L 
② 
②/④ 
Total 
occurrences 
of L ③ 
③/④ 
Total no. of 
utterances 
④ 
A 1 0.32% 11 3.55% 12 3.87% 310 
B 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 140 
C 3 1.10% 15 5.49% 18 6.59% 273 
D 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 204 
E 1 0.36% 3 1.07% 4 1.43% 280 
F 4 1.49% 12 4.48% 16 5.97% 268 
G 6 1.31% 11 2.40% 17 3.71% 458 
Total 15 0.78% 52 2.69% 67 3.47% 1933 
 
In  the  T.T.s ’ lessons  the  to ta l  number  of  u t te rances  i s  1933.  Out  of  the  
to ta l  number  of  u t te rances in  the  lessons ,  the  T.T.s ’ laughter  occurs  in  
only  15  u t te rances  (0 .78%),  which  i s  less  than  one  th i rd  of  the  
propor t ion  conta in ing s tudents’ l aughter  (52  u t terances  -  2 .69%).  The  
percentages  for  the  E.T.’s  lesson are  shown in  table  6 .   
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Table 6: The ratio of occurrences of laughter out of the total number of 
utterances (E.T. vs. Students) 
E.T. 
E.T.’s 
L ① 
①/④ 
S’s L 
② 
②/④ 
Total 
occurrences 
of L ③ 
③/④ 
Total no. 
of 
utterances
④ 
A 45 5.02% 42 4.68% 87 9.70% 897 
 
The E.T. laughs as much as the students (5.02% vs. 4.68%) of total utterances. 
These results, however, do not necessarily indicate that the E.T. laughs as 
much as the students. As indicated in Hayakawa (2001b, 2001c, 2002a), the 
E.T. presented a much larger quantity of information to the class in 
comparison to the students, in other words, the E.T. was saying more during 
the lesson. To demonstrate this more clearly, it was necessary first to specify 
how many of the utterances belonged to each participant (i.e. teachers, 
students, other), and then to calculate the occurrence of laughter in the 
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utterances of each of the participants. The results for the T.T.s are shown first 
in table 7. 
 
Table 7: The occurrence of laughter in the utterances of each participant 
(T.T.s’ class) 
* “other” indicates playing audiotapes or video-tapes and utterances from the other 
T.Ts who are also present. 
 
In  the  T.T.s’ lessons ,  the  T.T.s  make over  1 .5  t imes  more  u t terances  than  
T.T. 
T.T.'s 
L ① 
Total no. 
of 
utterances 
from T.T. 
② 
①/
② 
S's 
L 
③ 
Total no. 
of 
utterances
from S ④
③/④
Other’s 
L ⑤ 
Total no. 
of 
utteranc
es from 
others 
⑤/
⑥
Total 
occurrences 
of L ⑦ 
Total no. 
of 
utterances
⑧ 
⑦/
⑧
A 1 193 0.52% 11 88 12.50% 0 29 0.00% 12 310 3.87%
B 0 86 0.00% 0 33 0.00% 0 21 0.00% 0 140 0.00%
C 3 178 1.69% 15 81 18.52% 0 14 0.00% 18 273 6.59%
D 0 160 0.00% 0 29 0.00% 0 15 0.00% 0 204 0.00%
E 1 208 0.48% 3 57 5.26% 0 15 0.00% 4 280 1.43%
F 4 191 2.09% 12 72 16.67% 0 5 0.00% 16 268 5.97%
G 6 329 1.82% 11 125 8.80% 0 4 0.00% 17 458 3.71%
Total 15 1345 1.12% 52 485 10.72% 0 103 0.00% 67 1933 3.47%
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the  s tudents  (1345 vs .  485) .  Consequent ly,  the  ra t io  of  the  T.T.s’ 
u t terances  conta in ing laughter  out  of  the  to ta l  number  of  u t te rances  
decreases  and the  ra t io  of  the  s tudents’ l aughter  increases  (1 .12% 
vs .10 .72 ％ ) 2 8 .  We can see  f rom these  resul t s  tha t ,  for  s tudents ,  
especia l ly  for  fore ign s tudents ,  laughter  i s  the  one  of  the  most  e ff ic ient  
devices  for  communica t ion .  The  corresponding ra t io  for  the  E.T.’s  c lass  
i s  in table  8 .  
 
Table 8: The occurrence of laughter in the utterances of each participant 
(E.T.’s class) 
E.T. 
E.T.'s 
L ① 
Total no. 
of 
utterances 
from E.T. 
② 
①/
② 
S's 
L 
③ 
Total no. 
of 
utterances 
of S ④ 
③/④
Total no. 
of 
utterances 
containing 
L ⑤ 
Total no. 
of 
utterances 
⑥ 
Ratio of 
laughter/ 
total 
utterances
⑤/⑥ 
A 45 700 6.43% 42 197 21.32% 87 897 9.70% 
*there is no “other” participant in E.T.’s class. 
                                         
2 8  Th i s  bas i ca l l y  mean s  t ha t  10 .7 2% o f  t he  s tuden t s ’ u t t e r ances  and 1.12% of 
T.T.’s a r e  e i t he r  speec h  acco mpa n ied  by  l au gh te r,  o r  j u s t  l augh te r  a lone .  
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According to  Table  8 ,  the  teacher  makes  over  3  t imes  more  u t terances  
than the  s tudents  (700 vs. 197).  The  ra t io  of  the  occurrence  of  laughter  
re la t ive  to  the  to ta l  number  of  u t terances  made  by the  teacher  decreases 
and the ratio of the students’ laughter increases (6.43% vs. 21.32%). In  other  
words ,  tab les  6  and  8  show tha t  the  E.T.  laughs  f requent ly,  but  the  
u t terances  conta in ing laughter  comprise  a  smal l  f rac t ion  of  her  to ta l  
number  of  u t te rances ,  in  which  an  overwhelming amount  of  spoken 
informat ion  i s  conveyed.  In  cont ras t ,  the  s tudents  laugh in  21 .32％  o f  
the i r  u t te rances ,  i . e .  more  than  one  f i f th  of  the i r  u t te rances  are  
accompanied  by laughter  or  conta in  jus t  laughter  a lone .   
These  lessons  were  taught  in  the  ta rge t  language.  When th i s  method  i s  
used ,  s tudents  laugh in  order  to  show off  tha t  they  have  unders tood or  to  
h ide  the  fac t  tha t  they  have  not  unders tood.  This  suggests  tha t  laughter  
in  the  c lassroom is an indicator of how much the students are comprehending 
the material. 
The  laughter  examined in  th is  sec t ion  inc ludes  not  only  Type-A 
Laughter:  joyful laughter  for  identifying the  In-group,  but  a lso  Type-B 
Laughter:  balancing laughter  for  eas ing tens ion  and  Type-C Laughter:  
laughter  as  a  cover-up.  These  subcategor ies  wi l l  be  d i scussed in  next  
sec t ion  of  th is  chapter.  
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9.3 Interrelationships between the three types of laughter 
 
I t  i s  cer ta in ly true tha t  a  c lass  fu l l  of  laughter  i s  one  of  the  typica l  
indica tors  of  an  enjoyable  lesson and excel lent  c lass  management .  But  
i f  th is  i s  t rue ,  does  i t  fo l low tha t  “ the  more  they laugh,  the  be t ter  the  
c lass  management  i s"? I  have  been teaching  Japanese  for  30  years  and 
exper ience  has  shown that  th is  i s  not  a lways  t rue .  Laughter  does  not  
necessar i ly  equate  wi th  good teaching .  Some lessons  are  very  quie t  but  
good;  some lessons  are  fu l l  of  laughter,  but  the  s tudents  come away wi th  
l i t t le  unders tanding of  what  was  be ing  taught .  For  the  las t  15  years ,  I  
have  taught  T.T.s  and observed the ir  lessons ,  and  I  have  of ten  wondered  
about  the  laughter  in  the  c lassroom – whether  i t  was  inappropr ia te  
laughter  caused by nervousness ,  or  something resembl ing ingra t ia t ing  
laughter.  I  have  a lso  observed s tudents ’ laughter  caused by their be ing 
perplexed rather then being enlightened.  
In  the  next  sec t ion ,  us ing  the  hypothes i s  of  the  three  types  of  laughter,  
we  in tend to  analyse  the  occurrence  of  these  types  of  laughter  in  te rms 
of  c lass  management .  
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9.3.1 Differentiation of the three types of laughter 
 
Firs t  of  a l l , we c lass i f ied  the  laughter  in  the  lessons  in to  three  types  to  
see  how each  was  be ing  used.  This  c lass i f ica t ion  was  based on the  one  
shown in  tab les  1  in  Chapter  8.  
For  example ,  when a  topic  tha t  could  be  considered  enjoyable  i s  
in i t ia ted  by the  speaker  wi th  or  wi thout  accompanying laughter,  and  i s  
then fo l lowed by laughter  together  wi th  the  l i s tener,  the  pai r  were  
cons idered  as  A1 and A2.  They are  enjoying the  exchange  of  l aughter  as  
in  example  below:  
 
Example 1 
(The y  a re  t a lk ing  abou t  a  l i t e r a t u re  p r i ze . )  
 
E.T:ですから、皆さんがずっと日本に住んで、住んだり、ずっと留学で長くいて
小説書いてデビューして、★取っちゃうかもしれませんよね。＜笑い＞  
De sukara ,  minasan  g a  zu t to  Ni hon  n i  sunde ,  sundar i ,  zu t t o  r yuugaku  de          
nagaku  i t e  s yoose tu  ka i t e  debyuu  sh i t e ,  ★ t o t t yau  ka  mo  s i re masen  yo  ne  
<warai>  
So  i f  you  l i ve  i n  J apan  fo r  a  l ong  t ime ,  o r  s t u dy  in  J apan  fo r  a  l ong  t ime ,  and  
wr i t e  a  nov e l  and  mak e  you r  deb u t ,  you  mi gh t  ca r ry  o ff  t he  p r i ze .   
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S :→＜笑い＞←  
→<warai>←  
   →<laug h te r>← 
 
 
E.T:もう取ったら、あのパーティーやりますから、必ず私を呼んで★ください。
＜笑い＞  
Moo to t t a ra ,  ano  paa t i i  yar ima su  kara ,  kana razu  wa tas i  o  yonde  ★kudasa i .  
<warai>  
I f  you  do  g e t  i t  I  gues s  you ’ l l  be  t h ro wing  a  pa r ty,  so be sure to invite me. 
 
S :→＜笑い＞←  
  →<warai>←  
   →<laug h te r>←  
 
E.T:  いろいろね、おいしい料理も出てきますから。★＜笑い＞  
   I ro i ro  ne ,  o i s i i  r yoor i  mo  de t e  k ima su  kara .  ★<warai>  
   . . . ’ c au se  a l l  so r t s  o f  de l i c ious  d i she s  w i l l  be  s e rved .  < l aug h te r>  
 
S :→＜笑い＞← 
   →<warai>←  
   →<laug h te r>←  
 
The  topic  could  be  in t roduced wi thout  laughter,  as  in  the  example  
below:  
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Example 2 
(Exp la in in g  how to  g e t  a  l i t e r a t u re  p r i ze )  
 
E.T: ここに有名なリュウ先生という作家がいる。 
Koko  n i  yu umee  na  Ryuu  sense i  t o  i u  sakka  ga  i ru .  
For  example ,  he re  i s  a  f a mous  no ve l i s t  c a l l ed  Ryū .  
 
S :  →＜笑い＞← 
     →< warai>←  
     →<laugh te r>←  
 
Type-B Laughter occurs when the  speaker  t e l l s  someth ing  (s)he cons iders 
to be a pr iva te  mat ter.  When th is  mat ter  i s  concerned  shameful or 
embarrassing,  i t  i s  considered as  B1 laughter.  When the  speaker  i s  
asser t ing  something such as  g iv ing an opinion,  i t  i s  cons idered as  B2  
laughter.  For  example ,  when the  teacher  i s  not  ab le  to  remember  a  
Chinese  charac te r,  she  laughs  off  her  shame with B1 laughter as  fo l lows .  
 
Example 3 
E.T: ちょっとこの字、あとで確認してください。＜笑い＞  
   Tyotto kono zi ato de kakunin site kudasai.<warai> 
   Please check this Chinese character later. <laughter> 
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When the teacher corrects a student’s mistake, she laughs with B2 laughter as 
in the example below: 
 
Example 4 
S: 読者の目から見ると、第一期の文学に対して、ダイコク。  
     Dokusya no me kara miru to dai-ikki no bungaku ni taisite, DAIKOKU…. 
     From the view point of the reader, in comparison to the first period, DAIKOKU 
 
E.T: 大江文学。＜笑い＞  
     OOE bungaku <warai> 
     OOE literature <laughter> 
 
The  teacher  cor rec ts  the  s tudent ’s  reading  mis take  f rom “DAIKOKU” to  
“OOE”.  
Type-C Laughter happens  when the  person wants to cover up something.  For  
example ,  when a t tent ion  i s  drawn to  s tudent A,  who is  s leeping,  she  
a t tempts  to  h ide  her  awkwardness  by  using C2 laughter.    
 
Example 5 
E.T:ねえ、A さん、そうでしょう。  
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    Nee A-san soo desyoo. 
    Isn’t that right Ms. A? 
 
Student A:＜わらい＞  
 <warai> 
<laughter> 
 
In  the  example  be low,  the  s tudents  were  puzzled  because  the  ques t ion  
seemed too  easy for  them.  Then one  of  the  s tudents  answered.  The  
recording  qual i ty  of  the  tape  i s  not  good,  but  judging by the  teacher ’s 
conf i rmat ion,  we can assume that  the  s tudent ’s  answer  was  cor rec t .   
 
Example 6 
T.T: B さん、これは何だかわかりますか？  
   B-san, kore wa nan da ka wakarimasu ka? (showing the picture of a house) 
    Ms.B, do you know what this is? 
 
S: ### 
 
T.T.:そうですね。これは家です。  
    Soo desu ne, kore wa ie desu. 
    That’s right. This is a house. 
 
S(plural): ＜笑い＞  
          <warai> 
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          <laughter> 
 
 
After  conf i rmat ion  of  the  answer,  the  s tudents  were  perplexed,  s ince  i t  
seemed too  s imple .  This  could  be  in terpre ted  as  A2 laughter.  The  
s tudents  fo l low up what  the  teacher  sa id  wi th  laughter.  But  in  th is  case ,  
the  teacher  had not  in tended to  make the  s tudents  laugh.  She  was  very  
ser ious ,  but  the s tudents  laughed.  This  could  therefore  be  in terpre ted  as  
C2 laughter.  
 
9.3.2 Results of differentiation 
 
Type-A Laughter  accounts  for  most  of  the  laughter  in  both  c lassrooms,  
but  Type-B laughter and Type-C laughter show a  d i fferent  d is t r ibut ion .  
See  the  tables 2 9  be low:   
 
 
                                         
29 In this dataset, A3 laughter between the teacher and the student(s) is described 
precisely as an overlapping laughter as in the Example 1. Therefore, A3 laughter 
between the teacher and the student(s) is decomposed into the teacher’s laughter and 
the student(s) laughter. In addition, single and plural laughter of the student(s) are 
integrated as “student laughter”. 
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Table 9: Distribution of laughter according to Type (T.T.s’ class) 
Type of laughter Laughter Total Ratio 
A1 14 
Type A 
A2 36 
50 83.33% 
B1 2 
B2 0 Type B 
B3 1 
3 5.00% 
C1 0 
Type C 
C2 7 
7 11.67% 
Total 60 100.00% 
*7 examples were impossible to analyse due to the poor quality of the recording 
Table 10: Distribution of laughter according to Type (E.T.’s class) 
Type of laughter Laughter Total Ratio 
A1 34 
Type A 
A2 34 
68 85.00% 
B1 7 
B2 2 Type B 
B3 0 
9 11.25% 
C1 0 
Type C 
C2 3 
3 3.75% 
Total 80 100.00% 
*7 examples were impossible to analyse due to the poor quality of the recording 
In  both  cases ,  Type-A Laughter  occurred  mos t  (T.T. :  83 .33%,  E.T. :  
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85.00%) .  However,  Type-B Laughter  occurred  more  in  the  E.T.  lessons  
(11.25%)  than  in  those of the  T.T.  (5 .00%),  and  Type-C Laughter  occurred  
more  in  the  T.T.’s l essons  (11.67%) than  in  those of the  E .T.  (2.50%) .  In  
o ther  words  Type-B Laughter  ( i .e .  balancing laughter  for  eas ing  tens ion) ,  
was  used more  in  the  E.T.’s  c lass  and Type-C Laughter  ( i .e .  laughter  as 
a cover  up) ,  was  used more  in  T.T.’s  c lass .  This  means  tha t  the  
par t ic ipants  of  the  E.T.’s  c lass  were  eas ing  tens ion  by  laughing,  and  
those  of  the  T.T.’s  c lasses were  laughing to cover  up  something.  
The d i fference  between the  c lasses  i s  more  obvious  when these  resul t s  
a re  analysed according to  ‘who was  doing the  laughing’ .  See  the  tables  
be low:  
Table  11: Analys is  of  laughter type  according to  who is  laughing  
(T.T.s’ c lass)  
Type of 
laughter 
T.T.s 
laugh ratio subtotal ratio 
students' 
laugh ratio subtotal ratio total ratio 
A1 
9 
15.00%
① 
5 8.33%Type 
A A2 2 3.33% 
11 18.33%②
34 56.67%
39 65.00%③ 50 83.33%
B1 1 3.33% 1 1.67%
B2 0 0.00% 0 0.00%Type 
B B3 1 3.33% 
2 3.33% 
0 0.00%
1 1.67% 3 5.00% 
Type C1 0 0.00% 1 1.67% 0 0.00% 6 10.00% 7 11.67%
 C C2 1 1.67%   *6 10.00%     
total 14 23.33% 14 23.33% 46 76.67% 46 76.67% 60 100.00%
*1 teacher's utterance and 6 students' utterances were impossible to analyse due to 
the poor quality of the recording. 
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Table 12: Analysis of laughter type according to who is laughing (E.T.’s 
class) 
Type of 
laughter 
E.T.'s 
laugh 
ratio subtotal ratio 
students' 
laugh 
ratio subtotal ratio total ratio 
A1 30 
37.50%
① 
4 5.00%
Type A 
A2 2 2.50%
32 40.00%②
32 40.00%
36 45.00%③ 68 85.00%
B1 7 8.75% 0 0.00%
B2 2 2.50% 0 0.00%Type B 
B3 0 0.00%
*9 11.25%
0 0.00%
0 0.00% 9 11.25%
C1 0 0.00% 0 0.00%
Type C 
C2 1 1.25%
1 1.25% 
2 2.50%
2 2.50% 3 3.75% 
total 42 52.50% 42 52.50% 38 47.50% 38 47.50% 80 100.00%
*3 teacher's utterances and 4 students' utterances were impossible to analyｓe due to 
the poor quality of the recording.  
 
Type A laughter    
In  the  E.T.’s  c lass ,  the  teacher  laughs  as  of ten  as  the  s tudents  (40.00%
②  vs .  45.00%③ in table 12) .  In  cont ras t ,  the  teachers  in  the  T.T.s’ 
c lasses  laugh less  than  one  th i rd  as  much as  the  s tudents  (18 .33%② vs .  
65 .00% ③  in table 11) .  Laughter  (par t icular ly  A1)  occurs  very  
infrequent ly  in  the  T.T.s ’ records  (15 .00%① )  compared to  the  E.T.’s  
(40.00%① ) ,  i . e .  the  T.T.s  do  not  use  appealing laughter  much in  the i r  
lessons .  
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Type B laughter    
In  the  E.T.’s  c lass  Type-B Laughter  i s  used by the  teacher  (see  the  
as te r i sk  in  table  12) .  For  example ,  in  th is  da ta ,  when the  E.T.  could  not  
remember  the  Chinese  charac ter  as  in  example  3 or  when compla ining 
about  her  age  as  in  example  7 below,  she  was  us ing B1 laughter.  
 
Example 7 
E.T: もう、ちょっと、わたしもこのまま頭がどんどん下がっていくから。＜笑い
＞  
Moo tyotto watasi mo kono mama atama ga dondon sagatte iku kara. <laughter> 
A little more…Me too, I am rapidly losing my intelligence like this. 
 
In  cont ras t ,  the  T.T.s  do  not  use  B1 laughter  much.  This does  not  mean 
tha t  the T.T.s  do  not  make mis takes .  In  fac t ,  the T.T.s  make mis takes  
of ten ,  for  ins tance  in  the  wr i t ing  of  Chinese  charac ters ,  in tonat ion  e tc .  
I  have  to  correc t  them in  every  meet ing  a f ter  a  l esson.  Most  of  the  t ime ,  
however,  they  do not  rea l ize  the i r  mis takes  whi le  they  are  teaching,  or  
unt i l  they  are  poin ted  out .  In  the i r  t ra in ing  d iar ies ,  they  of ten  wr i te  tha t  
they had been teaching wi thout  rea l ly  knowing what  they were  doing.  In  
addi t ion ,  T.T.s tend not  to  want  to  ta lk  about  topics  as ide  f rom the  
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lesson p lans  they have  prepared 3 0 .   
The E.T.  a lso  uses  B2 laughter  when she  correc ts  s tudents’ reading 
mis takes  as  in  example  4 and 8 below.  
 
Example 8 
(The student is reading a text book.) 
 
S:１作ごとにうまくなっていきますと、そうとう年齢です。  
   Issaku goto ni umaku natte ikimasu to, SOOTOO nenrei desu. 
His writing techniques become better with each novel. Considerable age.  
 
T.T:ごめんなさい。これ「そういう」年齢 ＜笑い＞  
Gomen nasai, kore SOO IU nenrei. <laughter> 
Sorry this is “SOO IU” that sort of (not “SOOTOO” ). 
 
The  teacher  makes  an  effor t  to  ease  the  tens ion caused by the  correc t ion  
by us ing B2 laughter  ( laughter  of  in t rus ion) .   
In  the  T.T.s’ c lass ,  Type-C laughter  –  par t icu lar ly  C2 laughter  –  i s  used  
mainly  by  the  s tudents  ( see  the  as ter i sk  in  t able  11) ,  and th is  was  
exempl i f ied  when the  T.T.  asked too s imple  a  ques t ion  such as  showing 
                                         
30 If the students ask questions or react differently, the T.T.s are not as able to 
improvise and repeat what they have written in their lesson plans. The details are in 
Hayakawa (2000b,2000c). 
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the  p ic ture  of  a  house  and asking “what  i s  th is?”  In  cont ras t ,  Type-C 
Laughter  only  occurs  twice  in  the  E.T.’s  lesson.  We a lso  saw C2 laughter  
( f rom perplexity)  in  the  E.T.’s  lesson ,  for  example ,  when a t ten t ion  was  
drawn to  a  s leeping s tudent ,  or  when they  were  asked whether  or  not  
they were  hard  workers .  In  both  cases  the  s tudents  recognise  the  
teacher ’s  in tent ion  to  make fun  of  them,  and they laugh as  an  
appropr ia te  response .  In  o ther  words  they  in tent ional ly  wish  to  cover  up  
something.  They knew that the teacher was teasing. 
In  conclus ion,  we can see  the  s t rong c lass  management  of  the  E.T.  The  
E.T.  crea tes  a  s t rong fee l ing  of  uni ty  in  the  c lass  by  invi t ing  s tudents  to  
laugh with appealing laughter in  order  to  make  s tudents  enter  in to  her  
f ie ld .  She ,  in  turn ,  enters  in to  the  s tudents’ f ie ld  by  us ing  laughter  to  
sof ten  the  in t rus ion .  In  the  T.T.s ’ c lasses,  the s tudents  t ry  to  be  
co-opera t ive  wi th  the  teacher  by  us ing  A2 laughter,  but  f rom t ime to  
t ime  they are  perplexed.  The  s t rong  c lass  management  of  the  E.T.  i s  
more  obvious  by focus ing on the  speci f ic  person whose  u t terance  causes  
the  laughter.   
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9.4 Laughter in an adjacent pair 
 
In  th i s  sec t ion ,  the  laughter  i s  considered  as  a  par t  of  an ad jacent  pa i r,  
tha t  i s ,  1)  the  in i t ia t ion  of  a  new topic  (+  laughter ) ,  and  2)  the  fo l low-up 
of  a  new topic  by  us ing  laughter.  In  th is  way,  we  can observe  the  
occurrence  of  l aughter  in  order  to  analyse  which  of  the  par t ic ipants  
in i t ia tes  the  topic  tha t  i s  laughed a t .    
The  types of par t ic ipant interaction are :  t eacher-s tudent ,  s tudent - teacher,  
s tudent-s tudent .  By combining these  wi th  the  occurrence  of  l aughter,  
the  combinat ions  of  adjacent  pa i rs  a re  analysed. 
F i rs t ,  we compare  laughter  in  the  T.T.s ’ and the E.T.’s  c lasses  accord ing  
to  each par t ic ipant .  
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Table 13: Comparison of laughter in an adjacent pair (T.T.s’ class) 
L initiated by T.T. L initiated by S 
L between T.T. and S(s) L between Ss 
L between T.T. and S L between S and T.T L between Ss T.T. 
Type 
of 
L.. 
combination 
of 1st and 
2nd pair TL   
↓   
SL 
TL   
↓   
SＸ 
TＸ   
↓   
SL 
SL   
↓   
TL 
SL   
↓   
TＸ 
SＸ  
↓   
TL 
SL   
↓   
SL 
SL   
↓   
SX 
SＸ   
↓   
SL 
subtotal
6 3 1 0 4 0 14 A1 1st pair 
(A1) 10.00% 5.00% 
 
1.67% 0.00%
 
6.67% 0.00% 
 
23.33% 
6 13 1 1 4 11 36 
A 
A2 
2nd pair 
(A2) 10.00% 
 
21.67% 1.67%
 
1.67% 6.67% 
 
18.33% 60.00% 
subtotal 28 3 19 50 
ratio of subtotal 46.67%① 5.00%② 31.67%③ 83.33% 
0 1 0 1 0 0 2 1st pair 
(B1) 0.00% 1.67% 
 
0.00% 1.67%
 
0.00% 0.00% 
 
3.33% 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
B1 
2nd pair 
0.00% 
 
0.00% 0.00%
 
0.00% 0.00% 
 
0.00% 0.00% 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1st pair 
(B2) 0.00% 0.00% 
 
0.00% 0.00%
 
0.00% 0.00% 
 
0.00% 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
B2 
2nd pair 
0.00% 
 
0.00% 0.00%
 
0.00% 0.00% 
 
0.00% 0.00% 
0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1st pair 
(B3) 0.00% 0.00% 
 
0.00% 0.00%
 
0.00% 0.00% 
 
1.67% 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
B 
B3 
2nd pair 
0.00% 
 
0.00% 0.00%
 
0.00% 0.00% 
 
0.00% 0.00% 
subtotal 2 1 0 3 
ratio of subtotal 3.33% 1.67% 0.00% 5.00% 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1st pair 
0.00% 0.00% 
 
0.00% 0.00%
 
0.00% 0.00% 
 
0.00% 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
C1 
2nd pair 
(C1) 0.00% 
 
0.00% 0.00%
 
0.00% 0.00% 
 
0.00% 0.00% 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1st pair 
0.00% 0.00% 
 
0.00% 0.00%
 
0.00% 0.00% 
 
0.00% 
0 5 0 1 0 1 7 
C 
C2 
2nd pair 
(C2) 0.00% 
 
8.33% 0.00%
 
1.67% 0.00% 
 
1.67% 10.00% 
subtotal 5 1 1 7 
ratio of subtotal 8.33%④ 1.67% 1.67% 11.67%⑤
subtotal 35 5 20 60 
A,C,E,F,G 
ratio of subtotal 58.33%⑥ 8.33%⑦ 33.33%⑧ 100% 
*3 teacher's utterances and 4 of the students' utterances were impossible to analyse 
due to the poor quality of the recording.  
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Table 14: Comparison of laughter in an adjacent pair (E.T.’s class) 
L initiated by E.T. L initiated by S 
L between T.T. and S(s) L between Ss 
L between T.T. and S L between S and T.T L between Ss T.T. 
Type 
of 
L.. 
combination 
of 1st and 
2nd pair TL   
↓   
SL 
TL   
↓   
SＸ 
TＸ   
↓   
SL 
SL   
↓   
TL 
SL   
↓   
TＸ 
SＸ  
↓   
TL 
SL   
↓   
SL 
SL   
↓   
SX 
SＸ  
↓   
SL 
subtotal
20 10 0 4 0 0 34 A1 
1st pair 
(A1) 25.00% 12.50% 
 
0.00% 5.00%
 
0.00% 0.00% 
 
42.50% 
20 10 0 2 0 2 34 
A 
A2 
2nd pair 
(A2) 25.00% 
 
12.50% 0.00%
 
2.50% 0.00% 
 
2.50% 42.50% 
subtotal 60 6 2 68 
ratio of subtotal 75.00%① 7.50%② 2.50%③ 85.00% 
0 7 0 0 0 0 7 1st pair 
(B1) 0.00% 8.75% 
 
0.00% 0.00%
 
0.00% 0.00% 
 
8.75% 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
B1 
2nd pair 
0.00% 
 
0.00% 0.00%
 
0.00% 0.00% 
 
0.00% 0.00% 
0 2 0 0 0 0 2 1st pair 
(B2) 0.00% 2.50% 
 
0.00% 0.00%
 
0.00% 0.00% 
 
2.50% 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
B2 
2nd pair 
0.00% 
 
0.00% 0.00%
 
0.00% 0.00% 
 
0.00% 0.00% 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1st pair 
(B3) 0.00% 0.00% 
 
0.00% 0.00%
 
0.00% 0.00% 
 
0.00% 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
B 
B3 
2nd pair 
0.00% 
 
0.00% 0.00%
 
0.00% 0.00% 
 
0.00% 0.00% 
subtotal 9 0 0 9 
ratio of subtotal 11.25% 0.00% 0.00% 11.25% 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1st pair 
0.00% 0.00% 
 
0.00% 0.00%
 
0.00% 0.00% 
 
0.00% 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
C1 
2nd pair 
(C1) 0.00% 
 
0.00% 0.00%
 
0.00% 0.00% 
 
0.00% 0.00% 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1st pair 
0.00% 0.00% 
 
0.00% 0.00%
 
0.00% 0.00% 
 
0.00% 
0 2 0 1 0 0 3 
C 
C2 
2nd pair 
(C2) 0.00% 
 
2.50% 0.00%
 
1.25% 0.00% 
 
0.00% 3.75% 
subtotal 2 1 0 3 
ratio of subtotal 2.50%④ 1.25% 0.00% 3.75%⑤
subtotal 71 7 2 80 
A,C,E,F,G 
ratio of subtotal 88.75%⑥ 8.75%⑦ 2.50%⑧ 100% 
*1 of the teacher's utterances and 6 of the students' utterances were impossible to 
analyse due to the poor quality of the recording.  
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In  the  T.T.s’ lessons ,  66 .66% (=58.33%⑥+8.33%⑦ )  o f  the  laughter  
occurred  be tween the  T.T.  and s tudents ,  and 33.33%⑧  be tween s tudents .  
In  the  E.T.’s  lesson on the  o ther  hand,  most  of  the  laughter  (97 .50％
=88.75%⑥+8.75%⑦ )  occurred  between the  E.T.  and s tudents ,  and  very  
l i t t le  (2 .50％⑧ )  occurred  be tween s tudents .  This  means  tha t  in  T.T.’s  
lesson,  the  exchange between the  teacher  and the  s tudents  i s  re la t ive ly  
l i t t le ,  and the  exchange be tween the  s tudents  i s  re la t ive ly  f requent  
compared  to  the  E.T.’s  lesson .  A1 and A2 laughter,  which  s t rengthens  
c lass  uni ty,  accounts  for  82.50% (=75.00%①+7.50%② )  be tween  the  
teacher  and the  s tudents  in  the E.T.’s  lesson and 51.67% (=46.67%①
+5.00%② ) in  the  T.Ts’ lessons .   
In  contras t ,  only  2 .50%③ of  the  laughter  occurred between s tudents  in  
the  E.T.’s  lesson,  whereas  th is  f igure  was  31 .67%③ in  T.T’s  lesson.  
This  could  be  in terpre ted  as  an  indica t ion  tha t  the  s tudents  mutual ly  
exchange laughter  in  order  to  crea te  the i r  own “field” .  The  T.T.  was  not  
able  to  enter  in to  th is  field and would  tend to  be  excluded f rom i t .       
An analys is  of  the  in i t ia tors  of  the  laughter  reveals  tha t  88 .75%⑥  o f  
laughter  was  in i t ia ted  by  the  teacher,  and 11.25% (=8.75%⑦+2.50%⑧ ) 
was  in i t ia ted  by  the  s tudents  in  the  E.T.’s  lesson,  whereas  the  
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corresponding f igures  for  the  T.T.s’ lessons  were  58.33%⑥  and  41.66% 
(8.33%⑦  + 33.33%⑧).  In  the  T.T.s’ lessons ,  the proportion of laughter  
in i t ia ted  by  the  teacher  i s  lower  and tha t  by the s tudents  i s  h igher  than in 
the  E.T.’s  c lass .  
The  significance of  the in i t ia t ion  of laughter d i ffers  depending on  the  
laughter  type .  
In  Type-A Laughter,  the  topic  tha t  causes  laughter  i s  in t roduced wi th  o r  
wi thout  l aughter (A1),  and the  laughter  fo l lows (A2) as  in  the  example  
1 and 2 in the first section. 
The laughter of the first pair is the so-called “Speaker’s laughter” and that of 
the second pair is called “Listener’s laughter”. The teacher  in t roduces  new 
topics  accompanied by laughter,  and the  s tudents  fo l low wi th  laughter  
wi thout  in t roduct ion  of  new topic .  
For  Type-A Laughter  the  bas ic  s t ruc ture  of  the  adjacent  pa i r  i s :  
 
 1st : new topic to laugh at (+laughter) 
 2nd : laughter 
 
The first component of the pa i r  appears  as A1 laughter  and the second 
component appears  as  A2 laughter.  The  first utterance of the pa i r  does  not  
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always  appear  wi th  laughter  as  in  Example  2 in the first section. 
In  Example 2, the  teacher  uses  the  Chinese  name “Ryuu”  as  a  f ic t i t ious  
novel is t ’s name.  Since  most  of  the  members  of  the  c lass  are  Chinese ,  
they  laugh.  In  the  first utterance of the pai r  she wanted to  make  the 
s tudents  l augh but  she  d id  not  laugh herself.  
A1 and A2 laughter  in i t ia ted  by the E.T.  accounts  for  75.00% ( tab le  14, 
① ) .  In  the  T.T.s’ lessons ,  A1 and A2 account  for  46 .67% ( table  13, ① ) .  
In  the  E.T.’s  lesson ,  laughter  in i t ia ted  by  s tudents  accounts  for  10 .00% 
(table 14, 7.50%②+2.50%③ ), whereas  in  the  T.T.s’ l essons , i t  accounts  
for  36 .67% (table 13, 5.00%②+31.67%③ ).  This  shows tha t  the  teacher  
made  the s tudents  laugh a  lo t  in  the  E.T. ’s  lesson ,  whi ls t  the  T.T. s  were  
not  able  to  make the  s tudents  laugh as  much,  and  i t  was  the  s tudents  who 
were  in i t ia t ing  much of  the  laughter.  
Type-B Laughter,  on  the  o ther  hand,  tends  to  appear  in  the  first element 
of the pai r  as  in  example  below:  
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Example 9 
1st element of pair T.T:私は、あのー前に作文書いたら、皆さんの作文より下手だ
ったので＜笑い＞あきらめました。＜間＞  
Watasi wa anoo mae ni sakubun kaitara, minasan no sakubun 
yori heta datta node <laughter> akiramemasita. <silence>
 …….①  
When I wrote an essay before, mine wasn’t as good as yours... 
<laughter>...so I gave up”. <silence> 
 
1st element of pair T.T: はい、ええと、いいでしょうか。  
Hai, eeto, ii desyoo ka. ……②  
Right then...err...okay ? 
 
In  ① ,  the  teacher  compla ined about  her  wr i t ing  abi l i ty  us ing  
accompanying laughter,  but  the  s tudents  do  not  say  anything.  They kept  
s i len t .  In  th is  case  i f  they had given an a ff i rmat ive  comment  or  l augh ,  i t  
would  have been cons idered  impol i te .  This is because any fo l low-up 
laughter  could  have been in terpre ted  as  A2 laughter (agreement laughter).  
In  th i s  case ,  the  s i l ence  of the students could be  cons idered , either as  the  
second element of the pai r, o r  as the lack  o f  the second  element required to 
form a pai r.  The  fo l lowing ut terance  ②  i s  cons idered  as  the first element 
of  the next  adjacent  pa i r.  
As  expla ined in  the  previous  sec t ion ,  the  E.T.  used  Type-B Laughter  to  
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ease  the  tens ion  in  the  c lassroom,  but  the  T.T.s  d id  not  use  i t  as  much.  
Type-B Laughter appears  as  the first element of a pa i r  which  i s  not  
fol lowed by laughter  in  the second element of the pair as in the examples 3 
and 4.  
C2 Laughter  tends  to  appear  in  the  second element of a pa i r  as  in  the 
example  5 in the first section. 
In  the case  of Example 5,  the  s tudent  who was  s l eep ing  was  the  focus  of  
a t tent ion  when she  was  asked a  ques t ion .  The s tudent  wanted  to  h ide  her  
awkwardness or embarrassment.  This  i s  C2 type  laughter.  
The  d is t r ibut ion  of  C2 is  d i fferent  in  the  E .T.’s and the T.T.’s c lasses .  In  
the  E .T.’s  c lass ,  C2 accounted for  3.75%⑤ .  In  the  T.T’s  c lasses, C2  
occurred  7 t imes  (11.67%)⑤ .  In  C2 s i tua t ions ,  the  person who laughs  
does  not  know how to  reply,  but  she  does  not  want  to  be  uncoopera t ive  
either.  The  fac t  tha t  8.33%④  o f  l aughter  was  initiated by  the  teacher  in  
the  T.T.’s c lasses indica tes  tha t  the  s tudents  were  puzzled .  This  means  
tha t  the  s tudents  d id  not  unders tand the  T.T.s’ in tent ions ,  as  expla ined 
in  the  previous  sec t ion ,  e .g .  showing the  p ic ture  of  a  house  and asking 
“What  i s  i t ?”  
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9.5 The intention behind laughter initiation 
 
The  reason for  making the  s tudents  laugh is  d i fferent  for  the  E.T.  and the 
T.T.  c lasses .  The  E.T’s  in tent ion i s  very  c lear  and unders tandable ,  
whereas  the  T.T.s ’ in tent ion  i s  very  vague  and somet imes  d i ff icul t  to  
in terpre t .   
As  expla ined in  Chapter  3,  the  s tudents  are  a t  a  very  advanced level .  In  
the  E.T.’s  c lass  they  se ldom misunders tood the  teacher ’s  in tent ion .  The  
only  misunders tanding to  occur  i s  shown in  the  fo l lowing example :   
 
Example 10 
ET: 障害のある子供ですから、トイレも自分でいけないので、全部こう、★下に
出てしまって、でもこうやってあのう、降ってる雪を見ている、そういう、
描写です。   
Shoogai no aru kodomo desu kara, toire mo zibun de ikenai node, zenbu koo,  ★
sita ni dete simatte, de mo koo yatte anoo, huteru yuki o mite iru, sooiu, byoosya 
desu.  
Since the child is disabled, he can’t go to the toilet by himself. So he wets his pants 
but all the while he’s watching the falling snow...like this. It’s that sort of scenario. 
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S:  →＜笑い＞← 
    →< warai>←  
     →<laugh te r>←  
 
The  teacher  i s  ta lk ing  about  a  very  ser ious  s i tua t ion  about  a  d i sabled  
chi ld ,  but  the  s tudents  jus t  reac t  to  the  phrase :  “he  can’t  go  to  the  to i le t  
by  h imsel f .  So he  wets  h i s  pants” .  The  teacher  d id  not  in tend to  make the  
s tudents  l augh in  th is  case .  Apar t  f rom this  example ,  however,  the  
in tent ion  i s  made c lear  and the  s tudents  reac t  appropr ia te ly  as in the 
example below: 
 
Example 101 
TT:頭はいいんでしょうね。あなたのように。  
  Atama wa ii n desyoo ne, anata no yoo ni ne. 
   He might be clever like you. 
 
S:＜笑い＞  
    <warai> 
    <laughter> 
 
T.T. ’s  in tent ion  of utterance i s  sometimes vague  as in the  example  be low. 
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Example 12 
(Talking about a high-rise building)  
 
T.T:鍵を閉め忘れたらまた戻ってくる。  
   Kagi o simewasuretara mata modotte kuru 
  If you forget to lock the door, you have to go back”. 
 
S:＜笑い＞  
    <warai> 
    <laughter> 
 
The  teacher  was asked what  should  be  done when one  forgets  to  lock  the  
door  of  a  h igh-r i se  bui ld ing,  and she  answered.  I t  i s  uncer ta in  whether 
the  teacher  ac tua l ly  in tended to  make the  s tudents  laugh.    
 
9.6 Audio and visual data 
 
The  above  data  was  or iginal ly  t aken f rom video tapes .  However,  the  
analys is  of  the  audio  and visual  aspects  of  laughter  such  as  length  of  
laugher,  the phonet ic  aspec t  o f  l aughter,  and  the use of the smi le  a re  not  
the  subjec t  of  th is  s tudy.  We have focused on the  mutual  aspects  o f  
laughter  be tween par t ic ipants . We have de l ibera te ly  avoided fur ther  
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analys is  not  because we do not  recognize  i t s  impor tance ,  but  because  we 
acknowledge  the  impor tance  and complexi ty  of  each of  the  o ther  aspec ts .  
For  example  to  analyze  smi l ing ,  we have  to  begin  wi th  the  def in i t ion  
thereof .  The  analys i s  of  smi l ing  requi res  a  broader  unders tanding than  
tha t  of  laughter,  inc luding a  knowledge of phys iology,  fac ia l  analys is  
and so  on .  The  percept ion  of  a  smi le  d i ffers  from one indiv idual  to 
another,  and even jus t  def in ing a  smi le  i s  more  t roublesome than def in ing  
laughter.  
In  th is  sec t ion ,  we jus t  g ive  an  account  of  what  we  not iced when  
observing audio  v ideo tapes ,  in  connect ion  wi th  mutual  communicat ion .    
From the  v ideo tapes ,  we could  see  tha t  the T.T.s ’ c lasses appear  to  
conta in  ra ther  more  laughter  than we have  seen in  the  t ranscr ibed data .  
In  cont ras t ,  the  E.T. ’s  c lass  appears  to  conta in  less .   
We o f ten  encountered border l ine  cases  be tween laughter  and expira t ion  
on the  teacher‘s  par t .  This  perhaps  demonst ra tes  the  effec t  of  nerves  and 
a  wi l l ingness  to  p lease  and ingra t ia te  onese l f  on  the  par t  of  the  T.T.  I f  
we were  to  inc lude  th is  as  laughter,  the  amount  of  C2 type  laughter  
coming f rom the  teacher  would  be  increased .   
In  the  data  the  length  of  l aughter,  the  process  of  analys i s  and the  number  
of  s tudents  were  not  taken in to  cons idera t ion .  In  the  T.T.s’ c lasses,  the  
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s tudents  t ended to  take  turns  to  l augh individual ly  for  a  long t ime.  This  
drawn out  laughter  g ives  the  impress ion tha t  there  i s  more  laughter  in  
the  T.T.s ’ c lasses.  I f  one  s tudent  l aughs ,  then  tha t  i s  t aken as  an  
invi ta t ion  to  laugh by another  s tudent ,  and so  on .  This  indica tes  tha t  one  
s ingle  laugh could  have  the funct ion  of invi t ing  fur ther  laughter  o f  type  
A1.   
In  E.T.’s  l esson,  the  E.T.  and the  s tudents  go  back to  s tudy immedia te ly  
and smoothly  a f te r  l aughing,  and the laughter  t ends  not  to  be  drawn out  
in  the  same way.  
In  the  T.T.s ’ c lass ,  the s tudents  were  cons tant ly  smi l ing  and sending 
s ignals  to each o ther,  especia l ly  when they  d id  not know what  they  had  
been asked or  what  they were  supposed to  be  doing.  In  s imi lar  s i tua t ions  
in  the  E.T.’s  lesson,  s tudents  would  jus t  ask  the  teacher  d i rec t ly.  This  
sugges ts  tha t  s tudents  were  more  reserved  in  the  presence  of  the  T.T.s ,  
perhaps  indica t ing  tha t  bonds  had not  ye t  been forged between them.  In  
the  E.T.’s  c lass ,  however,  s tudents  seem to  be  more  a t tent ive ,  and would  
watch the  teacher  and ask  ques t ions  d i rec t ly.   
In  sec t ion  8.3.2,  we  concluded tha t  l aughter  occur red  more  f requent ly  in  
the  E.T.’s  c lass  than  in  the  T.T.s ’ classes.  I f  we  were  to  take  in to  
cons idera t ion  the  dura t ion  of  laughter,  the  opposi te  resul t  might  obta in .  
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In the  T.T.’s  lesson ,  the  dura t ion  of  laughter  i s  long re la t ive  to  the  to ta l  
number  of  u t te rances .  In  the E.T.’s  l esson,  however,  there  i s  f requent  
laughter,  but  a f te r  laughing they  go back to  s tudy immedia te ly.  We 
might  conclude  f rom thi s  tha t  there  i s  less  in format ion  and activities 
conveyed in  the  T.T.s ’ c lasses.    
 
9.7 Teaching diary accounts of the T.T.s’ lessons and follow up interview 
of students 
 
We asked some s tudents  and the  exper ienced teacher  to  watch  the  v ideo  
tapes  and in terv iewed them af terwards .  For  the  T.T.s ,  we used  the i r  
teaching d iar ies  as  a  fo l low up to  the  in terv iew.  The  T.T.s  wrote  a  
se l f -assessment  in  the i r  t ra in ing  d iar ies  a f ter  each lesson,  inc luding 
deta i l s  of  what  they  were  th inking whi le  they were  teaching.  The  
fo l lowing s ta tements  kept  reappear ing:  
 
- I  b lanked when I  s tood up on the  p la t form.   
- My mind to ta l ly  went  b lank.  
- I  fe l t  uneasy.  
- I  re l ied  on the  s tudents  
- I  fe l t  tha t  the  s tudents  were  watching and judging me.  
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These  examples  descr ibe  the i r  uneas iness  and the i r  re l iance  on  the  
s tudents .   
In  the  fo l low up in terv iew of  the  s tudents  a f ter  watching the tapes,  the  
s tudents  made the  fo l lowing s ta tements :  
 
- In  tha t  c lass ,  i f  someone  e l se  laughed then  I  laughed.  I  don’t  know why 
I  was  laughing.  
- The  T.T.s seemed nervous .  
- We laughed a t  the o ther  s tudents  and  made  fun  of  them,  but  we’re  good 
f r iends.  
- (Af ter  watching the  par t  when the  s tudents  do  not  reac t  to  the  
invi ta t ion  to  l augh by the  E.T.)  
We were  busy copying s tuff  off  the  b lackboard .  
- (When asked why the  s tudents  d id  not  jo in  in  the  laughter be tween  the  
E.T.  and one  of  the  s tudents . )  
The  E.T.  and the  s tudent  a re  a lways  teas ing  each o ther  l ike  tha t ,  and  
bes ides ,  we  were  busy  s tudying and did  not  have  t ime to  fo l low them.  
- In  the  E .T.’s  lesson,  we had to  concent ra te  on  s tudying because  she  
speaks  quickly  and the  pace  of  her  lesson i s  fas t . 3 1  
-（The E.T.’s  lesson s tar ted  ear ly  in  the  morning dur ing winter )  
i t  was  cold  and we were  s leepy;  we  were  not  l ive ly.  
 
These  d iar ies  and in terv iews suppor t  the  v iew tha t  there  i s  nervousness  
                                         
31 An analysis of this in terms of speed in “moras/second” and “silence” comparing the 
E.T. and T.T.s is in Hayakawa (2002a). The results also show that the information 
conveyed by the E.T. is condensed, and the information from the T.T. is sparser. 
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on the  par t  of  the  T.T.s ,  and tha t  concent ra t ion  levels  and in t imacy  
among the  s tudents  are  h igher  in  the  E.T.’s lesson .  In  the  E.T.’s  lesson  
the  s tudents  do  not  have  t ime to  laugh a t / tease  each  o ther  because  they  
have  to  fo l low what  i s  going on  in  c lass ,  but  they  do  laugh wi th  the  
teacher.  In  the  T.T.s’ c lasses,  however,  they  cons tant ly  laugh a t  and 
tease  each  o ther.  This  i s  the  cause  of  the  h igh  percentage  of  laughter  
amongst  s tudents  in  the  T.T.s’ c lasses.   
 
9.8 Summary 
 
From these results we can see that, for students (especially for foreign 
students), laughter is one of the most efficient devices for communication.  
An analys is  based on laughter  type  revealed  tha t  Type-A Laughter  
accounts  for  most  of  the  laughter  in  both  c lassrooms.  However,  Type-B 
Laughter i s  used by the  teacher  in  the  E.T.’s  c lass. This suggests that in 
E.T.’s class, laughter functions to lower the affective filter32. Type C is  used 
by the  s tudents  in  the  T.T.s’ l essons .   
An analys is  of  the  laughter  of  each of  the  par t ic ipants  revealed  tha t ,  
most  of  the  laughter  was  exchanged between the  teacher  and the  s tudents  
                                         
32 Krashen (1985)  
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in  the  E.T.’s  lesson,  whereas  in  T.T.’s  lesson,  there  were  re la t ive ly  few 
exchanges  be tween the  teacher  and the  s tudents ,  whi ls t  exchanges  
be tween s tudents  was  re la t ive ly  f requent .  We can conclude  tha t  the  
teacher  cont ro ls  the  c lass  ac t iv i ty  and uni tes  everyone  in  one  “f ie ld”  in  
the  E.T.’s  lesson,  whereas  in  the  T.T.s ’ c lass ,  the  s tudents  c rea ted  a  
“ field”  of  the i r  own.   
The  resul t s  of  th is  s tudy demonst ra te  tha t  laughter  not  only  indica tes  
people’s  joy,  but  a l so  occurs  as  a  way of  “balancing”  or  “cover ing up” .  
I t  occurred  as  a  b i -product  of  the  c lass  par t ic ipants ’ in tent ion  to  
co-opera te .  These  resul t s  a l so  prove tha t  the  “3  laughter  types”  
hypothes i s  can  be  appl icable  to  in terpersonal  d iscourse  analys is  in  the 
c lassroom.   
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10. Conclusion 
 
 
In the preceding chapters we have identified various phenomena associated 
with laughter as it is used in Japanese communication. In this final chapter, we 
summarize our major findings.  
As we indicated in Chapter 1, the aim of our study was to explore the meaning 
of non-humorous laughter in daily conversation based on a large volume of 
data. As our research clearly shows, laughter does not only occur in response 
to humour, but also serves as a communicative strategy to adjust interpersonal 
relations between human beings.  
We reviewed various approaches to the study of laughter in Chapter 2. The 
great variety of approaches indicates that the function of laughter is complex. 
The philosophical view does not pay attention to non-humorous laughter. 
Discourse analysis focuses on some aspects of non-humorous laughter such as 
embarrassment, but does not investigate the wide range of varieties of laughter 
in interpersonal communication and how these are related to each other. Some 
writers acknowledge that the aspect of laughter employed to veil one’s 
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feelings is worth considering, but do not carry their discussion far enough. 
In Chapter 5, based on the datasets explained in detail in Chapters 3 and 4, we 
investigated the sociological aspects of laughter statistically within two 
frameworks, viz. participant and situation, each of which was divided into two 
sub-groups. The participants were divided into those who laugh and those who 
are laughed to, i.e. the addressee, and the situations were divided into the 
categories of “Chat” and “Other”. Based on these frameworks, we analysed 
the laughter in our database from the three dimensions of “Gender”, “social 
status” and “Mental closeness”. 
With respect to the one who laughs, it was found that, in the “Other” setting, 
females are more likely to laugh than males, as they talk or respond to others’ 
utterances with laughter. In contrast, with respect to the one who is laughed to, 
in the “Chat” setting, people tended to laugh more as they talked to males or 
responded with laughter to males’ utterances. 
With respect to seniority, measured in terms of “Age” and “Occupational 
status” in the “Other” setting, people are most likely to laugh while talking to 
people of the same age or same status or to respond to their utterances with 
laughter. In this setting people differentiate between “Senior” and “Junior” 
status. They tend to laugh more to those senior to them than they do to their 
juniors. In contrast, in the “Chat” setting, people do not laugh differently to 
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“Junior” and “Senior” addressees. 
With respect to “Mental closeness”, defined in the categories “Intimate”, 
“Neutral” and “Distant”, people in the “Neutral” category are most often the 
addressees of laughter. This means that laughter does not increase in 
proportion to the mental closeness between the two participants. 
In Chapter 6, we divided laughter into “Speaker’s laughter” and “Listener’s 
laughter”. We also divided it into “Mutual laughter” and “Isolated laughter”.  
In this chapter, we conducted discourse analysis in regard to the mutuality, 
simultaneity and institutionality of laughter. Our main finding was as follows.   
Almost 70% of laughter appears at the end of an utterance. This indicates that 
the participants in the conversation are most likely to laugh when the speaker 
finishes one coherent unit of information.   
Laughter at the beginning of an utterance indicates the speaker is introducing 
sensitive information. By laughing the participants first show their 
co-operation before they begin to talk. 
In the medial position, listener’s laugher gives the impression that she knows 
what the speaker is hinting at or is about to say. 
“Speaker’s laughter” tends to trigger a change in turn-taking among the 
participants, whereas other kinds of laughter tend to make the speakers keep to 
their turns in the conversational sequence. 
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The most typical kind of “Mutual laughter” occurs during an exchange of an 
“enjoyable idea”, but this often surfaces as an exchange of pretense on the one 
hand and acceptance on the other.  
In all cases the goal is to strengthen the unity within a group of participants.  
In Chapter 7, we introduced the hypothesis that “One’s field” is surrounded by 
a barrier, which defends “One’s field” from the outside, that is from “the 
communication field”. The basic function of laughter is to open up this barrier. 
In the process of communication, people become conscious about their barrier. 
They laugh in order to move beyond the barrier and confirm that they are all 
together in a single field. 
Depending on its function, laughter is divided into three categories A: Joyful 
laughter for joining the In-group, B: Balancing laughter for easing tension, C: 
Laughter as a cover up. 
Type-A Laughter is segmented to an utterance when the speaker wants to 
introduce into the conversation something she thinks is enjoyable, and also 
wants the listener to share the joy. By Type-A Laugher, the speaker and the 
listener confirm the fact that they are members of “In-group”, and strengthen 
their unity. 
Type-B Laughter is used to keep a balance in one’s mind when what one is 
about to say or do is likely to take the conversation in a direction which will 
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impact negatively on the sense of cooperation between the participants. 
Type-C Laughter is used when the speaker does not reveal his/her opinion, i.e., 
she opens her field but hides the contents inside with laughter. 
We divided laughter into sub-types according to the participants and the 
contents of utterance.  
A1 and B1 laughter occur when the speaker opens her barrier and reveals 
something that belongs to her field, while A2 laughter occurs when one reacts 
to the speaker’s laughter or utterance. In contrast, B2 occurs when one opens 
the listener’s barrier and puts one’s opinion or request into the listener’s field. 
C1 and C2 do not reveal one’s field. Each type of laughter differs in terms of 
the way it gets into the other’s field or reveals one’s own field; however, the 
consciousness of this personal barrier is common to all laughter. 
We introduced the proposition that Type-A Laughter forms a set consisting of 
the speaker’s laughter, the listener’s laughter and plural laughter (when the 
speaker and one or more listeners, or two or more listeners, laugh together). 
This is the basic exchange of laughter employed in conversation. Other 
examples of laughter, which we included in Type-B Laughter, differ from 
Type-A Laughter in that they tend not to occur in a set. . The aim of this 
Type-B Laughter, however, is the same. That is to say, both Type-A Laughter 
and Type-B Laughter function to facilitate the sense of belonging to a single 
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group.  
In Chapter 8, statistical analysis was applied to the data in order to test the 
classification empirically. The results show that the difference of distribution 
patterns, Type-A Laughter vs. Type-B Laughter, is significantly different in 
the cases of “Intimacy”, “Types of conversation” and “Age of people towards 
whom one laughs”.  
In Chapter 9, we explored the exchange of laughter between teachers and 
students.  
An analysis based on laughter type revealed that Type-A Laughter accounts 
for most of the laughter in both of the classrooms investigated. However, 
Type- B Laughter is used by the teacher in the experienced teacher’s class, and 
Type-C Laughter is used by the students in the trainee teachers’ lessons.  
An analysis of the laughter of each of the participants revealed that, most of 
the laughter was exchanged between the teacher and the students in the 
experienced teacher’s lesson, whereas in the trainee teacher’s lesson, there 
were relatively few exchanges between the teacher and the students, whilst 
exchanges between the students was quite frequent. We concluded that the 
teacher controlled the class activity and united everyone into one “field” in 
the experienced teacher’s lesson, whereas in the trainee teachers’ class, the 
students created a “field” of their own.  
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The results of this study demonstrate that laughter not only indicates people’s 
joy, but also occurs as a way of “balancing” or “covering up”. It occurred as a 
bi-product of the class participants’ desire to co-operate. These results also 
proved that the “3 laughter types” hypothesis can be applicable to 
interpersonal discourse analysis in the classroom.  
We believe that the analysis and classification of laughter presented in this 
thesis can make substantial contributions to future research in a variety of 
fields. It is useful in the study of classroom dynamics, as we saw in Chapter 9. 
It is likely to yield important insights into problems of cross cultural 
communication, and is a very handy tool for the analysis of natural discourse.  
In this thesis we have deliberately limited our focus to “non-humorous 
laughter”, as we were interested in its function in interpersonal 
communication. . It is possible, however, that other kinds of laughter could be 
included in this classification. For example, we could include humorous 
laughter under Type-A Laughter, i.e. joyful laughter for joining the In-Group. 
Any discussion about the function of humour might benefit from the definition 
that humour is what one considers enjoyable in the conversational context. 
Ironical laughter can be considered as a variant of C1 laughter. One makes an 
ironical comment and laughs in order to close one’s field. 
The major contribution of this thesis, however, lies in its comprehensive focus 
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on non-humorous laughter as a social issue, an area which has hitherto not 
been paid the attention it deserves. While conceding the need for similar 
research on the role of laughter in a broad range of languages, we hope that 
others will now benefit from the light I believe we have thrown on the 
functions of laughter in Japanese discourse.  
                                References 
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01A female 20s 
company 
employee 
planning of 
event project 
staff 15 3 2～4 
01B female 30s 
company 
employee 
secretary of the 
president, office 
work 
? 15 3 ? 
01C male 30s 
company 
employee 
sales ? 15 3 ? 
01D male 40s 
company 
employee 
planning of 
event project 
section 
head 
15 3 ? 
01? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? * 
02A female 20s 
company 
employee 
office work staff 2 1 2～4 
02C female 20s 
company 
employee 
? ? 2 1 ? 
02F male 40s 
company 
employee 
? director ? ? ? 
03A female 30s 
company 
employee  
(publisher) 
editing, 
publishing 
? 10 8 ～1 
03B male 40s 
company 
employee  
(publisher) 
editing, 
publishing 
president 10 8 ? 
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03C female 20s 
company 
employee  
(publisher) 
editing, 
publishing 
? 10 8 ? 
03D male 40s 
company 
employee  
(printing 
company) 
? ? ? ? ? 
03E male 40s 
company 
employee  
(printing 
company) 
? ? ? ? ? 
03H female 20s 
company 
employee  
(publisher) 
editing, 
publishing 
? 10 8 ? 
03male male ? ? ? ? ? ? * 
04A female 50s 
university 
teaching staff 
teaching professor 45 20 10～19
04B female 40s public servant office work 
section 
chief 
? ? ? 
04C male 60s 
university 
teaching staff 
teaching professor 45 20 ? 
04D male 60s 
university 
teaching staff 
teaching professor 45 20 ? 
04F male 40s 
university 
teaching staff 
teaching  lecturer 45 20 ? 
04G female 50s 
university 
teaching staff 
teaching 
associate 
professor 
45 20 ? 
04H male 50s 
university 
teaching staff 
teaching 
associate 
professor 
45 20 ? 
04I female 50s 
university 
teaching staff 
teaching professor 45 20 ? 
04J female 50s 
university 
teaching staff 
teaching professor 45 20 ? 
04K female 40s 
university 
teaching staff 
teaching 
associate 
professor 
45 20 ? 
04L female 30s 
university 
administration 
assistance 
administration 
assistance 
staff 45 20 ? 
05A female 40s 
company staff 
(chairperson of 
translating 
office) 
translating, 
publishing 
 3～4 2 5～9 
05B male 20s 
company 
employee 
translating, 
publishing 
executive 3～4 2 ? 
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05E male 20s 
company 
employee 
(translating 
company) 
translating, 
publishing 
staff 3～4 2 ～1 
05F male 30s 
graduate school 
student 
sales, research none ? ? * 
05G male 50s 
company 
employee 
none 
section 
head 
? ? ? 
05I female ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 
05male male ? ? ? ? ? ? * 
05? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? * 
06A female 40s 
company 
employee 
book editor 
section 
chief 
40 15 20～ 
06B male 60s 
university 
teaching staff 
university 
teaching staff 
professor ? ? ? 
06D male 60s 
university 
teaching staff 
university 
teaching staff 
professor ? ? ? 
06E male 30s 
university 
teaching staff 
university 
teaching staff 
professor ? ? ? 
06I female 20s 
company 
employee 
book editor ? 40 15 ? 
06M female 20s 
company 
employee 
book editor ? 40 15 ? 
06N male 40s 
company 
employee 
book editor sub chief 40 15 ? 
06O female 50s 
company 
employee 
book editor 
section 
chief 
40 15 ? 
06female female ? ? ? ? ? ? * 
06male male ? ? ? ? ? ? * 
06? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? * 
07A female 40s 
university 
secretary 
assistant, 
guidance, office 
work 
assistant 80 30 10～19
07B male 30s 
university 
teaching staff 
university 
teaching staff 
associate 
professor 
80 30 ? 
07C female 30s 
university 
secretary 
assistant, 
guidance, office 
work 
assistant 80 30 ? 
07E female 30s 
university 
secretary 
assistant, 
guidance, office 
work 
assistant 80 30 ? 
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07female female ? ? ? ? ? ? * 
07male male ? ? ? ? ? ? * 
07? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? * 
08A female 50s 
primary school 
teacher 
primary school 
teacher 
teacher ? ? 5～9 
08B female 40s 
primary school 
teacher 
primary school 
teacher 
deputy 
head 
? ? ? 
08C female 40s 
primary school 
teacher 
primary school 
teacher 
teacher ? ? ? 
08G female 40s ? ? executive ? ? ? 
08I male 30s 
primary school 
teacher 
primary school 
teacher 
teacher ? ? ? 
08K male 0s 
primary school 
student 
primary school 
student 
student ? ? ? 
08L female 0s 
primary school 
student 
primary school 
student 
student ? ? ? 
08M female 40s 
primary school 
teacher 
primary school 
teacher 
? ? ? ? 
08N female 0s 
primary school 
student 
primary school 
student 
student ? ? ? 
08O male 50s guardsman guardsman ? ? ? ? 
08P female 50s 
primary school 
teacher 
primary school 
teacher 
? ? ? ? 
08Q female 40s 
primary school 
teacher 
primary school 
teacher 
? ? ? ? 
08female female ? ? ? ? ? ? * 
08? ? ? ? ?  ? ? * 
09A female 30s 
local 
government 
employee (high 
school teacher)
high school 
teacher 
? 70 30 10～19
09C male 10s 
high school 
student 
student ? ? ? ? 
09D male 10s 
high school 
student 
student ? ? ? ? 
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09E male 50s 
local 
government 
employee (high 
school teacher)
high school 
teacher 
? 70 30 ? 
09F male 50s 
local 
government 
employee (high 
school teacher)
high school 
teacher 
? 70 30 ? 
09G male 40s 
local 
government 
employee (high 
school teacher)
high school 
teacher 
? 70 30 ? 
09H male 30s 
local 
government 
employee (high 
school teacher)
high school 
teacher 
? 70 30 ? 
09I male 30s 
local 
government 
employee (high 
school teacher)
high school 
teacher 
? 70 30 ? 
09J male 60s retired retired ? ? ? * 
09M male 50s 
local 
government 
employee (high 
school teacher)
high school 
teacher 
? 70 30 ? 
09N male 40s 
local 
government 
employee (high 
school teacher)
high school 
teacher 
? 70 30 ? 
09O male 30s 
local 
government 
employee (high 
school teacher)
high school 
teacher 
? 70 30 ? 
09P male 30s 
local 
government 
employee (high 
school teacher)
high school 
teacher 
? 70 30 ? 
09Q female 30s 
local 
government 
employee (high 
school teacher)
high school 
teacher 
? 70 30 ? 
09R male 50s 
local 
government 
employee (high 
high school 
teacher 
? 70 30 ? 
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school teacher)
09T female 10s 
high school 
student 
high school 
student 
student ? ? ? 
09male male ? ? ? ? ? ? * 
09? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? * 
10A female 40s 
local 
government 
employee 
office work director 12 4 20～ 
10B male 40s 
local 
government 
employee 
office work., 
shorthand 
subsection 
chief 
12 4 ? 
10C male 30s 
local 
government 
employee 
office work director 12 4 ? 
10D male 40s 
local 
government 
employee 
office work 
subsection 
chief 
12 4 ? 
10E female 20s 
local 
government 
employee 
office work director 12 4 ? 
10F male 50s 
local 
government 
employee 
office work 
section 
chief 
12 4 ? 
10G female 20s 
local 
government 
employee 
office work 
part-time 
staff 
12 4 ? 
10male male ? ? ? ? ? ? * 
10? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? * 
11A female 20s 
company 
employee 
sales staff 30 11 2～4 
11B male 30s 
company 
employee 
sales ? ? ? ? 
11E male 40s 
company 
employee 
sales 
section 
chief 
30 11 ? 
11F male 20s 
company 
employee 
sales staff 30 11 ? 
11G female 20s 
company 
employee 
sales staff 30 11 ? 
11H female 20s 
company 
employee 
sales staff 30 11 ? 
11female female ? ? ? ? ? ? * 
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11? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? * 
12A female 50s public servant office work ? 1500 150 20～ 
12B male 30s public servant office work 
subsection 
chief 
1500 150 ? 
12C male 30s public servant office work director 1500 150 ? 
12D female 30s public servant typist ? 1500 150 ? 
12E male 20s public servant office work ? 1500 150 ? 
12G male 30s public servant ? ? 1500 150 ? 
12female female ? ? ? ? ? ? * 
12male male ? ? ? ? ? ? * 
12? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? * 
13A female 20s 
company 
employee 
accounting ? ? ? 2～4 
13B female 20s 
company 
employee 
accounting ? ? ? ? 
13C female 20s 
company 
employee 
general affairs ? ? ? ? 
13D female 20s 
company 
employee 
computer 
operator 
? ? ? ? 
13G male 50s 
company 
employee 
accounting 
deputy 
chief of 
purchasing 
section 
? ? ? 
13J ? ? ? ? ? ? ? * 
13K ? ? ? ? ? ? ? * 
13L ? ? ? ? ? ? ? * 
13female female ? ? ? ? ? ? * 
14A female 20s public servant 
university office 
worker 
? 3 1 ～1 
14D male 30s public servant 
university office 
worker 
? ? ? ? 
14G male 30s 
real estate 
agent 
real estate 
agent 
? ? ? ? 
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14H female 30s public servant 
university office 
worker 
? ? ? ? 
14I male 20s public servant 
university office 
worker 
? 3 1 ? 
14J male 40s public servant 
university office 
worker 
? 3 1 ? 
14female female ? ? ? ? ? ? * 
15A female 30s 
company 
employee 
staff training, 
project 
management 
and planning 
? 5 5 2～4 
15B female 50s 
company 
employee 
president, 
lecturer 
president, 
lecturer 
5 5 ? 
15C female 30s 
company 
employee 
staff training, 
project 
management, 
accounting 
? 5 5 ? 
15D female 20s 
company 
employee 
staff training, 
project 
management 
? 5 5 ? 
15E female 30s 
company 
employee 
staff training, 
project 
management 
? 5 5 ? 
15female female ? ? ? ? ? ? * 
16A female 30s 
company 
employee 
magazine editor chief editor 200 100 10～19
16B female 30s 
company 
employee 
magazine editor
sub chief 
editor 
200 100 ? 
16D male 30s 
company 
employee 
magazine editor staff 200 100 ? 
16E female 30s 
company 
employee 
magazine editor
sub chief 
editor 
200 100 ? 
16F female 20s 
company 
employee 
corresponding 
course planning
staff 200 100 ? 
16G female 20s 
company 
employee 
office work 
part-time 
staff 
200 100 ? 
16H female 20s 
company 
employee 
corresponding 
course planning
staff 200 100 ? 
16I ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 
16male male ? ? ? ? ? ? * 
16? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? * 
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17A female 30s 
company 
employee 
magazine editor
sub chief 
editor 
200 100 ? 
17B female 30s 
company 
employee 
magazine editor chief editor 200 100 10～19
17C male 30s 
company 
employee 
magazine editor staff 200 100 ? 
17D male 30s 
company 
employee 
magazine editor staff 200 100 ? 
17J female 20s 
company 
employee 
corresponding 
course planning
staff 200 100 ? 
17K female 30s 
company 
employee 
magazine editor
sub chief 
editor 
200 100 ? 
17L ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 
17? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? * 
18A female 40s public servant 
assistant staff 
of research 
institute 
staff 70 29 20～ 
18B male 30s public servant 
assistant staff 
of research 
institute 
staff 70 29 2～4 
18C female 20s part-time staff
assistant staff 
of research 
institute 
staff 70 29 ～1 
18D female 40s public servant 
assistant staff 
of research 
institute 
staff 70 29 20～ 
18female female ? ? ? ? ? ? * 
18? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? * 
19A female 40s public servant 
assistant staff 
of research 
institute 
staff 70 29 20～ 
19B female 30s part-time staff
assistant staff 
of research 
institute 
staff 70 29 ～1 
19? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? * 
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List of Informants in Dataset 2 
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01A male 44 sales ? general duties 3 2 
10～
19 
01B female 42 chemist ? executive ? ? ? 
01C male 52 sales person ? ? ? ? ? 
01D male 38 chemist ? general duties ? ? ? 
01E female 30ca ? sales     
01F female 30 ? chemist ? ? ? ? 
01G male 70s ? ? ? ? ? ? 
01H ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 
01I ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 
01K ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 
02A male 54 
staff of 
university 
? 
head of a 
laboratory 
250 150 20～
02B female 40 office worker ? ? ? ? ? 
02C male 19 student ? ? ? ? ? 
02D female 19-20 ? ? ? ? ? ? 
02E male 67 teacher ? ? ? ? ? 
02F male 47 ? ? ? ? ? ? 
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02G male 40 ? ? ? ? ? ? 
02H male 54 ? ? ? ? ? ? 
02I male ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 
02J female 40-49 ? ? ? ? ? ? 
02K male 20-29 ? ? ? ? ? ? 
02L ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 
03A male 31 office worker sales ? 25 13 5～9
03B female 27 office worker sales ? ? ? ? 
03C female 30ca ? ? ? ? ? ? 
03D female 37 office worker sales 
subsection 
chief 
? ? ? 
03E female 24 part-timer assistant ? ? ? ? 
03F male 36 ? ? ? ? ? ? 
04A male 29 office worker sales general duties 100 60 5～9
04B female 44 office worker
character 
merchandising
section chief ? ? ? 
04C female 26 office worker public relation general duties ? ? ? 
04D female 38 office worker sales section chief ? ? ? 
04E male 40ca office worker planning producer ? ? ? 
04F female 28ca office worker planning general duties ? ? ? 
04G female ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 
04H female ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 
04I ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 
04J ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 
05A male 52 builder technician head 150 145 20～
05B male 45 builder technician section chief ? ? ? 
05C male 49 ? technician head ? ? ? 
05D male 50 builder technician sub head ? ? ? 
05E male 46 ? technician superintendent ? ? ? 
05F male 32 ? ? head ? ? ? 
05G male 38 ? technician section chief ? ? ? 
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05L male 44 builder technician 
deputy 
manager 
? ? ? 
05M male 58 ? 
safety 
administrator
? ? ? ? 
05P male ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 
05Q male ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 
05R male 32 ? ? ? ? ? ? 
05S male ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 
05T male 35 ? ? ? ? ? ? 
05U male 29 ? ? ? ? ? ? 
05W male 33 ? ? ? ? ? ? 
05 ・ male ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 
05 ・ male ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 
06A male 45 lecturer teaching professor ? ? 
10～
19 
06B male 59 lecturer teaching professor ? ? ? 
06C male 34 lecturer teaching lecturer ? ? ? 
06D male 42 lecturer teaching lecturer ? ? ? 
06E male 40 lecturer teaching 
associate 
professor 
? ? ? 
06F male 35 lecturer teaching lecturer ? ? ? 
06G male 50 lecturer teaching professor ? ? ? 
06H male 40 lecturer teaching 
associate 
professor 
? ? ? 
06I male 61 lecturer teaching professor ? ? ? 
06J female ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 
06L female ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 
06M ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 
06O ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 
07A male 34 office worker sales 
subsection 
chief 
1800 1500 
10～
19 
07B male 31 office worker
graphic 
designer 
general duties ? ? ? 
07C male 44 office worker sales section chief ? ? ? 
07D male 40 office worker sales 
subsection 
chief 
? ? ? 
07E male 28 office worker
graphic 
designer 
general duties ? ? ? 
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07F female 26 office worker
graphic 
designer 
general duties ? ? ? 
07G male 37 office worker sales 
subsection 
chief 
? ? ? 
07H male 33 office worker sales 
subsection 
chief 
? ? ? 
07I ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 
07J ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 
08A male 42 office worker office work manager 31 24 ? 
08B male 52 office worker office work head manager ? ? ? 
08C male 68 office worker office work 
executive 
manager 
? ? ? 
08F female 28 office worker office work  ? ? ? 
08G female 26 office worker office work chief ? ? ? 
08H ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 
08I male ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 
09A male 46 
motor car 
manufacturing
technician section chief 
３０ 
groups 
２９ 
groups 
20～
09B male 44 
motor car 
manufacturing
technician chief ? ? ? 
09C male 47 
motor car 
manufacturing
technician superintendent ? ? ? 
09D male 52 
motor car 
manufacturing
technician ? ? ? ? 
09E male 46 
motor car 
manufacturing
technician sub head ? ? ? 
09F male 40ca 
motor car 
manufacturing
technician general duties ? ? ? 
09G male 46 
motor car 
manufacturing
technician superintendent ? ? ? 
09H male 49 
motor car 
manufacturing
technician section chief ? ? ? 
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09I male 42 
motor car 
manufacturing
technicians section chief ? ? ? 
09J male 58 
motor car 
manufacturing
technician chief ? ? ? 
09K male 27 
motor car 
manufacturing
technician ? ? ? ? 
09L male 28 
motor car 
manufacturing
technician ? ? ? ? 
09M male 30 
motor car 
manufacturing
technician ? ? ? ? 
09N ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 
09O ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 
10A male 59 office worker technician section chief 15 13 2～4
10B male 58 office worker ? section chief ? ? ? 
10C male 61 office worker ? adviser ? ? ? 
10D male 63 office worker sales ? ? ? ? 
10E male 30ca office worker technician ? ? ? ? 
10F female 23ca office worker office work ? ? ? ? 
10G female 23ca office worker office work ? ? ? ? 
11A male 48 teacher teaching ? 50 35 
～
1year
11B male 51 teacher teaching ? ? ? ? 
11C female 47 teacher teaching ? ? ? ? 
11D female 51 teacher teaching ? ? ? ? 
11E female 51 teacher teaching ? ? ? ? 
11F male 64 teacher teaching ? ? ? ? 
11G male 52 teacher teaching ? ? ? ? 
11H male 53 teacher teaching ? ? ? ? 
11I male 16ca student student ? ? ? ? 
11J ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 
11K ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 
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12A male 51 manager 
company 
management
executive 
manager 
20 14 
10～
19 
12B female 25 office worker
sales 
assistant 
general duties ? ? ? 
12C male 22 office worker sales general duties ? ? ? 
12D male 27 office worker sales chief ? ? ? 
12E female 32 office worker
sales 
assistant 
general duties ? ? ? 
12F male 39 office worker sales 
head of a 
section 
? ? ? 
12G male 29 office worker sales chief ? ? ? 
12H male 34 office worker planning 
head of a 
laboratory 
? ? ? 
12I male 23 office worker sales general duties ? ? ? 
12J male 44 office worker technician section chief ? ? ? 
12K male ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 
12L female ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 
12M male ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 
12N ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 
13A male 27 part-timer ? general duties ? ? 
～
1year
13B male 74 part-timer ? general duties ? ? ? 
13C female 30ca assistant assistant general duties ? ? ? 
13D male 73 part-timer ? general duties ? ? ? 
13E female 32 assistant assistant general duties ? ? ? 
13F male 31 assistant assistant general duties ? ? ? 
13G female 29 part-timer ? general duties ? ? ? 
13H female 23 part-timer ? general duties ? ? ? 
13I female 50ca part-timer ? general duties ? ? ? 
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13J female 40ca part-timer ? general duties ? ? ? 
13K female 40ca part-timer ? general duties ? ? ? 
13L ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 
13M ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 
14A male 33 beautician beautician ? 8 2 2～4
14B female 30 beautician beautician ? ? ? ? 
14C male 28 ? ? ? ? ? ? 
14D female 23 beautician beautician ? ? ? ? 
14E female 48 secretary secretary ? ? ? ? 
14F male 34 beautician beautician 
sub store 
keeper 
? ? ? 
14G female 31ca beautician beautician ? ? ? ? 
14H female 22 beautician beautician ? ? ? ? 
14J female 21 part-timer ? ? ? ? ? 
14K female 35ca housewife horse keeping ? ? ? ? 
14L female 20-29 ? ? ? ? ? ? 
14M ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 
14N ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 
15A male 25 
insurance 
agent 
sales general duties 3 3 
～
1year
15B male 45-50ca nursing ? trustee ? ? ? 
15C male 35 
insurance 
agent 
president president ? ? ? 
15D male 38 
insurance 
agent 
sales general duties ? ? ? 
15E ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 
15F ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 
16A male 48 
insurance 
agent 
sales storekeeper 1 1 5～9
16B female 22 office worker sales general duties ? ? ? 
16C male 20 
Chinese 
restaurant 
? ? ? ? ? 
16D male 50 manager president president ? ? ? 
16E male 52 manager president president ? ? ? 
16F male 52 manager executive director ? ? ? 
16G male 60 manager president president ? ? ? 
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16H male 34 manager executive 
executive 
director 
? ? ? 
16I female ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 
16J ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 
16K ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 
17A male 32 office worker
telephone 
operator 
supervisor 400 40 
～
1year
17B male 40 office worker
telephone 
operator 
team leader ? ? ? 
17C female 24 office worker
telephone 
operator 
supervisor ? ? ? 
17D male 28 office worker
telephone 
operator 
supervisor ? ? ? 
17E male 30ca office worker
telephone 
operator 
sub leader ? ? ? 
17F male 32-40 ? ? ? ? ? ? 
17H female ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 
17I ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 
17J ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 
18A male 25 librarian librarian ? 26 7 2～4
18B female 54ca librarian librarian ? ? ? ? 
18C male 48ca librarian librarian 
assistant 
director of a 
library 
? ? ? 
18D female 25 librarian librarian ? ? ? ? 
18E female 60ca librarian librarian ? ? ? ? 
18F male 48ca librarian librarian ? ? ? ? 
18G female 30 librarian librarian ? ? ? ? 
18H female 30ca assistant assistant ? ? ? ? 
18I female 40ca librarian librarian ? ? ? ? 
18J male 50ca librarian librarian 
assistant 
director of a 
library 
? ? ? 
18K female ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 
18L ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 
19A male 27 librarian librarian ? 28 7 2～4
19B female 45 librarian librarian ? ? ? ? 
19C female 60ca librarian librarian ? ? ? ? 
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19D male 50ca librarian librarian superintendent ? ? ? 
19E female 40ca librarian librarian ? ? ? ? 
19F female 30ca assistant assistant ? ? ? ? 
19G female 35ca librarian librarian ? ? ? ? 
19H male 45ca lecturer teaching professor ? ? ? 
19I female 54ca librarian librarian ? ? ? ? 
19J male 38ca librarian librarian ? ? ? ? 
19K male 20ca student student ? ? ? ? 
19L male 20ca student student ? ? ? ? 
19M male 30ca researcher researcher ? ? ? ? 
19N female 23ca graduate graduate ? ? ? ? 
19O male 20ca student student ? ? ? ? 
19P ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 
20A male 56 
high school 
teacher 
teaching ? 102 79 20～
20B male 52ca 
high school 
teacher 
teaching ? ? ? ? 
20C male 34 
high school 
teacher 
teaching ? ? ? ? 
20D male 42 
high school 
teacher 
teaching ? ? ? ? 
20E male 40 
high school 
teacher 
teaching ? ? ? ? 
20F female 16-17 student student ? ? ? ? 
20G ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 
21A male 30 musician musician 
concert 
master 
12 9 2～4
21B female 22 musician musician 
public 
relations 
? ? ? 
21C male 30 musician musician bandmaster ? ? ? 
21D female 30 musician musician planning ? ? ? 
21E male 28 musician musician ? ? ? ? 
21F male 28 musician musician ? ? ? ? 
21G ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 
 
